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ABSTRACT 

This thesis proposes systolic implementations for the processes of texture 

representation, and texture distance computation based on the transportation simplex 

algorithm. The systolic structure for texture distance computation consists of a two-

dimensional array of cells whose size depends on the number of discrete events used to 

represent texture patterns in terms of a given property. In addition, this array is surrounded 

by peripheral cells which are storage areas for the data required by the systolic structure for 

its computation. Systolic structures for applying the Sobel operator to texture images and to 

obtain frequency histograms are also proposed. Using these structures, the computational 

time for texture distance computation is 0(n2), and that for texture representation is 

0(n). In both cases, there is an increase in speed of 0(n) over corresponding sequential 

approaches with no parallel processing capabilities. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Systolic Arrays 

The introduction of the concept of systolic arrays by Kung and Leiserson has led 

to interesting ideas for hardware implementation of special-purpose computational systems 

[U. It is now quite possible to implement a large number of algorithms as special-purpose 

systems using a number of processing elements communicating with each other in a simple 

and regular way, thus creating a parallel processing environment which leads to substantial 

savings in computational time and to a reduction in the I/O bottleneck problem. Though 

current technology limitations have prevented the actual (transistor-level) construction of 

some of these algorithms, future advances in the Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) 

technology could make systolic architectures elegant, efficient, and powerful realizations of 

special-purpose systems. 

Basically, a systolic array is an array of processing elements or cells. These 

processing elements can be organized as one-, two-, or multi-dimensional arrays with all 

processing elements functioning concurrently. Multi-dimensional arrays can be rectangular, 

triangular, or hexagonal. In a pure systolic array, each cell is restricted to communicate 

with only its immediate neighbors. However, semi-systolic arrays that globally 

communicate with each other through a bus-like structure can also be realized. External data 

ripples through the array in a rhythmic fashion passing through many processing elements 

prior to leaving the structure. Thus, a data element is used repeatedly once it enters the 

systolic structure - a major factor in the reduction of the I/O bottleneck problem. 



Cells in a systolic array need not be identical to each other. Though it is preferable to 

have as few types of cells as possible to preserve the simplicity and regularity of the 

structure, the array can have many types of cells. Besides, even if all cells are identical, it is 

not necessary that at a particular time all the cells perform the same operation. With the help 

of control signals it is possible to force the cells into different states of operation. A 

structure which permits different types of cells and different states of operation for each cell 

represents a more general form of systolic arrays and is referred to as a systolic system 

[2]. Thus, a systolic system expands the domain of problems for which a systolic solution 

is possible. 

One of the major advantages of systolic structures is their simplicity and regularity 

which makes them modular and expandable. In addition, the concurrency aspects of these 

architectures help in obtaining higher computation speeds. Due to the repetitive use of data 

items, the need to store and retrieve intermediate results is greatly avoided. Thus, multiple 

computations are performed per I/O access creating a computation - I/O balance. 

1.2. Texture 

The texture of an object is determined by the presence of roughness or patterns 

found on the surface of the object. Texture helps in the perception and identification of such 

objects. To automate perception, it is necessary to represent texture using a suitable scheme 

and classify texture patterns according to various degrees of similarity (or dissimilarity). A 

new texture representation scheme has been proposed in 1985 by Raafat [3]. This scheme 

permits the representation of two aspects of texture - the scalar and vector properties. It is 

the most current representation scheme that allows the representation of a texture pattern in 

terms of both the scalar and vector properties avoiding redundant information. It ignores 



minor variations among different samples of the same pattern and is also resolution 

sensitive, providing increasing details with increasing image resolution, and permitting the 

quantification of differences between patterns using metrics. The representation and 

classification scheme proposed by Raafat also permits efficient segmentation of 

heterogeneous images into distinct texture regions which is a major area of concern in 

texture analysis, though not dealt with in this thesis. Further, the computations involved in 

these methods are compute-bound problems involving repetitive computations, thus having 

systolic implementations (see Chapter 2). 

The scalar properties are directly obtained from the grey level value of each pixel in 

the image of the texture pattern. To obtain the vector properties, the Sobel operator has 

to be applied to the grey level of each pixel. The texture is then represented by frequency 

histograms of these properties. In his scheme, Raafat identifies texture distance as a 

quantified representation of the degree of similarity (or dissimilarity) between two texture 

patterns. Thus, texture distance helps in classifying texture patterns. The solution strategy 

used for finding this texture distance is exactly similar to that of the minimum cost patterns 

of the transportation problem [17]. The transportation problem deals with the 

determination of a minimum cost plan for transporting a single commodity from a number 

of sources to a number of destinations. It is a linear programming problem and can be 

solved using the transportation simplex algorithm. Thus, the transportation simplex 

algorithm can be used to calculate the texture distance. 

The primary use of texture representation and classification is in real-time applications 

such as computer vision and robotics. For such applications, computation speed and 

implementation area are extremely important. A special-purpose system is preferred to a 

general-purpose computer system in such applications. This is because many of the 
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resources required by the general-purpose system may not be required by the speical-

purpose system since the latter is designed for a specific purpose. Furthermore, when the 

special-purpose system is implemented using a parallel processing environment, higher 

computation speeds can be obtained. This has been the major driving force to the 

implementation of a systolic system for texture distance computation. 

1.3. Objectives and organization of thesis 

The objective of this thesis is to introduce a systolic implementation for the process of 

texture representation and classification. A systolic structure for the process of texture 

distance computation has already been proposed [4]. This structure is essentially a semi-

systolic system permitting global data and control signal communication and using four 

different types of processing elements. To enhance the regularity and modularity aspects of 

this structure, a pure systolic system which permits only local communication between 

processing elements and which contains only one type of processing element is introduced 

in this thesis. By iteratively passing data and control signals into the structure, it is possible 

to obtain a solution to the simplex algorithm. Systolic structures to obtain frequency 

histograms of texture images using the Sobel operator are also proposed. 

The systolic architecture suggested for the transportation simplex algorithm consists 

of a two-dimensional array of cells. The size of the array is the same as the size of the 

transportation problem (transportation table) under consideration. This in turn depends 

upon the number of discretized values used to represent texture patterns. In addition, the 

basic array of cells is surrounded by peripheral cells which are storage areas for the data 

required by the systolic structure for its computation. Thus, there exists only one type of 

processing elements in this architecture. This structure is essentially a systolic system 

because each cell can exist in one of several states of operation. The computational time 
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taken by the system to solve the problem is of 0 (n2) where n is the size of the 

transportation problem. This leads to an increase in speed of the order of n since a 

sequential system with no parallel processing capabilities would take 0(n3) time to solve 

the same problem [17, 26]. 

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an introduction to systolic 

structures. The advantages of using systolic structures and the different types of structures 

based on data communication, geometry and operation states are described. Also discussed 

in this chapter are the advantages of using computation overlap. Chapter 3 provides a 

detailed discussion of the texture representation and classification scheme proposed by 

Raafat. The transportation problem and the streamlined simplex algorithm to solve the 

problem are also described. Chapter 4 discusses a systolic solution to the transportation 

simplex algorithm. The various algorithms used for the steps involved in the computation 

process are described in detail. Alternatives to the suggested algorithms are also proposed 

and comparisons are made. Chapter 5 proposes a functional level level design of the 

systolic architecture discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 6 discusses systolic architectures for 

texture representation. The concluding chapter summarizes the contributions of the thesis 

and suggests some topics for future research. 



CHAPTER 2 

SYSTOLIC STRUCTURES 

2.1. Introduction 

Advances in VLSI technology have had a major influence on computer architecture. 

Many existing algorithms in pattern recognition and image and signal processing can be 

implemented on a VLSI chip using multiple, regularly- connected processing elements. 

These elements function concurrently with data being pipelined through them. This type of 

an array processor has been referred to as a systolic structure (architecture), and the 

concept was introduced by Kung and Leisorson [1]. A state of the art survey on systolic 

structures is provided by Ullman [6], and a list of the sample problems for which systolic 

solutions exist is provided by Fortes, Fu and Wah [7]. 

Kung defines a systolic architecture to be a general methodology for mapping high 

level computations into hardware structures [5]. In a systolic structure, data flows from the 

computer memory in a rhythmic fashion, passing through many processing elements (PEs) 

or cells before it returns to memory. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2.1. The 

sequential machine shown consists of a single processing element. It reads data from the 

memory and stores results back into memory. Hence the computation rate is limited by the 

I/O rate or bandwidth. In other words, if the I/O bandwidth is 10 million bytes per second 

and if two bytes are required for each operation, the maximum computation rate will be 

only five million operations per second, no matter how fast the processing element 

operates. In the systolic array shown in part (b) of the figure, a data element fetched from 

the memory passes through six processing elements before returning to memory. With the 
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same I/O bandwidth, it is possible to have a maximum of 30 million operations per second 

- a factor of six improvement. 

A systolic structure need not be linear, as rectangular (two-dimensional), triangular, 

or hexagonal structures can also be realized, thereby achieving higher degrees of 

parallelism. Moreover, to implement a variety of computations, data may flow in a systolic 

structure at multiple speeds and in multiple directions. A systolic structure is easy to 

implement and reconfigure because of its regularity and modularity. 

MEMORY 

PE 

(a) SEQUENTIAL MACHINE 

MEMORY 

PE PE PE PE PE PE 

(b) SYSTOLIC ARRAY 

Figure 2.1. Basic principle of a systolic system 
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A systolic structure consists of a set of interconnected PEs or cells, each capable of 

performing some simple operation. Because simple, regular communication and control 

structures have significant advantages over complicated ones in design and implementation, 

cells in a systolic structure are typically interconnected to form a systolic array or a 

systolic tree [8]. Information in a systolic architecture flows between cells in a pipelined 

fashion, and communication with the outside world occurs only at the boundary cells. 

Computations can be classified into two types - compute-bound and I/O-bound 

computations [8]. If the total number of operations is larger than the total number of input 

and output operations, then the computation is compute-bound, otherwise it is I/O-bound. 

An example of a systolic architecture for a compute-bound problem of multiplying matrices 

A and B to form C is shown in Figure 2.2. The data flows of the three rhomboidal data 

blocks are in three directions: A moves towards the north, B moves towards -120° north, 

and C moves towards -60° north. During a clock cycle, each PE receives three data items 

from three different pipes and executes a multiply-add operation. Initially, the elements of 

C are all zeros. The shapes of the data matrices indicate the order in which they flow into 

the systolic array. Thus, a 1, 2 arrives one cycle earlier than a2  1 at the same PE in the 

systolic array, and al, 1, a1, 2, and al, 3 arrive at the boundary cells on the south-east 

side of the hexagonal array at the same time. The data items advance into neighboring PEs 

along their own pipes synchronously in subsequent clock cycles. Finally, C contains the 

elements of the resultant matrix. 

In the matrix multiplication problem, every entry in a matrix is multiplied by all 

entries in some row or column of the other matrix. Hence the number of computations 

(multiplications and additions) exceeds the number of entries in the two matrices and 

therefore this problem is classified as a compute-bound problem. Matrix addition, on the 
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Figure 2.2. Systolic array for product of two matrices 
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other hand, is 1/0-bound, since the total number of additions is less than the total number 

of entries in the two matrices. Speeding up an I/O-bound computation can be achieved by 

increasing the memory bandwidth. Memory bandwidth can be increased by the use of 

either fast components or interleaved memories. A compute-bound computation can, 

however, be speeded up in a relatively simple and inexpensive manner using the systolic 

approach [8]. 

2.2. Need for Systolic Structures 

2.2.1. Simplicity and Regularity 

Cost effectiveness is a major concern in the design of any system. Two types of costs 

exist - design and parts costs. Parts costs are dropping due to advances in integrated circuit 

technology. Besides, in special purpose systems which are usually produced in small 

quantities, parts costs are insignificant. Hence, the design cost plays a major role in the 

development of any system. 

Design cost can be reduced by the use of appropriate architectures. If a structure can 

be decomposed into a few types of simple substructures or building blocks, which are used 

repetitively with simple interfaces, great savings in design cost can be achieved. This is true 

for VLSI designs where a single chip consists of a very large number of components. To 

cope with this complexity, simple and regular designs are required. In addition, such 

designs would be modular and hence, expandable. 
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2.2.2. Concurrency 

There are two ways to obtain high speed in computations. One is to use fast 

components and the other is to use concurrency. During the past several years, little 

improvement in component speed has been achieved. Thus, concurrency seems to be a 

potential solution to increase computation speed. Concurrency can be achieved if the 

algorithm is designed to introduce high degrees of pipelining and multiprocessing. When a 

large number of processing elements work simultaneously, coordination and 

communication become significant. This is true especially in VLSI technology where 

routing costs are high. Hence, it is important to achieve high degrees of concurrency, and 

employ only simple, regular communication and control to enable efficient implementation 

[8]. 

2.2.3. Computation - I/O Balance 

Since any system typically receives data and outputs results, I/O considerations 

influence overall system performance. The ultimate performance goal of a system is to 

obtain a computation rate that balances the available I/O bandwidth. Hence the design of a 

system should be modular so that its structure can be easily adjusted to match a variety of 

I/O bandwidths [8]. 

In most systems, a single computation is performed per I/O access. Orders of 

magnitude improvements in the computation rate are possible if multiple computations are 

performed per I/O access. However, the repetitive use of a data item requires it to be stored 

inside the system for a sufficient length of time. Thus, the I/O problem is related not only to 

the available I/O bandwidth, but also to the available memory internal to the system [8]. 
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Hence, an appropriate memory structure has to be incorporated into the system to balance 

the computation rate with the VO rate. 

The I/O problem becomes severe when a large computation is performed. In this 

case, the computation must be decomposed. Executing subcomputations one at a time may 

require a substantial amount of VO to store or retrieve intermediate results. The problem can 

only be solved by avoiding the storing and retrieving of these results. 

A systolic architecture is a special purpose architecture that offers a solution to the 

above problems by performing concurrent computations, thus providing a high degree of 

parallelism. The pipelining of data allows multiple computations to be performed per I/O 

access, thus eliminating the need to store and retrieve intermediate results. In addition, they 

are simple and regular allowing a high degree of parallelism, modularity and expandibility. 

2.3. Types of Systolic Structures 

2.3.1. Data Communication 

Kung provides examples of the different types of systolic structures, based on 

different types of data communication to and from the cells in a systolic structure. Consider 

the convolution problem [5] defined as follows: 

Given the sequence of weights [ w1, w2, • • • , wk} and the input sequence {x1, 

x2, • • • , xn } , it is required to compute the resultant sequence (Y1, Y2, • • • , Y n+l-k} 

defined by 

Yi= wixi w2xi+i + • • • + wkxi+k-i 
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The convolution problem can be viewed as a problem of combining two data streams, wi's 

and xis, to form a resultant data stream yis. In this problem, each input xi is to be 

multiplied by each of the k weights. This implies that an input data element xi has to be 

processed k times before it can be output. Thus, the number of computations exceeds the 

number of I/O. Hence, it is a compute-bound problem. 

3 x 2 R 1 

y3 y2 yl rw i —ION 

3' in 11 r w-1 Hut 

_J 

rw -21 
L 

Y out 4.— Y in + Wx in 

17,4, 
L —Po 

Figure 2.3. Semi-systolic array with broadcast inputs 

Figure 2.3 shows a semi-systolic convolution array with global data 

communication. It is semi-systolic because it has global data communication. A pure 

systolic array has no such global communication. If an xi, once brought out from the 

memory, is broadcast to a number of cells, then the same xi can be used by all the cells. 

Weights are preloaded into the cells, one at each cell, and stay at the cells throughout the 

computation. Partial results yi move systolically from cell to cell from left to right, that is, 
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each of them moves over the cell to its right during each cycle. At the beginning of a cycle, 

one xi is broadcast to all the cells and one initialized as zero, enters the left-most cell. 

During cycle one, w1x1 is accumulated to yi at the left-most cell, and during cycle two, 

w 1x2 and w2x2 are accumulated to y2 and y1 at the left-most and middle cells, 

respectively. Starting from cycle three, the final values of yi, y2, • • • are output from the 

right-most cell at the rate of one yi per cycle. 

X X X 
3 2 1 

- - - 

W 3 W 2 Ey -1
L 

I I I 
I I I 
I I I 

I X in

IV in  r- y Hut 
L J 

4-- 3' w in x in 
w (_ win out 

Figure 2.4. Semi-systolic array with broadcast inputs and fan-in outputs 

This broadcasting technique is an obvious way to make multiple use of each input 

element. The opposite of broadcasting is fan-in, through which data items from a number 

of cells can be collected at the output. The fan-in technique can also be used to resolve the 

VO bottleneck problem. Figure 2.4 shows a semi-systolic convolution array utilizing both 
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the broadcast and the fan-in techniques. In this array, each yi stays at a cell to accumulate 

its terms, allowing efficient use of available multiplier-accumulator hardware. The weights 

circulate around the array of cells, and the first weight w1 is associated with a tag bit that 

signals the accumulator to output and resets its contents. In Figure 2.3, the systolic path for 

moving yi's may be considerably wider than that for moving wi's in Figure 2.4. This can 

be attributed to the fact that yi's typically carry more bits than wi's. The use of multiplier-

accumulators in Figure 2.4 may also help increase precision of the results, since extra bits 

can be kept in these accumulators with modest cost. Figure 2.3, however, does have the 

advantage of not requiring a separate bus (or other global network) for collecting outputs 

from individual cells. 

Figure 2.5 shows a pure systolic convolution array without global data 

communication. Here, each partial result yi stays at a cell to accumulate its terms. The 

xi's and wt's move systolically in opposite directions such that when an x meets a w at 

a cell, they are multiplied and the resulting product is accumulated to the y staying at the 

cell. To ensure that each xi is able to meet every wt, consecutive xi's on the x data 

stream are separated by two cycle times and so are the wt's on the w data stream. 

This design can also make efficient use of available multiplier-accumulator hardware; 

it can also use a tag bit associated with the first weight, w1, to trigger the output and reset 

the accumulator contents of a cell. It has the advantage that it does not require a bus, or any 

other global network, for collecting output from cells; a systolic output path is sufficient. 

Because consecutive wi's are well separated by two cycle times, a potential conflict, that 

more than one yi may reach a single latch on the systolic output path simultaneously, 

cannot occur. However, in this design, only one-half the cells are doing useful work at any 

time. 
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Figure 2.5. Systolic array with data movement in opposite directions 

Although global broadcasting or fan-in solves the I/O bottleneck problem, 

implementing it in a modular, expandable way presents another problem. Providing (or 

collecting) data item to (or from) all the cells of a systolic array, during each cycle, requires 

the use of a bus or some sort of tree-like network. As the number of cells increases, wires 

become long for either a bus or tree structure; expanding these non-local communication 

paths to meet the increasing load is difficult without slowing down the system clock. This 

engineering difficulty of extending global networks is significant at chip, board, and higher 

levels of a computer system. However, systolic arrays without global data communication 

can be extended to include an arbitrarily large number of cells without encountering these 

difficulties. 
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Figure 2.6. Systolic array with data movement at different speeds 

Figure 2.6 shows a convolution array in which data communication between cells can 

occur at different speeds. Here the inputs and the weights move in the same direction at 

different speeds. Both the x and w data streams move from left to right systolically, but 

the xi's move twice as fast as the wi's. More precisely, each w• stays inside every cell it 

passes for one extra cycle, thus taking twice as long to move through the array as any xi. 

In this figure, multiplier-accumulator hardware can be used effectively and so can the tag 

bit method to signal the output of the accumulator contents at each cell. Compared to the 
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design in Figure 2.5, this design has the advantage that all cells work all the time when 

performing a single convolution, but it requires an additional register in each cell to hold a 

w value. 

2.3.2. Geometry of Systolic Structures 

Systolic arrays can be one- or multi-dimensional [5]. When the memory speed is 

more than the cell speed, multi-dimensional systolic arrays can be used. At each cell cycle, 

all the I/O ports on the array boundaries can input (or output) data items to (or from) the 

memory; as a result, the available memory bandwidth can be fully utilized. Thus, the choice 

of a one- or a multi-dimensional scheme is quite dependent on how cells and memories will 

be implemented. As in one-dimensional systolic arrays, data in multi-dimensional arrays 

may flow in multiple directions and at multiple speeds. 

More commonly, the choice of a one- or multi-dimensional systolic structure is 

dependent on the nature of the problem. A multi-dimensional scheme should be adopted 

whenever increased parallelism can be used to perform the computations of a problem 

faster by splitting the problem into several computation channels. 

One of the characteristic features of a systolic structure is nearest neighbor 

communication. Two types of systolic structures can be identified based on how the 

nearest neighbor communication is achieved. In the 4-connected structure, a given cell 

can communicate with only its left, right, top, and bottom neighbors. This is illustrated in 

Figure 2.7. In the 6-connected structure, communication is allowed with the neighbors 

along one diagonal as well, as shown in Figure 2.8. The former structure is also referred to 

by Kung as a type R structure and the latter as a type H structure [5]. These two types 
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are applicable to an m by n array of cells. In addition, Kung also identifies a type T 

structure as shown in Figure 2.9. 

Figure 2.7. Type R or 4-connected systolic array 

2.3.3. Single and Multiple States 

The systolic structure introduced by Kung and Leiserson consists of an array of PEs 

or cells which are identical to each other, and at any time, perform the same computation. 

In other words, all the cells can exist in only one state of operation. Such a systolic 

structure is called a pure systolic array [5]. However, to increase the usefulness of the 

systolic concept, Moraga introduces the systolic system concept in which the cells need 

not be identical to each other, and at a given time, each cell can exist in any of several states 

of operation [2]. The state of operation in which a given cell must exist at a given time is 
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determined by a control signal provided to the cell at that time. To preserve the nearest 

neighbor communication concept of a systolic structure and to permit cells to exist in 

different states at any given time, Moraga suggests systolic propagation of the control 

signals (pipelining) throughout the entire structure. This avoids the need to globally 

broadcast the control signals to all cells in the structure which drastically increases the 

wiring complexity of the control circuitry.. 

Figure 2.8. Type H or 6-connected systolic array 

A systolic system to multiply three non-sparse matrices A, B, and G to form Q is 

shown in Figure 2.10. In state 1, the systolic system multiplies two n by n matrices and 

keeps the results, one element per PE. The system then switches to state 2; the former 

partial product is now one of the factor matrices and it is already properly loaded. The 

signals to change states ripple through the systolic array in a pipelined fashion, in the same 
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manner as the data. Thus, the signals spread according to the principles of systolic arrays 

and only one PE is dedicated to the change of state of its corresponding PEs. (A simple T-

flip-flop may serve as state memory). 

Figure 2.9. Type T systolic array 

2.4. Computation Overlap in Systolic Structures 

One of the major concerns in the design of a systolic structure for a given 

computation is to solve the problem of loading and unloading data. As an illustration, 

consider the problem of sorting n numbers using the linear systolic array shown in Figure 

2.11. The array consists of a cascade of simple processors, each one having a single input 

and output, and an internal accumulator (initialized to the smallest possible value, -.3). On 

each clock tick, the processor receives an input value, compares it with the contents of the 
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Figure 2.10. Systolic system for product of three matrices 
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accumulator, and sends the smaller of the two on its output lines, while storing the larger 

one in the accumulator. Thus, by the time n numbers have streamed past the processor, it 

has identified the largest number and the output stream contains n - 1 numbers. As a 

result, an array of n such processors is capable of sorting n numbers. If the inputs are 

available at leftmost processor at t = 0, they are completely scanned by the first processor 

at t = n. At this time instant, the second processor has scanned only n - 2 numbers. This 

is because while the first processor begins its computation at t = 0, the second processor 

sees -00 on its input at t = 1, and only at t = 2 does it see the first meaningful input. The 

second processor thus takes one more clock tick to finish its computation at t = n + 1, and 

similarly the k-th processor completes its computation at t = n + k - 1. The input is 

sorted when the n-th processor finishes at t = 2n - 1. 

Figure 2.11. Systolic array without computation overlap 

A naive approach to solve the problem of unloading data is to pad the input with n 

copies of the largest possible value, 00. As a result, the numbers will be pushed out in 

exactly the sorted order. Since there are now 2n input values (including the 00 values), the 

k-th processor finishes its computation at t = 2n + k - 1 and thus the n-th processor 

completes its computation at t = 3n - 1. At this time instant, all the accumulators contain 00 

and the sorted numbers have emerged from the rightmost processor. Thus the total 

computation time of the architecture is 3n - 1. If the architecture is to be reused for sorting 

another set of data, the accumulators must now be initialized to -00, preferably by loading 
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the cells with an additional n clock cycles. Because of this, a new computation cannot be 

started before t = 4n - 1. 

input 

control 
signal 

Figure 2.12. Systolic array with computation overlap 

Consider the architecture shown in Figure 2.12 which is identical to the one in Figure 

2.11, except that the processors now have a control signal that is propagated through the 

array. The control signal indicates to the processor that the current input is the first element 

of a new set of data. At every time instant, the processor reads the control signal value and, 

if it is one, it unconditionally sends the accumulator contents on its output and loads the 

accumulator from the input value. Otherwise, the processor performs the normal 

computation described earlier. In either case, the control value is delayed by one time unit 

(by storing it in a local buffer and making it available at the output only at the next clock 

tick). As a result, the array needs no initialization. A straightforward analysis shows that 

while the total computation time is still 3n - 2, a new set of data can be input into the 

processor at time t = n. This concept is referred to as computation overlap by 

Rajopadhye [8]. 

It has already been mentioned that a systolic structure communicates with the outside 

world through the boundary cells. In a linear structure, the boundary cells consist of the 

cells before the first and after the last systolic array cells. In a two-dimensional structure, 
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the boundary cells are linear arrays of cells parallel to the edges of the systolic array. 

2.5. Summary and Conclusions 

Systolic structures permit multiple use of each data item. Hence, they can achieve 

high throughputs at modest I/O bandwidths. To meet this criterion, either global data 

communication or pipelining can be utilized. For modular expansibility of the systolic 

structure, the second approach is preferable. Besides, a systolic structure uses concurrency 

which can be obtained by pipelining the stages involved in the computation of each single 

result, by multiprocessing many results in parallel, or by using both techniques [7]. 

A systolic structure which uses no global data communication and whose cells exist 

in a single state of operation at any time is called a pure systolic array. Structures with 

multiple states of operation are classified as systolic systems. Structures with global data 

communications are called semi-systolic arrays. 

A systolic array can be one- or two-dimensional. The latter is used when the memory 

speed is greater than the cell speed [5]. In such an array, all the I/O ports on the array 

boundaries can input (or output) data items to (or from) the memory. As a result, the 

available memory bandwidth can be fully utilized. 

The cells in a systolic structure are simple and regular, thereby reducing design and 

implementation costs. Communication between cells is also simple and regular, avoiding 

long distance or irregular communication. The only global communication (besides power 

and ground) is a system clock. This clock synchronizes the operations of the cells. 

However, the systolic concept permits self-timed schemes, but efficient implementations of 
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self-timed structures may be difficult [5]. For a one-dimensional systolic array, a global 

clock running along the length of the array presents no problems, even with an arbitrarily 

long array. This is because the delay involved in the flow of data from one processing 

element to the other along the one -dimensional array can be used to compensate the effects 

of clock skews. However, a large two-dimensional array may require slowdown of the 

global clock to compensate for clock skews [5], since there would be skewing along two 

dimensions whereas data flow might be in only one direction. Despite this problem, 

systolic structures are modular and expandable, and permit easy synchronization. 

In general, systolic designs apply to any compute-bound problem that is regular; in 

other words, one where repetitive computations of the same type are performed on a large 

set of data. 



CHAPTER 3 

TEXTURE REPRESENTATION AND CLASSIFICATION 

Texture on an object surface is the presence of roughness or patterns on the surface 

which can be visually seen and perceived. An image region may consist of a number of 

objects, whose surfaces may exhibit different texture patterns. The segmentation of an 

image region into distinct objects is thus realized through the detection of discontinuity in 

texture properties between different adjacent texture regions. Therefore, texture is an 

important image characteristic [18, 19]. 

The identification of an image region consisting of an arbitrary number of texture 

patterns, and its classification, are significant areas of research interest [3]. There are three 

goals associated with these problems: 

1. Representation of texture patterns in an image region, 

2. Classification of a texture pattern into a set of categories, and 

3. Segmentation of the image region to aid its subsequent identification and classification. 

This thesis addresses the fast two problems. 

3.1. Representation of texture 

Shen and Wong [9] stated that an ideal texture representation scheme is one that 

contains all the essential properties of a texture pattern avoiding redundant information. 

This scheme should however ignore small variations among different samples of the same 

27 
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pattern. It should also be resolution sensitive, providing increasing details with increasing 

image resolution, and should permit the quantification of differences between texture 

patterns using metrics. 

3.1.1. Properties of texture 

A texture pattern results from the repetition of one or more subpatterns [3, 15]. Thus 

a global pattern results from the repetition of local subpatterns and this modular nature of 

a texture pattern aids the process of texture discrimination [10]. Further, the elementary 

subpattern of a texture pattern is a two-layered structure [11]. The first layer represents the 

scalar properties and the second layer represents the spatial organization of the scalar 

properties. The latter properties are termed the vector properties. The grey levels in the 

image of a texture pattern are the scalar properties and their spatial orientations yield the 

vector properties. A representation scheme should adequately represent the texture in terms 

of both properties [11], and should also be resolution sensitive for both properties [11 -

14]. 

The scalar properties can be represented using first-order statistics of grey levels, and 

the vector properties are represented using higher-order statistics of grey levels or first-

order statistics of scalar properties [16]. A brief description of existing texture 

representation scheme follows. 

The Spatial Grey Level Dependence Method (SGLDM) 

The SGLDM [11] is based on the estimation of the second-order joint conditional 

probability density functions p(i, j I d, 0), each of which is the probability of 
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occurrence of a pair of grey levels (i, j) at distance d and angle 0 . The grey level 

cooccurrence matrices are formed from these probabilities. 

The Grey Level Run Length Method (GLRLM) 

The GLRLM [27] is based on computing the number of grey level runs of various 

lengths. A grey level run is a set of consecutive, collinear picture points having the same 

grey level value. The length of the run is the number of picture points within the run. The 

grey level run length matrix element (i, j) specifies the number of times a picture contains 

a run of length j for grey level i (or lying in grey level range i in the given direction). 

The Grey Level Difference Method (GLDM) 

The GLDM [20] is based on computing first order statistics of local property values. 

Let g(x) be a digital picture function and pd the probability density of gd(x, y), the 

difference between the grey levels of two points separated by the distance d. If there are 

m grey levels, pd has the form of an m-dimensional vector whose ith component is the 

probability that gd(x, y) has the value i. 

The Power Spectral Method (PSM) 

The PSM [20, 21] is based on computing the power spectrum P g(u, v) = F g(u, 

v).F* g(14 v) = IF g(u, v)I 2, where F g(u , v) is the Fourier transform of the image 

g(x, y), and the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate of F g. 

For a review of the approaches used for texture analysis, refer to [11, 20 - 23]. 
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Any of the above methods can be easily applied to represent a homogeneous texture 

pattern. But a heterogeneous pattern has to be first segmented into regions of homogeneous 

texture before they can be represented. The use of any of these metrics to segment a 

heterogeneous image is computationally inefficient [24, 25]. 

The texture features identified by Raafat [3] are the grey levels (scalar property) and 

the gradient vectors (vector property) at different resolution levels. These features provide 

an efficient representation of an arbitrary image region according to the criteria mentioned 

earlier. Such a representation also permits efficient segmentation and classification as 

described later [3]. This chapter is devoted to describing the representation and 

classification procedures in adequate detail. Image segmentation, however, is not a subject 

of this thesis. 

3.1.2. Raafat's representation scheme 

Raafat [3] proposed to represent the image of a texture pattern using frequency 

histograms of discrete values. Each pattern should be represented by two histograms - one 

for the scalar and one for the vector properties. Each of these histograms is constructed 

from a distinct set of discrete values which is chosen to represent any texture pattern 

according to the criteria mentioned earlier. (Figure 3.1 shows a checker board texture 

pattern represented by 64 grey levels, and its scalar frequency histogram). 

Let Es and Ev, respectively, be (mite sets of discretized values from which the scalar 

and vector histograms are obtained. 

Es = I k = 0, 1, 2, • • Ks - 1) 

Ev =[kIk=0, 1, 2, • • •,Kv - 1} 
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where Ks and K„ are the numbers of discrete events used to represent the pattern in terms 

(a) Checker board texture pattern 

0 
(black) Grey levels 

64 
(white) 

(b) Scalar frequency histogram 

Figure 3.1. An example of a texture pattern and 

its scalar frequency histogram 
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of scalar and vector properties respectively. Since the scalar properties are directly obtained 

from the grey levels of the image, Ks is the number of grey levels used (64 grey levels 

were found to be adequate in texture discrimination [3]). 

The vector event at a pixel e of the texture image is calculated by applying the Sobel 

operators [28, 29] shown in Figure 3.2 for the 3 x 3 image subregion shown in Figure 

3.3a with the target pixel e at the center of this subregion. 

-1 0 1 

-2 0 2 

-1 0 1 

1 2 1 

0 0 0 

-1 -2 -1 

Figure 3.2. Sobel x and y gradient operators 

The x- and y-axis gradients, Gx(i, j) and Gy(i,j) of the resulting vector are 

calculated as 

Gx (i , )=(c +2f p) —(a+ 2d + g) 

G(i j)=(a+2b c) —(g +2h + p)• 

The polar components of the vector are then obtained using the equations 

IG (i , )1= 11Gx2(i, j) + Gy2(i , j ) 

j)= tan-l( GY(i'Gx (i, j); 

An approximation of the magnitude component [3] can be obtained using the equation 

IG(i , j)I= IGx(i , + IGy , 

This equation is better suited for computer implementation and the maximum value of the 
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magnitude obtained using this equation is 6(Ks- 1) (for the case shown in Figure 3.3b). 

a b c 

d e f 

g h p 

(a) 

0 Ks -1 K -1 

0 0 Ks -1 

0 0 0 

(b) 

Figure 3.3.3 x 3 Image region 

The normalized gradient magnitude is then [3] 

( IG(i; n1)+ 0.5 

which takes integer values between 0 and Ks - 1. 

The polar components are then used to determine the vector event. A discretization 

scheme proposed by Raafat [3] is used for this purpose. This scheme is shown in Figures 

3.3a, 3.3b, and 3.3c. The direction component of the vector determines the octant (1 - 8) in 

which the vector lies (Figure 3.4a). The magnitude component then determines the ring 

(Figure 3.4b). Finally, the vector event is determined using the scheme shown in Figure 

3.4c based on the octant and the ring in which the vector lies. The vector can thus be 

represented as one of 41 distinct events and thus Kv = 41. The central event represents a 

very low (<5) or zero magnitude with no directionality. The vector event is thus obtained 

by applying the Sobel operator to the image and mapping the polar vector components 

obtained onto a two-dimensional as shown in Figure 3.5. For a vector event of 40, for 
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instance, the following conditions must be satisfied 

25 IG (i , j )I <63 

— 8 37r 5 0(l ' i)<- 7 

57c/8 37c/8 

77c/8 

5 

-77c/8 

7 

(a) 

1 

7c/8 

-7c/8 

Figure 3.4. 2-D Discretized gradient space into 8 octants 

The final step in the representation of a texture image in terms of vector and scalar 

properties is to obtain frequency histograms of both the vector and the scalar events 

obtained from the entire image. 
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(b) 

Figure 3.4. 2-D Discretized gradient space into 5 intervals or rings 

Frequency histograms are computationally simple and can measure texture 

dissimilarity using a metric [3, 13]. Extension to multi-dimensional images is also possible. 

Let h: be the frequency of occurrence of the event k(k E Et ) over a texture image a, 

where t can denote either the scalar s or the vector v property. A texture image is 

represented by two histograms, the scalar histogram Hs and the vector histogram A,a 
which are defined as 

HS 
= [hka 

IK 
, 

=0,1, • • • , Ks —1] 

1.4a = [ ha 
ik =0,1, . .. ,E  — 

If an entire texture image is subdivided into and captured as image blocks due to size and 
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resolution constraints, the frequency histogram for the entire image is obtained as the mean 

of the histograms of the image blocks [16]. 

(c) 

Figure 3.4. 2-D Discretized gradient space into 41 vector events 

3.2. Texture Classification 

Raafat [3] defines texture distance as a measure of the degree of similarity or 

dissimilarity between two texture patterns. Since texture patterns are represented by scalar 

and vector frequency histograms, as described in the previous section, Raafat has proposed 

a method to determine the scalar and vector texture distances between two texture patterns 
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from their corresponding histograms. 

•So'bel 

Operator 

Figure 3.5. Gradient vector feature extraction scheme 

a 
Let Ht and Hb be the frequency histograms of two texture images a and b, where 

t is the property in terms of which the the texture patterns are represented (scalar s or 

vector v). As defined earlier Kt is the number of discrete events used to represent a 

texture pattern in terms of property t. Let p and q be any two events of property t. Then 
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ct(p, q) is the distance function for property t between events p and q (see Figure 

3.6). 

event 0 q ••• K; Ha 

0 

1 

K; 

c (0, 0) 
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c t (Kt' ,0) 

c t (0,1) • • • c t 0, q 
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••• c t (Kt',K;) 
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ha , 
Kt

H b 
h 

0 
hb h b •••  , h 

Kt

Figure 3.6. Distance function for property t 

The scalar distance function cs(p, q) is defined as [3] 

cs (p, q)=Ip — ql where p, q e Es

Thus the distance function is just the absolute difference between the grey levels p and q. 

The vector distance function cv(p, q) is defined as [3] 

0.5.rP if p*0 and q=0 

cv (p, q)= 
0.5.rq

0 
0.5Ir p rql + min DO p - N - IMP - Oql] 

if p = 0 and 

if p=q= 0 
otherwise 

q 

The vector distance function is the sum of two distances - the radial distance between the 

two events and the angular distance given by their smallest angular separation. When both 

events are center events, the distance function is zero. If one of the events is zero, only the 

radial distance is taken into consideration. The radial distances are normalized so that the 

maximum radial distance is equal to the maximum angular separation and also the smallest 
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radial distance from the center is equal to half the maximum angular separation. rp, rq, 

4T 1 p and Coq are the radial and angular values of events p and q respectively, and N = 8 

is the number of octants. The radial values for each concentric ring and the angular value 

for eac octant are shown in Figure 3.7. 
3 

Figure 3.7. Calculation of the vector distance function 

Both the distance functions cs(p, q) and c v(p, q) are shown to be metrics [3]. 

The event matching distance at an image resolution m by m between Ht and 

b . 
Ht is then defined to be 
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K; K; 

dtm (a, b)=I t Ic t (p, q) x (p, q) 
p=0 q=0 

where K' = Kt - 1 and x(p, q) is the fraction of hp to be matched with elements of 

hb [3]. The distance can also be considered as the cost of matching events in Ht and 

Ht • 

The texture event set distance Dm between Hta and Ht is then the minimized 

event matching distance, which is also a metric [3]. Therefore, to calculate the texture 

distance between two texture patterns a and b, represented by histograms Ha and Hbt , 

Kt Kt

minimize dm (a, b) t (p, q) x (p, q) 
p=0 q=0 

with respect to x(p, q) subject to the constraints 

Kt

• X (p, q)= h; 
q=0 

Kt

• x (p, q 
p=0 

and 

x (p, q) 0 for p, q E Et. 

b 
q 

for p = 0, 1, • • • K; 

for q = 0, 1, • • • K; 

This minimization is performed for both the scalar and vector histograms, thus 

yielding the scalar and vector event set distances. 

The formulation of the above problem is exactly identical to that of the balanced 
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transportation problem [17]. In this problem, there are n sources (i = 1, • • n), 

each with a supply of si units, and n destinations = 1, • • n), each with a demand of 

di  units. Cif is the unit transportation cost between source i and destination j (see Figure 

3.8). xu is the number of units transported between source i and destination j. The 

objective of the transportation problem is to minimize the total distribution cost, i.e., 

minimize z = C X .tj. 

i =1 j =1 

subject to 

x
ij 

= Si for i = 1, 2, • • n 
j =1 

x.. = d. for j = 1, 2, • • n 
I.1 

i =1 

Oand x.. . V ij 

Therefore the transportation simplex algorithm [17, 26] used to solve the 

transportation problem can be effectively utilized to compute the scalar and vector event set 

distances. Further, the mathematical model for computing the event set distances is the 

same as that of the balanced transportation problem (total supply is equal to total demand) 

since 

K; 

I "P ' 
P =0 q =0 

In other words, the sum of the frequencies of the two histograms should be the same as the 

two image blocks a and b are of the same size. 
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Figure 3.8. Cost & requirements table for the transportation problem 

The total event set distance Dm between the two image blocks is obtained from the 

scalar and vector event set distances as 

m [Dm (a, b) a D7 (a, b)] 
D (a, b) —  

[1 + a] 
where a is a weighting factor. Since the vector events reflect two aspects of texture 

through their two components, namely gradient magnitude and gradient directionality, 

texture characteristics are reflected by the vector events more than by the scalar events and 

an a value of 2 yields good results [3]. b) takes up values between 0 and 1 

The total texture event set distance D at all resolution levels between two image 

blocks a and b is defined as [3] 

ni(a,b ) 

M 
D(a,b) 

m=1 
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where M is the number of resolution levels. D(a, b) also takes up values between 0 and 

1. 

3.3. The Transportation Model 

This section presents the transportation model [17, 26]. The model deals with the 

determination of a minimum-cost plan for transporting a single commodity from a number 

of sources (e.g. factories) to a number of destinations (e.g. warehouses). The model can be 

extended in a direct manner to cover practical situations in the areas of inventory control, 

employment scheduling, personnel assignment, cash flow, scheduling dam reservoir 

levels, and many others. The model can also be modified to account for multiple 

commodities. 

The transportation problem is basically a linear program that can be solved by the 

transportation simplex algorithm [17, 26]. 

3.3.1. Definition of Transportation Model 

The transportation model seeks the determination of a transportation plan of a single 

commodity from a number of sources to a number of destinations. The data of the model 

include: 

1. Level of supply at each source and amount of demand at each destination. 

2. The unit transportation cost of the commodity from each source to each 

destination. 
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Since there is only one commodity, a destination can receive its demand from one or 

more sources. The objective of the model is to determine the amount to be shipped from 

each source to each destination such that the total transportation cost is minimized. The 

transportation cost is proportional to the number of units transported. 

Figure 3.9 depicts the transportation model as a network with m sources and n 

destinations. A source or a destination is represented by a node. The arc joining a source 

and a destination represents the route through which the commodity is transported. The 

amount of supply at source i is si and the demand at destination j is di. The unit 

transportation cost between source i and destination j is cu. 

Let xu represent the amount transported from source i to destination j; then the 

Linear Programming (LP) model representing the transportation problem is given generally 

as: 

m n 

minimize objective function z = c.. x.. 
i =lj=1 

with respect to xu 

subject to 

EX..if S. , i= 1, 2, • • M 

j =1 

_ d j =1,2, • • n 
if 

i =1 

xij 0 for all i and j. 

The objective function is the total transportation cost. The first set of constraints stipulates 

that the sum of the shipments from a source cannot exceed its supply; similarly, the second 
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set requires that the sum of the shipments to a destination must satisfy its demand. The 

values allocated to the variables xij subject to these constraints form the solution set for the 

above problem. Exactly m + n - 1 of these variables will have non-zero values and others 

will have zero values. The non-zero variables are called the basic variables and the others, 

the non-basic variables. 

Units 
of 

Supply 

Sources Destinations 

Figure 3.9. The transportation model 

d. 
J 

d 
n 

Units 
of 

Demand 

The model described above implies that the total supply / si must at least equal 
i =1 

m n 

total demand / d. . When the total supply equals the total demand ys. — d. , 

I =1 1 =1 j =1 

the resulting formulation is called the balanced transportation model. It differs from 

the model above only in the fact that all constraints are equations; that is, 
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=Xii = S. i 1, 2, • • m 
j 

/x ii = d, j = 1, 2, • • n. 
i 

In real life it is not necessarily true that supply equals demand or, for that matter, exceed it. 

However, a transportation model can always be balanced by adding dummy sources or 

destinations to compensate for the excess demand or supply, respectively. The costs of 

transportation from the dummy sources to the dummy destinations should be very high, to 

prevent any assignments from being made to routes originating from such sources or 

terminating at such destinations. The balancing, in addition to its usefulness in modeling 

certain practical situations, is important for the development of a solution method that fully 

exploits the special structure of the transportation model. 

Since the mathematical model for the computation of the texture event set distance is 

the same as that of the balanced transportation problem, the solution method described 

below deals with the example of a balanced problem. 

3.3.2. Solution of the Transportation Problem 

The solution method for the transportation problem consists of the following steps 

which will be subsequently described in greater detail: 

Step 1: Determine a starting feasible solution. This solution will not be the optimal one 

but will have m + n - 1 basic variables. 

Step 2: If all such basic variables catisfy the optimality condition of the simplex method 
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stop; otherwise, determine an entering variable from among the non-basic 

variables and go to step 3. The entering variable is a non-basic variable which will 

become a new member of the set of basic variables during the current iteration. 

Step 3: Determine a leaving variable (using the feasibility condition) from among the 

basic variables of the current solution; then find the new basic solution. Return to 

Step 2. The leaving variable becomes a new member of the set of non-basic 

variables 

3.3.2.1. Determination of the Starting Solution 

There are several methods [17, 26] to determine the starting solution. The Russell's 

Approximation Method (RAM) provides an excellent criterion that is quick to 

implement on a computer (although not manually) [17]. This criterion frequently obtains a 

near optimal starting solution. One distinct advantage of Russell's approximation method is 

that it is patterned directly after Step 2 of the transportation simplex method, which 

somewhat simplifies the overall computer implementation. The RAM is described below. 

Consider the transportation problem shown in Table 3.1 with four sources and five 

destinations. The small box in the north-east corner of each table entry contains the cost 

associated with that entry. For each source row i remaining under consideration (not 

crossed out), determine its Ts 
i 
, which is the largest unit cost cu still remaining in that 

row. For each destination column j remaining under consideration, determine its V , 

which is the largest unit cost cu still remaining in that column. For each variable xu not 

previously selected in these rows and columns, calculate a = — u — v . Select 

the variable having the largest (in absolute terms) negative value of 71u. (Ties may be 

broken arbitrarily). Allocate as much as possible to this variable. The value allocated will be 
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the minimum of the supply and demand values corresponding to the row and column 

containing the variable. Next, eliminate the row (column) whose supply (demand) is used 

up. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Destination 
2 3 4 

16 1 16 123_ 

1 14 I 14 13 

L 2

L.0 1 23 1550 

0 

Demand 30 20 70 30 60 

Table 3.1. The original problem 

Supply 

50 

60 

50 

50 

Results of applying the RAM to this example, including the sequence of basic 

variables (allocations), are shown in Table 3.2. At iteration 1, the largest unit cost in row 1 

is u = 22, the largest in column 1 is 7' i = 550, and so forth. Thus 411 = c 11 - u 1 - 
= 16 - 22 - 550 = -556. Calculating all the 7111 for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 and j = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

shows that 7145 = -1100 has the largest negative value, so x45 = 50 is selected as the 

first basic variable for allocation. This allocation exactly uses up the supply in row 4, so 

this row is eliminated from further consideration. Note that eliminating this row changes 

and 7 
3 

for the next iteration. Therefore, the second iteration requires recalculating the 
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ti with j = 1, 3, as well as eliminating i = 4. The largest negative value now is 71, 15 = 

17 - 22 - 550 = -555, so x15 = 10 becomes the second basic variable to be allocated, 

eliminating column 5 from further consideration. (The subsequent iterations proceed 

similarly). 

Iteration u1 
U 2 u 4 v v 

2 3 
v v 

4 5 

Largest 
negative A Allocation 

1 22 19 550 550 550 19 550 23 550 76, 45 = — 1100 X 45 = 50 

2 22 19 550 19 19 20 23 550 N15 = — 555 x15 = 10 

3 22 , 19 23 19 19 20 23 S 13 = — 29 x13 = 40 
4 19 23 19 19 20 23 A" 

23 
= — 26 x

23 
= 30 

5 19 23 19 19 23 A 21 = — 24 x 21 =30 

6 irrelevant x 31 =0 

x
32 

= 20 

x 34 = 30 

Table 3.2. Initial basic feasible solution from Russell's Approximation 

Method 

The transportation simplex table obtained after applying the Russell's Approximation 

Method is the one shown in Table 3.3. The circled entries represent the values allocated to 

each basic variable. The next step is to check whether this initial solution is optimal by 

applying the optimality test. 

3.3.2.2. Optimality Test 

The standard optimality test for the the transportation simplex method is described as 
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follows. 

Iteration 
0 

1 

2 

Source 

3 

4 

Demand 

Destination 
1 2 3 4 

1 16 16 0L 22 

14 19 15 

19 

20 

20 123
30 

_, 

550 0 550 0 

Supply u 

50 22 

60 19 

50 550 

50 550 

30 20 70 30 60 

V 550 19 550 550 

Table 3.3. Initial transportation simplex table from Russell's 

Approximation Method 

A basic feasible solution is optimal if and only if ( — . — v 1 ) > 0 for every (i, 

j) such that xu is non-basic. Thus the only work required by the optimality test is the 

derivation of the values of the u• and v./ for the current basic feasible solution and then the 

calculation of these (cij — ui — vJ ). 

Since (cif — ui — v j ) is required to be zero if xu is a basic variable, the ui and v./

satisfy the set of equations 

cu = ui + vj for each (i, j) such that x11 is basic. 

There are (m + n - 1) basic variables, and so there are (m + n - 1) of these equations. 

Since the number of unknowns (the ui and v3) is (m n) , one of these variables can be 
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assigned a value arbitrarily without violating the equations. Because of the simple structure 

of these equations, it is then very simple to solve for the remaining variables algebraically. 

The following are each of the equations that correspond to a basic variable in the 

initial basic feasible solution. 

x31: 19 = u3 + v1

x32: 19 = u3 + v2 

x34:23 = u3 + v4 

x21: 14 = u2 

x23: 13 = u2 + v3 

x13: 13 = + v3

x15: 17 + v5 

x45 : 0 = u4 + v5 

Setting u3 = 0 (since row 3 of Table 3.3 has the largest number of allocations, 3) and 

moving down the equations one at a time immediately gives v1 = 19; v2 = 19; v4 = 

23; u2 = 14 - 19 = -5; v3 = 13 - (-5) = 18; u1 = 13 - 18 = -5; v5 = 17 - (-5) = 22; and 

u4 = -22. Because two of the values shown in Table 3.4, (c25 - u2 - v5) = -2 and (c44

- u4 - v4) = -1, are negative, we conclude that the current basic feasible solution is not 

optimal. Therefore, the transportation simplex method must next go to the iterative step to 

fmd a better basic feasible solution. 

3.3.2.3. Iterative Step 

The iterative step must determine an entering basic variable (part 1), a leaving basic 

variable (part 2), and then identify the resulting new basic feasible solution (part 3). 

Part 1: Since (cij — u1 — vj ) represents the rate at which the objective function would 

change as the non-basic variable xif is increased, the entering basic variable must have a 

negative (cif — ui — vi ) to decrease the total cost z. Thus the candidates in Table 3.4 are 

x25 and x44. The candidate having the largest (in absolute terms) negative value of 
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(C.. — U. — V .) 

Iteration 
0

2 

Source 

Demand 

as the entering basic variable, x25 in this case, is chosen. 

1 
Destination 

2 3 4 5 Supply u 

+2 +2 
1 16 13 

40 +4 

1 22 

14 

30 +1 
1 19 

-2 

15 

19 

O 

19 

20 +2 

20 23_ 

8 
550 

+528 

+553 +3 
L 550 

+554 -1 50 

50 

60 

50 

50 

-5 

.5 

0 

-22 

30 20 70 30 60 

V 19 19 18 23 22 

Table 3.4. Completed initial transportation simplex table 

Part 2: Increasing the entering basic variable from zero sets off a chain reaction of 

compensating changes in other basic variables (allocations) in order to continue satisfying 

the supply and demand constraints. The first basic variable to be decreased to zero then 

becomes the leaving basic variable. 

With x25 as the entering basic variable, the chain reaction in Table 3.4 is the 

relatively simple one summarized in Table 3.5. (The entering basic variable is indicated by 

placing a boxed + sign in its cell). Thus increasing x25 requires decreasing x15 by the 

same amount to restore the demand of 60 in column 5, which in turn requires increasing 

x13 by this amount to restore the supply of 50 in row 1, which in turn requires decreasing 

x23 by this amount to restore the demand of 70 in column 3. This decrease in x23

successfully completes the chain reaction because it also restores the supply of 60 in row 2. 
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(Equivalently, the chain reaction could have been started by restoring this supply in row 2 

with the decrease in x23, and then increase x13 and decrease x15). The net result is that 

cells (2, 5) and (1, 3) become recipient cells, each receiving its additional allocation from 

one of the donor cells, (1, 5) and (2, 3). (The recipient and donor cells are indicated in 

Table 3.5 by the + and - signs respectively). Note that cell (1, 5) had to be the donor cell 

for column 5 rather than cell (4, 5) because cell (4, 5) would have no recipient cell in row 4 

to continue the chain reaction. (Similarly, if the chain reaction had been started in row 2 

instead, cell (2, 1) could not be the donor cell for this row because the chain reaction could 

not then be completed successfully after necessarily choosing cell (3, 1) as the next 

recipient cell and either cell (3, 2) or (3, 4) as its donor cell). Each donor cell decreases its 

allocation by exactly the same amount that the entering basic variable (and other recipient 

cells) is increased. Therefore, the donor cell that starts with the smallest allocation (cell (1, 

5) in this case since 10 < 30 in Table 3.5) must reach a zero allocation first as the entering 

basic variable x25 is increased. Thus x15 becomes the leaving basic variable. 

There is always just one chain reaction (in either direction) that can be completed 

successfully to maintain feasibility when the entering basic variable is increased from zero. 

This chain reaction can be identified by selecting among the cells having a basic variable: 

first, the donor cell in the column having the entering basic variable, then the recipient cell 

in the row having this donor cell, then the donor cell in the column having this recipient 

cell, and so on until the chain reaction yields a donor cell in the row having the entering 

basic variable. When a column or row has more than one additional basic variable cell, it 

may be necessary to trace them all further to see which one must be selected to be the donor 

or recipient cell. (All but this one eventually will reach a dead end in a row or column 

having no additional basic variable cells). After identifying the chain reaction, the donor cell 

having the smallest allocation automatically provides the leaving basic variable. (In the case 
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of a tie for the donor cell having the smallest allocation, any one can be chosen arbitrarily to 

provide the leaving basic variable). 

1 

2 

3 

4 

1 
Destination 

2 3 5 Supply 

+2 +2 

1 14 

0 

I 13 

0 

I 13 

30  

22

+4 

1
19 

+1 

I 17 

  10 

1 15 

ID -2 

2L 
O 

+2 

550 

+553 +3 

1550 

+554 -1 

23 550 

+528 

Demand 30 20 70 30 60 

50 

60 

50 

50 

Table 3.5. Chain reaction caused by the entering variable x25

Part 3: The new basic feasible solution is identified simply by adding the value of the 

leaving basic variable (before any change) to the allocation for each recipient cell and 

subtracting this same amount from the allocation for each donor cell. In Table 3.5 the value 

of the leaving basic variable x15 is 10, so this portion of the transportation simplex table 

changes as shown in Table 3.6 for the new solution. (Since x15 is non-basic in the new 

solution, its new allocation of zero no longer is shown in this new table). 

Continuing to apply this procedure yields the complete set of transportation simplex 

table shown in Table 3.7. Since all the (cij — u — ) are non-negative in the fourth 
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table, the optimality test identifies the set of allocations in this table as being optimal, which 

concludes the algorithm. Three special points are illustrated by this example. First, the 

initial basic feasible solution is degenerate because the basic variable x31 = 0, but this fact 

causes no complication because cell (3, 1) becomes a recipient cell in the second table, 

which increases x31 to a value greater than zero. 

Second, another degenerate basic variable x34 arises in the third table because the 

basic variables for two donor cells in the second table, cells (2, 1) and (3, 4), tie for having 

the smallest value 30. (This tie is broken arbitrarily by selecting x21 as the leaving basic 

variable; if x34 had been selected instead, then x21 would have become the degenerate 

basic variable). This degenerate basic variable does appear to create a complication 

subsequently because cell (3, 4) becomes a donor cell in the third table but has nothing to 

donate. Fortunately, such an event actually gives no cause for concern. Since zero is the 

amount to be added or subtracted to the allocations for the recipient and donor cells, these 

allocations do not change. However, the degenerate basic variable does becomes the 

leaving basic variable, so it is replaced by the entering basic variable as the circled 

allocation of zero in the fourth table. This change in the set of basic variables changes the 

values of the ui and Therefore, if any of the (c.. — u —v J ) had been negative in the 

fourth table, the algorithm would have gone on to make real changes in the allocations 

(whenever all donor cells have non-degenerate basic variables). 

Third, because none of the (cii — ui i ) turned out to be negative in the fourth 

table, the equivalent set of allocations in the third table is also optimal Thus the algorithm 

executed one more iteration than necessary. This extra iteration is a flaw that occasionally 

arises in both the transportation simplex method and the simplex method because of 

degeneracy, but it is not sufficiently serious to warrant any adjustments in these algorithms. 
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1 

1 

Source 

3 

4 

Destination 
2 3 

550 

4 5 Supply 

Demand 30 20 70 30 

Table 3.6. New basic solution 

60 

50 

60 

50 

50 
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1 

Source 

4 

1 
Destination 

2 3 

+2 

d2L 
0 

1 14 

19 

20 +2 

550 

+553 +3 
550 

+554 -1 

4 

+4 

19 

+1 

+528 

-2 

550 

Supply ui

50 

60 -5 

50 0 

50 -22 

Demand 30 20 70 30 60 

V 
j 

19 19 18 23 22 

(a) 

Table 3.7. Iteration 0 
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2 

Source 

Destination 
1 2 3 4 5 Supply 

16 

+2 +2 

16 13 

50 

1 20 

550 

+551 

550 

+552 

22 

+4 

17 

+2 

550 

+530 

50 -5 

60 -5 

50 

50 -20 

Demand 

V 
J 

30 20 70 30 60 

19 19 18 23 20 

(b) 

Table 3.7. Iteration 1 
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1 

2 

Source 

3 

4 

1 

+5 

Destination 
2 3 Supply u 

+5 

+3 

19 

30 

550 

+554 

+3 

+4 

+7 

17 

+2 

13

20  
+4 

19 15 

0 

23 550 

-1 +557 

  Lo_ 
0 a 

550 

+552 

50 

60 

50 

50 

-8 

0 

-23 

Demand 30 20 70 30 60 

V 
J 

19 19 21 23 23 

(c) 

Table 3.7. Iteration 2 
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1 

2 

Source 

3 

4 

1 
Destination 

3 4 5 Supply u 

+2 

eLL 
550 

+553 

+4 

+2 

+3 

I 16 

+7 

122

20
+4 

422- 
1550 

+552 

1
17 

+2 

550 

+528 

50 

60 

50 

50 

-7 

0 

-22 

Demand 30 20 70 30 60 

V. 
J 

19 19 20 22 22 

(d) 

Table 3.7. Iteration 3 
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3.4. Conclusion 

This chapter describes a texture representation and classification scheme introduced 

by Raafat [3]. The scheme represents a texture pattern using frequency histograms of scalar 

and vector properties. The texture properties identified are required to adequately represent 

a texture with little redundant information. Such a representation scheme is resolution-

sensitive and enhances various aspects of texture at higher resolution levels. Since the 

texture patterns are represented using histograms, small variations across different samples 

taken from the same texture are allowed. 

The event set distance defined by Raafat [3] provides a measure for the degree of 

similarity or dissimilarity between two texture patterns. Determination of this distance aids 

in the classification of texture patterns and in the subsequent segmentation of an image 

region into distinct texture regions. This distance can be determined using the streamlined 

transportation simplex algorithm. A description of this algorithm is also included in this 

chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 

A SYSTOLIC ARCHITECTURE 

FOR 

THE TRANSPORTATION SIMPLEX ALGORITHM 

4.1. Introduction 

This chapter discusses a systolic architecture for the transportation simplex algorithm. 

Though the purpose of developing this architecture is to provide a special-purpose system 

to compute texture distance, it may be adapted for any balanced transportation problem. An 

unbalanced transportation problem can easily be converted into a balanced one by assuming 

dummy sources (destinations) and assigning very high cost of transportation from these 

sources (to these destinations). The architecture retains all the important characteristics of a 

systolic structure - regularity, modularity, expandibility, and concurrent (parallel) pipelined 

computations. Though Kung and Leiserson define a systolic array as an array of 

elementary processing elements where each element performs a simple computation, the 

architecture introduced by this thesis is meant to be an extension to the original concept. 

This thesis defines a processing element as one which can be programmed to perform 

several types of computations. More precisely, a processing element can exist in any one of 

several states of operation during any clock cycle and the current state is decided by the 

control signals received by the element just prior to the clock cycle. In each state a number 

of elementary computations (addition, subtraction, comparison, etc.) can be done 

simultaneously on a number of data elements. Thus, the architecture introduced by this 

thesis is a systolic system as defined by Moraga [2]. As in a systolic array, the structure 

introduced in this thesis can be expanded to meet the requirements of a problem of any size 

subject to the limitations of current technology (in terms of chip area and pin-count). 

62 
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Using a sequential machine, such as a general purpose computer system, the 

computation of the transportation simplex algorithm takes 0(n3) time, where n is the size 

of the transportation table. This is because each entry in the transportation table has to be 

processed (one at a time) during each of the computation steps related to the transportation 

simplex algorithm. Since there are n2 entries in the table, each computation step takes 

0(n2) time. Assuming a constant number of computation steps in each iteration of the 

simplex algorithm, a total number of (2n - 1) iterations to determine the initial basic 

feasible solution and then up to (2n - 1) iterations to determine the optimal solution are 

required. Thus, the total time period needed is 0(n3). 

The objective of the systolic architecture proposed is to reduce the time for 

computations. The reduction in time is achieved in three different ways. First of all, since 

the systolic architecture is a special-purpose system, much of the overhead time of a general 

purpose system is avoided. In a general purpose system, the simplex algorithm would be 

implemented as a program stored in memory and the implementation would require fetching 

of instructions and data from memory, and storing of intermediate data in memory, to 

perform each computation. Thus, the overall computation time includes memory access 

time. This is to be compared to the hardware implementation of the simplex algorithm 

whereby there is no necessity for fetching instructions. The data required by the 

architecture is immediately available to the processing elements as discussed in the next 

section. Thus, there is no need to access memory at all. 

Secondly, in the systolic architecture, computations are performed in parallel. A 

general purpose system will usually consist of a single or at the most a few processors 

(multiprocessor system). Thus, computations of the simplex algorithm will be performed 

sequentially. The systolic architecture contains n2 processors which can function 
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concurrently. These n2 processors allow the existence of 2n different computation 

channels (along the n rows and n columns) where each channel can be considered as a 

pipeline of n different processors. The existence of 2n different computation channels 

reduces the total computation time by a factor of 2n and since each channel is a pipeline, a 

data element fed into the pipeline is processed n times before being discarded. 

Thus, where a general purpose system would take 0(n3) time for the simplex 

algorithm, the systolic architecture takes only 0(n2) time. Finally, the memory accesses 

required by the general purpose system are eliminated in the systolic architecture resulting 

in a significant improvement in computation time. 

Having stated the objectives of the systolic architecture, the actual implementation is 

obtained by transforming the simplex algorithm, which is inherently sequential, into a 

parallel version which permits computations to be performed in parallel. Also, the 

algorithm should take into account the structure of the architecture. In other words, the 

design of the parallel algorithm should be based on the systolic nearest neighbor 

communication of the architecture and should also permit the architecture to be expandable. 

The following sections describe the systolic architecture and the systolic algorithms for 

implementing the various computation steps of the transportation simplex algorithm in 

parallel. The hardware implementation of the architecture is described in Chapter 5. 

An exhaustive literature survey revealed that presently there exists no other systolic 

architecture for texture distance computation or for the more general transportation simplex 

algorithm. The architecture closest to the architecture proposed in this thesis is a neural 

network for the assignment problem proposed by Tank and Hipfield [30], and an 0(n2) 

area and time-complexity systolic architecture for the assignment problem proposed by 
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Schwiegelshohn and Thiele [311. The assignment problem is a restricted version of the 

transportation problem where the allocation to each entry of the table can be either a 0 or 1. 

It corresponds to the problem of assigning n jobs to n machines where the cost of 

assigning a certain job to a certain machine is already known. A 0 entry in the assignment 

problem table indicates that a machine is not assigned to a job and a 1 indicates that the 

machine is assigned. A job can be assigned to only one machine and vice versa. In general, 

the formulation of the assignment problem is not suitable for texture distance computation. 

4.2. Systolic Architecture 

The systolic architecture proposed for the transportation simplex algorithm consists of 

a basic array of cells surrounded by peripheral cells. The array is two-dimensional of size 

n x n where n is the number of sources or destinations. Each entry in the basic array of 

cells corresponds to an entry in the transportation table. A cell can communicate with its 

four neighbor cells. Communication is possible in the form of control and data signal lines. 

In addition, each cell can communicate with north-east and south-west diagonal neighbors. 

However, this communication is restricted to control signals only as shown in Figure 4.1. 

This type of architecture is similar to the 6-connected or Type H structure (discussed in 

Chapter 2) as shown in Figure 4.2. 

4.2.1. Basic Cell Structure 

The structure of a basic cell is shown in Figure 4.3. It has control and data input and 

output signals on all four sides, in addition to the input and output control signals from and 

to the north-east and south-west diagonal neighbors. For the sake of clarity, the signal lines 

in the vertical direction are referred to as the column signal lines and the signals in the 
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cell 

.01.. data 

control 

Figure 4.1. A 3 by 3 systolic architecture 

horizontal direction are referred to the as row signal lines. Further, in the vertical direction, 

the signal lines travelling from the bottom to top are called the first-type signals; the signal 

lines travelling from top to bottom are called the second-type signals. Similarly, horizontal 
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signals in the right to left direction are called the first-type signals and those in the left to 

right direction are the second-type signals. The diagonal signal lines from the north-east to 

the south-west direction are the fvst-type signals and the south-west to north-east direction 

are the second-type signals. Number 1 or 2 is attached to the signal labels to designate the 

type. The control and data signal inputs arriving into the cell during a certain clock cycle 

(t-state) are latched into the input buffers. They are then used during the next t-state. In 

the algorithmic descriptions that follow, t represents the present t-state and t - 1 

represents the previous t-state. 

**311' diagonal 
communication 
lines 

V if 
column 

communication 
lines 

Figure 4.2. The H-type architecture 

row 
communication 
lines 

Each processing element contains two data registers, cost and allocation, in addition 

to the input buffers. The cost register will store the cost associated with the table entry. 
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The other data register is used to store intermediate results and will eventually store the 

number of units of transportation assigned to the corresponding table entry. It will be 

referred to as the x value in subsequent discussions. The cell structure also includes two 

comparators, an adder/subtractor unit that adds two numbers and subtracts the third from 

the sum, and a multiplier to compute the product of the cost and allocation in the data 

unloading phase. It also includes status registers. They will be identified and their purpose 

will be explained in subsequent sections. Finally, decoders (to decode the control signal 

inputs), a router (that routes data and control signals), and a control unit (which coordinates 

and controls the other components) are also included in the structure. 
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Figure 4.3. Basic cell structure 
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The peripheral cells are very simple in structure. They contain a single data register 

besides the input buffer. This register stores the supply (or demand) values. Thus, the cells 

serve as storage areas for these values. These cells cannot really be considered as an 

integral part of the systolic architecture since their only function is to store data and feed the 

data into the main structure. In almost all systolic implementations previously discussed in 

the literature, there exists no indication of the mechanism used to input data into the systolic 

architecture from the outside world. If the structure is to be implemented as a VLSI system, 

the pin-out limitations of such a system can prevent real-time input from the outside world. 

Hence, the data has to be stored in some form inside the system. The cost values are 

stored in the cells of the systolic structure. However, the supply and demand values will 

have to be stored outside the structure within data registers. Hence, the peripheral cells will 

serve as data registers for the supply and demand values. 

Thus, the systolic architecture proposed contains only one type of cell. It meets the 

criterion of having as few types of cells as possible in order to preserve the simplicity and 

regularity of the structure. Since each cell of the basic cell array can exist in any of several 

states of operation identified by the input control signals, the structure is categorized as a 

systolic system. No global data or control signal communication is required. 

4.3. Delta Computation Algorithm 

As discussed in Chapter 3, the first step in obtaining the solution to the transportation 

problem is to obtain an initial basic feasible solution (IBFS). Using the Russell's 

approximation method to obtain this solution, 2n - 1 iterations (for an n x n cost matrix) 

of delta computation, largest delta identification and basic variable assignment have to be 

performed before the initial solution can be obtained. The process of computing the delta 
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value during each iteration is briefly summarized as follows (for details refer to Chapter 3). 

In every remaining row i of the transportation table the largest cost value in that row, 

ui, is determined, and in every remaining column j the largest cost value, vj, is 

determined. While determining the largest cost values, those values that correspond to the 

crossed out table entries should not be considered. The ui and vj values are also called 

multipliers. Once these multipliers are determined for every remaining row i and column 

j, the delta value for each table entry (i, j) that has not been crossed out is determined as 

dtj=ui+vj-cjj

where cu is the cost value of that entry. The delta computation algorithm determines the 

multiplier and then the delta values. 

4.3.1. General Algorithm 

In every cell that has not been crossed out, one of the following actions is taken: 

(i) If a cell receives the multiplier-determine (md) signal on a first-type row 

or column control input, the data accompanying the signal on the corresponding first-

type row or column data input is compared to the cost value stored in the cell. The 
larger of the two values is then sent on the corresponding first-type row or column data 

output. Also, the md signal is sent on the corresponding first-type row or column 

control output. If the md signal is received on both the first-type row and column 

control inputs, the data on the first-type row and column data inputs are each compared 

to the cost value in the cell. The maximum obtained due to each comparison is sent on 

the corresponding first-type row or column data output. In addition, the md signal is 

sent on both the first-type row and column control outputs. 

(ii) If a cell receives the md signal on a second-type row or column control input 

(but not both), and the data-obtained (do) register contains a 0, the cost value stored 

in the cell is subtracted from the data accompanying the signal on the corresponding 

second-type row or column data input, and the result is stored in the cell as its x value. 
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The do register is then set to 1. If, on the other hand, the register is already set to 1 

when the md signal is received, the data accompanying the signal is added to the 

previous x value and the do register is reset to 0. The md signal and the 

accompanying input data are sent on the corresponding second-type row or column 

control and data outputs, respectively. If a cell receives the md signal on both its 

second-type row and column control inputs, the data received on the second-type row 

and column data inputs are added together and the cost value stored in the cell is 

subtracted from the sum. The result is stored as its x value. The md signal and the 

accompanying input data are sent on their corresponding second-type row and column 

control and data outputs, respectively. 

For a detailed specification of this algorithm, refer to Appendix A. 

4.3.2. Hardware Configuration 

The systolic structure proposed earlier is configured for the delta computation 

algorithm as shown in Figure 4.4. The reason for adopting this configuration will be 

discussed in the following section. It can be seen that the first-type control and data output 

lines of row 1 and column 1 are connected to their respective second-type control and data 

input lines. Diagonal control signal lines are not used by the algorithm. The status register 

used by this algorithm is the do register. The md signal is designated by a certain 

numerical value as shown in the Technical Report [32]. 

4.3.3. Algorithm Description 

At any time, if an uncrossed cell receives the md signal on its first-type column or 

row control input, it computes the maximum of the accompanying data on the 

corresponding first-type row or column data input and the cost value stored in it. The 

maximum value is sent on the corresponding first-type row or column data output. This 

process determines the largest cost value (multiplier) in every row and every column. If a 
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cell is crossed out its cost value is not compared to the input data, which is just sent on the 

corresponding data outputs. At the end of n t-states, the multipliers are available on the 

first-type column data outputs of row 1 and first-type row data outputs of column 1. These 

ire

md 
0 

Figure 4.4. Hardware configuration for delta computation algorithm 

values are passed into the systolic structure again as shown by the configuration in Figure 

4.4. Now the md signal appears on the second-type control inputs. If a cell receives this 
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signal on only one of its second-type row or column control inputs, it checks the do 

register to see if the signal had previously been received on the other second-type control 

input. For instance, if it is received on the column control input and the do register 

contains a 0 (signal not previously received), the cost stored in the cell is subtracted from 

the data and the result is stored in x. The do register is set to 1. On the other hand, if the 

register contains a 1 (signal previously received) on the row control input, the input data is 

added to the contents of x and the register is reset. Thus, x contains the delta value. If the 

cell receives the signal on both its second-type row and column control inputs, the data on 

the corresponding data inputs are added and the cost is subtracted from the sum. The result 

is stored in x which is again the delta value. All cells that are crossed out allow the input 

md signals and their accompanying data to pass through without performing any 

computation. 

Just prior to the first t-state, the md signals are applied to the first-type column and 

row control inputs of row n and column n, respectively as shown in Figure 4.4. The 

corresponding data inputs have Os on them. This initiates the process of delta value 

computation. 

4.3.4. Analysis 

This algorithm takes 0(n) time to determine the delta value in each cell that has not 

been crossed out. Specifically, it takes 2n t-states or processing units (PUs). However, 

after n + 1 t-states, when the second phase of the algorithm is being executed, it is 

possible to start the execution of the next algorithm discussed in the next section by feeding 

the required control signals to the systolic structure from the top and left sides. This will 

not interfere with the execution of the delta computation algorithm since only those cells 

which have already been acted upon by this algorithm will be influenced by the next 
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algorithm. Thus the concept of computation overlap discussed in Chapter 2 is used here to 

reduce the computation time of this algorithm to n + 1 t-states. 

The reason for configuring the systolic architecture as described in Section 4.3.2. is 

as follows. After the first phase of the algorithm, the row and column multipliers are 

available on the first-type row data outputs of column one and the first-type column data 

outputs of row one, respectively. The hardware configuration facilitates the feeding of 

these multipliers back into the systolic architecture from the top and left sides for the second 

phase of the algorithm without having to feed the multipliers from the bottom and right 

sides. The latter will require transporting the column multipliers to the bottom and the row 

multipliers to the right sides of the systolic architecture, respectively, thus increasing the 

routing complexity. 

A sequential machine will have to deal with each entry (worst-case) of the 

transportation table individually. First, the row multipliers will have to be determined 

followed by the determination of the column multipliers. Thus, each table entry (stored in 

memory) will be accessed twice. Then the delta values have to be computed for each table 

entry (worst-case). Hence, the overall time complexity of the sequential algorithm will be 

0(n2). In addition, computation overlap is not possible using a sequential machine. Since 

the delta computation algorithm has a time complexity of n + 1 or 0(n), there is a time 

reduction factor of 0(n). 

The delta computation algorithm is conceptually straightforward. It is an adaptation of 

the sequential algorithm to a parallel processing architecture. In essence, the sequential 

process is duplicated n times along the rows and n times along the columns. It also avails 

of the pipelining facility of the systolic architecture, thus obviating the need to repeatedly 
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fetch data from memory. 

4.4. Maximum Delta Determination Algorithm 

Having determined the delta values using the previous algorithm, the next step in the 

calculation of the initial basic feasible solution is to locate the largest of the delta values in 

the transportation table. A tie occurs whenever there is more than one entry in the table 

containing the largest delta value. This tie is broken arbitrarily by selecting only one of the 

entries. The process of locating the largest delta value is split into two phases -

determination of the largest value using a maximum value determination algorithm and 

location of the first occurrence of this value using a search algorithm. The maximum delta 

determination algorithm deals with the first of these two phases. 

A conventional maximum value determination algorithm for an n x n transportation 

table is given as 

max := 0 

for i : 1 to n 

for j: 1 ton 

if entry (i, j) max 

max := entry (i, j) 

end if 

end for 

end for 

The time complexity of this algorithm is 0(n2). It is possible to reduce the computation 
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time to 0(n) by using the following algorithm. 

4.4.1. General Algorithm 

In every cell that has not been crossed out, one of the following action is taken: 

(i) If the cell receives the find-largest (fl) signal on its second-type row or 

column control input (but not both), the data accompanying the signal on the 

corresponding second-type row or column data input is compared to the x value stored 

in the cell. The larger of the two values is sent on both its second-type row and second-

type column data outputs. Also, the /I signal is sent on both its second-type row and 

second-type column control outputs. 

(ii) If a cell receives theft signal on both the second-type row and column control 

inputs, the largest of three values - the data on the second-type row data input, the data 

on the second-type column data input, and the x value, is sent on both the second-type 

row and column data outputs. As before, the fl signal is sent on both the second-type 

row and column control outputs. 

In every crossed out cell, the following action is performed: 

If the fl signal is received through both the second-type row and column control 

inputs, then the data on the second-type row and column data inputs are compared with 

each other and the larger of the two values is sent on both the second-type row and 

column data outputs. Also, the fl signal is sent on both the second- type row and 

column control outputs. 

If the fl signal is received on the second-type row or column control input (but 

not both), the fl signal and the accompanying input data are sent on both the second-

type row and column control and data outputs respectively, without performing any 

comparison in the cell. 

For a detailed specification of this algorithm, refer to Appendix A. 
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4.4.2. Hardware Configuration 

The systolic architecture is configured for the maximum delta determination algorithm 

as shown in Figure 4.5. Only the second-type communication lines are used by the 

algorithm and all references to control and data lines in the explanation given below 

correspond to the second-type lines. The numerical value designating the fl signal is given 

in the Technical Report [32]. The diagonal control lines are not used by this algorithm. 

fl 0 00 00 

Figure 4.5. Hardware configuration for maximum delta determination 

algorithm 
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4.4.3. Algorithm Description 

If at any time, an uncrossed out cell (i, j) receives the fl signal on its column 

control input, it compares the data received on its column data input with the delta value 

stored in it and sends the larger of the two on its column and row data outputs. It also 

sends the fl signal on both its column and row control outputs. If the cell receives the fl 

signal on its row control input, instead, it compares the delta value with the data on its row 

data input and sends the larger value on the row and column data outputs. As before, it 

sends the fi signal on both its control outputs. If the cell receives the /7 signal on its row 

and column control inputs simultaneously, it determines the largest of three values - its 

delta value, the data on its row data input, and the data on its column data input. The largest 

value is then sent on both the column and row data outputs, along with the fl signal on 

both the column and row control outputs. 

If a cell is crossed out, it performs the same control signal routing as discussed for a 

cell that has not been crossed out. In other words, if it receives the fl signal on any of its 

column or row control inputs, it sends the fl signal on both the row and column control 

outputs. However, it does a comparison only if both the row and column control inputs 

have the fl signal on them, and the comparison is done between the data on its row and 

column data inputs only since there is no delta value stored in the cell. In this case the larger 

of the compared values is sent on both the row and column data outputs. If the fl signal is 

received on only one control input (row or column), the data accompanying the signal on 

the corresponding row or column data input is sent on both the row and column data 

outputs. 

Just prior to the first t-state (t = 1), the fl signal is available on the column control 
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input of cell (1, 1). The other control input of the cell and all its data inputs have a '0' on 

them. All other cells of row 1 and column 1 have Os on their control and data inputs as 

shown in Figure 4.5. During t = 1, a comparison as discussed earlier is made in (1, 1). At 

t = 3, the largest of the delta values in cells (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1) and (2, 2) are available on 

the data outputs of cell (2, 2). (If any of these cells are crossed out, their delta values will 

obviously not be included in the comparisons). At t = 2n - 1, the largest of the delta 

values in the entire array is available on the data outputs of cell (n, n). 

4.4.4. Analysis 

The maximum delta determination algorithm takes a total time of 2n -1 PUs to do the 

entire computation, i.e., 0(n) time. 

The maximum delta determination algorithm utilizes only the second-type row and 

column control and data signal lines even though the algorithm is perfectly implementable 

using the first-type lines. The reason for this is to permit the overlapping of the execution 

of this algorithm with the second phase of the delta computation algorithm. As discussed 

earlier, the second phase of the delta computation algorithm utilizes only the second-type 

row and column control and data signal lines. 

Using the n - computation channel concept discussed earlier, it is possible to 

determine the maximum value in each row and/or column at the same time. However, the 

maximum value in the entire table is required. Therefore in this algorithm, each cell outputs 

the maximum of the delta values of all cells to the left and top (including its own delta 

value). Thus, the entire algorithm takes 2n - 1 PUs (0(n)) to determine the maximum 

delta value in the entire table as opposed to 0(n2) time taken by a sequential algorithm. 
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There is an alternative to the maximum delta determination algorithm. This is to 

determine the maximum value in every row or column (not both) and at the boundary cells 

determine the maximum of all these maximum values. Thus, if the maximum value in every 

row is determined from left to right, after n t-states, they would accumulate at the 

boundary cells of column n. Next, the maximum of the values in column n would have to 

be determined to obtain the overall maximum value. This can be done by making the cells 

of column n different from the rest of the systolic architecture and/or by feeding a special 

control signal to cell (1, n) just prior to t-state (n + 1). Both of these alternates affects the 

systolic concept and hence the maximum delta determination algorithm is found to be the 

best way to determine the largest delta value in the entire transportation table. 

4.5. Maximum Delta Location Algorithm 

The purpose of this algorithm is to determine the location of the cell in the systolic 

structure which has the largest multiplier value. The largest multiplier value is determined 

by the maximum delta determination algorithm. The cell so identified is marked as a basic 

variable cell by setting its basic register. If there are more than one such cells, the first cell 

encountered during the search process is marked. Hence, the maximum delta location 

algorithm is essentially a search algorithm. 

4.5.1. General Algorithm 

In every cell that has not been crossed out and which does not have the match-

found (mf) signal on any of its first-type row or first-type column control inputs or first-

type or second-type diagonal control inputs, the following is performed: 
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If a cell receives the find-match (fm) signal on its first-type row or first-type 

column control input or both, and if the data accompanying the fm signal on the 

corresponding first-type row and/or column data input(s) equal the x value stored in the 

cell, the mf signal is sent on both the first-type row and column control outputs and 

the first-type diagonal control output. In addition, the basic register is set to 1. If, 

however, the data accompanying the fm signal does not equal the x value, the fm 

signal is sent on both the first-type row and column control outputs and the data 

accompanying the fm signal is sent on both the first-type row and column data 

outputs. 

In every cell that has been crossed out and which does not have the mf signal on 

any first-type row or column control input or first-type or second-type diagonal control 

input, the following action is performed: 

If the cell receives the fm signal on a first-type row or column control input or 

both, it sends the fm signal on both the first-type row and column control outputs. 

The input data accompanying the input fm signal is sent on both the first-type row 

and column data outputs. 

In every cell that has the mf signal on any of its first-type row or column control 

inputs or first-type or second-type diagonal control inputs, the following action is 

performed: 

(i) If the mf signal is received on its first-type row or column control input or 

both, the mf signal is sent on both the first-type row and column control outputs and 

both the diagonal control outputs. If the cell is not crossed out, the basic register is 

reset to 0. 

(ii) If neither of the first-type row or column control inputs contains the mf 

signal, and if the first-type or second-type diagonal control input or both contains the 

mf signal, the mf signal is sent on both the first-type row and column control 

outputs, and the diagonal control output corresponding to the diagonal control input 

with the mf signal. In addition, if the cell is not crossed out, the basic register is reset 

too. 
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For a detailed specification of this algorithm, refer to Appendix A. 
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Figure 4.6. Hardware configuration for maximum delta location algorithm 

4.5.2. Hardware Configuration and Algorithm Description 

Consider the systolic structure for a 4 x 4 transportation problem. It can be 

organized into a tree structure as shown in Figure 4.6. The horizontal arrows pointing 

towards the right and left in the figure correspond to the first-type and the second-type 
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diagonal control signals respectively, and the parent-to-successor arrows pointing to the 

south-west and south-east directions correspond to the first-type column and first-type row 

communication lines (control and data), respectively. (For the sake of clarity, the control 

and data lines are represented by a single arrow in Figure 4.6.). The second-type row and 

column communication lines are not used by the algorithm. 

Initially, the multiplier value to be located is fed to cell (4, 4), accompanied by the fm 

signal. When a cell receives the fm signal from any of its parents, and if a match is found 

in the cell, it sends the mf signal to both its immediate successors and to its immediate 

sibling on the right. Its basic register is also set to 1. For this operation to take place, 

however, the cell should not have received the mf signal from either parent or either 

sibling. Thus the mf signal has a higher priority than the fm signal. If the cell receives the 

mf signal from any parent or any sibling, its basic register will be reset to 0 regardless of 

the register's current status. In addition, if the mf signal is received from any parent, the 

mf signal is sent to both its immediate successors and to both its immediate siblings. If the 

mf signal is received from neither parent but from either or both its immediate siblings, it 

sends the mf signal to both its immediate successors and towards the right or left (or both 

directions) depending on the direction in which it received the mf signal (from the left or 

right respectively). Thus a priority scheme exists and the following priority rules are 

adopted: 

1. A match in a cell of level i has a higher priority over matches in cells of levels i+1, 

i+2, • • 

2. A match in a cell of level i has a higher priority over any of its siblings on the right, i.e. 

cells in level i to the right of this cell. 
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All cells in the same level i will receive the fm signal at the same time assuming there is no 

match in any of the cells of levels 1, • • i - 1. Hence, there is no need to transmit the fm 

signal to the siblings. Using the priority rules, it can be seen that a match in cell (2, 4) will 

have higher priority over any match found in lower level cells including (1, 4), (2, 3), (3, 

2) or (4, 1). A match in cell (2, 4) will also have a higher priority over matches found in 

right sibling cells (3, 3) or (4, 2). 

As an illustration, consider the case when the largest multiplier value exists in cells 

(2, 4) and (3, 1). At t = 3, the match in (2, 4) will be identified and its basic register will 

be set to 1. It will send the mf signal to cells (3, 3), (2, 3) and (1, 4). At t = 4, cells (1, 

3), (2, 2), (3, 2) and (4, 2) will receive the mf signals. At t = 4, cell (3, 1) will receive the 

fm signal from cells (3, 2) and (4, 1). At t = 5, a match will be found in cell (3, 1) and its 

basic register will be set to 1. At the same time, it also receives the mf signal from cells 

(2, 2) and (3, 2). At t = 6, its basic register will be reset to 0. Thus only cell (2, 4) in the 

entire systolic structure will be identified as a basic variable cell and its basic register will 

be set to 1. The numerical values for the fm and mf signals are given in [32]. 

4.5.3. Analysis 

The objective of this algorithm is to locate a match for the largest multiplier value 

amongst a total of n2 entries in the transportation table. The easiest method to achieve this 

is to compare the value with each of the n2 sequentially. However, this is wasteful since 

the systolic architecture can permit concurrent searching. An added objective of this 

algorithm is to identify only one match (breaking ties) and to set the basic register of the 

matching entry to 1. To ensure that ties are broken priority rules are set. Thus if searching 

is being performed concurrently along several paths, and if a match is found along one path 
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at a higher priority, the other paths have to be informed that a match has been found. In 

order to perform all these activities in minimal time, a tree structure is adopted and diagonal 

control signals are also used to communicate between different search paths. 

The objectives listed in the preceding paragraphs led to the identification of only one 

possible method to perform concurrent searching for the largest multiplier value and locate 

only one occurrence of the value in the shortest possible time (2n - 1 t-states in the worst 

case). This method is given by the maximum delta location algorithm. 

4.6. Basic Variable Allocation Algorithm 

The maximum delta location algorithm discussed earlier locates a transportation table 

entry (i, j) that has not been crossed out and that contains the largest delta value 

determined by the maximum delta determination algorithm. The algorithm also sets its 

basic register to 1 and identifies it as a newly found basic variable. The next step is to 

assign the number of units of transportation between the source corresponding to row i 

and the destination corresponding to column j. The value to be assigned depends on the 

remaining supply for row i (se) and the remaining demand for column j (di). If si < di, 

then si is assigned; otherwise, di is assigned. 

The assigned value is stored in the entry (i, j) and is subtracted from si and di. If 

si becomes 0 in the process, row i is crossed out. Instead, if di becomes 0, column j is 

crossed out. If both become 0, only the corresponding row or column is crossed out. The 

basic variable allocation algorithm assigns the number of units of transportation to the table 

entry (i, j) corresponding to the basic variable. It adjusts se and d1 and crosses out row 

i, or column j, as explained. 
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4.6.1. General Algorithm 

(i) There is only one cell in the entire systolic architecture which contains the basic 

variable. It is identified as the cell that is not crossed out and whose basic register is 

set to 1. When the cell receives the seek-basic (sb) signal on any its first-type or 

second-type column control input or both, the demand value is available on the 

accompanying column data input(s). Similarly, if the sb signal is received on its first-

type or second-type row control input or both, the supply value is available on the 

accompanying row data input(s). The cell has to detennine the minimum of the supply 

and demand values and store the minimum as its x value. If the demand value is less 

than or equal to the supply value, the cross-and-adjust (ca) signal is sent on both 

the column control outputs and the adjust (ad) signal is sent on both the row control 

outputs. If, on the other hand, the demand value is greater than the supply value, the 

ca signal is sent on the row control outputs and the ad signal is sent on the column 

control outputs. In either case, its crossed register is set to 1. The minimum value 

stored in the cell is subtracted from the supply and demand inputs and the modified 

supply and demand values are sent on both the row and both the column data outputs, 

respectively. 

(ii) If the cell is not a basic variable cell and is not crossed out, it crosses itself out 

by setting its crossed register to 1 when it receives the ca signal on any of its first-

type or second-type row or column control inputs. 

For a detailed specification of the algorithm, refer to Appendix A. 

4.6.2. Hardware Configuration 

The systolic architecture used to implement the basic variable allocation algorithm is 

shown in Figure 4.7. The figure also shows the control and data signals fed into the 

boundary cells just prior to the first t-state. Only the first-type and second-type 

communication lines are used by the algorithm. The diagonal control lines are not used by 

the algorithm. 
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Figure 4.7. Hardware configuration for the basic variable allocation 

algorithm 

4.6.3. Algorithm Description 

The demand and supply values will not necessarily arrive at the basic variable cell at 

the same time. The algorithm takes such situations into account and performs the allocation 

operation in 0(n) time. To understand how the algorithm works it is necessary to 
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consider different cases corresponding to different locations of the basic variable entry in 

the transportation table. This is shown in Figure 4.8. 

Prior to the first t-state (t = 1), the sb signal is fed into all the boundary cells of the 

systolic architecture as shown in Figure 4.7. The supply (se) and the demand values (di) 

are also fed into the boundary cells as shown in the figure. The sb signals and the di 

values applied to the boundary cells at the top propagate downwards. Similarly, the signals 

and data applied to the boundary cells at the left propagate towards the right, and so on. 

Cells that have been crossed out or uncrossed cells whose basic register is not set to 1, 

allow the sb signals and the associated data to pass through them without performing any 

operation. The sb signals, however, do affect the basic variable cell as discussed below 

for the various cases. 

Figure 4.8. Case 1 
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Case 1 

The basic variable cell is located at the center of the entire systolic structure. It should 

be noted, however, that this case is possible only if the size of the array, n, is an odd 

number. After t = L _I and just prior to t = L 2 J + 1, the sb signal is applied to 

the basic variable cell through its control inputs on all four sides. If the data on the first-

type column data input is less than or equal to the data on the first-type row data input, the 

former is stored in the cell. The ca signal is sent on the first- and second-type column 

control outputs and the ad signal is sent on the first- and second-type row control outputs. 

If the data on the first-type column data input is greater than the data on the row data input 

of the same type, then the row data is stored and the ca and ad signals are sent on the row 

and column control outputs respectively. The data stored in the cell is also subtracted from 

the data on the four data inputs and the results are sent on the corresponding data outputs. 

Besides, the cell is crossed out by setting its crossed register to 1. 

Any uncrossed out cell that is not the basic variable cell is crossed out if the ca signal 

appears on any of its first-type or second-type row or column control inputs. The signal is 

then propagated in the same direction as it enters the cell. In other words, if the signal 

enters the cell through the first-type column control input, it is sent on the first-type column 

control output, and so on. If the ad signal enters the cell, it is propagated out in the same 

direction but there is no operation performed in the cell. 

Case 2 

The basic variable cell is along one of the diagonals of the systolic structure. The special 

case where the basic variable cell is located at the intersection of the two diagonals has 
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already been discussed under Case 1. The sub-cases (a), (b), (c), and (d) correspond to 

Figure 4.8. Case 2 

situations where the basic variable cell is located on the north-west, north-east, south-west, 

and south-east diagonals, respectively. In each of these sub-cases, just prior to a particular 

time t = k1, where k1 5 L -n2 , only one pair of column and row control inputs of the 

basic variable cell will carry the sb signal simultaneously. These pairs are the second-type 

column and second-type row for case (a), second-type column and first-type row for case 

(b), first-type column and second-type row for case (c) and first-type column and first-type 

row for case (d). During t = k1, the data values on the corresponding pair of data inputs 

are compared. For example, in case (a), the data on the second-type column and row data 

inputs are compared. If the column data is less than or equal to the row data, it is stored in 

the cell and the ca signal is sent on the corresponding column data output (second-type in 
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case (a)). In addition, the ad signal is sent on the corresponding row data output and the 

do register is set to state 1, signifying that the column is to be crossed out. If, instead, the 

column data is greater than the row data, the row data is stored in the cell, the ca and ad 

signals are sent on the corresponding row and column control outputs, respectively. Also, 

the do register is set to state 2, signifying that the row is to be crossed out. Unlike Case 1, 

however, the cell is not crossed out at this stage. The minimum value stored in the cell is 

also subtracted from the input data accompanying the sb signals and the results are sent on 

the corresponding data outputs. Prior to t = k2 where k2 
> 
ri] the other pair of 

column and row control inputs of the basic variable cell will have the sb signal on them 

simultaneously. (For case (a), the pair is the first-type column and first-type row control 

inputs). The cell is now crossed out and depending on the state of the do register (1 or 2), 

the ca signal is sent on the corresponding column or row control output and the ad signal 

is sent on the other output. The value stored in the cell during t = ki, is subtracted from 

the input data accompanying the sb signal and the results are sent on the corresponding 

data outputs. A similar explanation can be given for sub-cases (b), (c), and (d). 

Case 3 

The basic variable cell in this case is not located on any of the diagonals. Further, it is 

located on neither the middle column nor the middle row. Just prior to t = k1, k2, k3, 

k4, where k1, k2 _ 2 J and k3, k4 
> r 2 1, the sb signal is applied to the 

basic variable cell through only one control input. Depending on the physical location of the 

cell in the systolic architecture, prior to t = k1 the sb signal can appear either on the 

column or row control input of either the first- or second-type. Prior to t = k2, the sb 

signal appears on the other control input of the same type. To illustrate the operation 
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Figure 4.8. Case 3 

sequence performed in the basic variable cell, consider the case where the basic variable cell 

is cell (1, 2). Prior to t = k1 (k1 = 1 for cell (1, 2)), the sb signal appears on the second-

type column control input. During t = ki, the cell stores the data on the corresponding 

data input (second-type column). At this stage, the cell is not able to determine which of the 

two data (column or row) would be minimum. The do register is set to state 3. Prior to t 

= k2 (k2 = 2 for cell (1, 2)), the sb signal appears on the second-type row control input. 

Since the column data is already stored during t = k1, at t = k2 the row data is compared 

with the value stored in the cell during t = k1. The minimum of the two values is stored in 

the cell as the number of units to be transported from source 1 to destination 2. If the row 

data is less than or equal to the value stored in the cell during t = ki, the ca signal is sent 
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on the second-type row control output and the ad signal is sent on the first- and second-

type column control outputs. If the row data is greater than the value stored in the cell 

during t = ki , the ca signal is sent on the first-type and second-type column control 

outputs and the ad signal is sent on the second-type row control output. In the former 

case, the do register is set to state 2, signifying that the row data is the minimum and in the 

latter case, the do register is set to state 1, signifying that the column data is the minimum. 

In either case the minimum of the row and column data stored in the cell during t = k2 is 

subtracted from the value stored in the cell during t = ki (column data) and the result is 

sent on both the first-type and second-type column data outputs. The minimum value is 

also subtracted from the row data input to the cell, and the result is sent on the second-type 

row data output. Prior to t = k3, (k3 = n - 1 for cell (1, 2)), the sb signal appears on the 

first-type row control input. During t = k3, if the state of the do register is 1, the ad 

signal is sent on the first-type row control output. If the do register is in state 2, the ca 

signal is sent on the first-type row control output. Also the minimum value stored in the cell 

is subtracted from the row input data accompanying the sb signal and the result is sent on 

the first-type row data output. The crossed register is set to state 1, signifying that the cell 

is to be crossed out. Prior to t = k4, the sb signal appears on the first-type column 

control input. However, since at this time the cell has already been crossed out, no action is 

performed by the cell. 

Case 4 

In this case, the basic variable cell is either located in the middle row (sub-case (a)) or 

in the middle column (sub-case (b)). In sub-case (a), prior to t = k1, where k1

2 n j, the sb signal appears on either the first- or the second-type row control input, 

depending on the physical location of the cell. Prior to t = k2, where k2 = L +1, 
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Figure 4.8. Case 4 

the sb signal appears on both the first- and second-type column control inputs. During t = 

k1, the data value that accompanies the sb signal on either the first- or second-type row 

data input is stored in the cell. The do register is set to state 3. During t = k2, the data 

appearing on the second-type column data input is compared with the value stored in the 

cell during t = kl. The minimum of the two values is the assigned transportation quantity. 

If the column data is less than or equal to the value stored in the cell during t = k1, the ca 

signal is sent on both the column control outputs and the ad signal is sent on both the row 

control outputs. If the column data is greater than this value, then the ca signal is sent on 

both the row control outputs and the ad signal is sent on both the column control outputs. 

In either case, the assigned value is subtracted from the value stored in the cell during t = 
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k1 and the result is sent on both the first- and second-type row data outputs. It is also 

subtracted from the input column data and the results are sent on the corresponding column 

data outputs.The crossed register is set to 1, signifying that the cell is crossed out. The 

operations occurring in the basic variable cell for sub-case (b) can be explained in a similar 

manner. 

If a cell that is not a basic variable cell receives the ad signal on any of its control 

inputs, it transmits the signal and its accompanying data input through it unaffected in the 

same direction (left to right, right to left, top to bottom, or bottom to top). However, if it 

receives the ca signal, it transmits the signal and data in the same direction and sets the 

crossed register to 1. If a cell that is already crossed out receives any of these signals, it 

transmits the signal and data unaffected. 

Finally, when a peripheral cell receives the ca or ad signal, the accompanying data 

input is stored in the cell. This results in the readjustment of the supply and demand values 

after the basic variable cell is allocated. 

4.6.4. Analysis 

As mentioned earlier, the objective of the basic variable allocation algorithm is 

straightforward. The cell in the systolic architecture with the largest multiplier value is 

identified by the maximum delta location and an allocation must be made in this cell. The 

allocation is the minimum of supply and demand values corresponding to the row and 

column in which the cell is located. The allocated value is also subtracted from the supply 

and demand values to reflect the allocation made. Since the supply and demand values are 

stored outside the systolic architecture in the peripheral cells, these values have to be fed 

systolically to the architecture to perform the allocation in the basic variable cell. Though 
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the basic variable cell is identified by a set basic register, due to the nearest neighbor 

communication feature of a systolic architecture, the basic variable cell is accessed in a 

systolic manner. It is accessed systolically by feeding appropriate signals to the architecture 

from the outside and then waiting for the signals to reach the basic variable cell. Since the 

basic variable cell can be located anywhere in the systolic architecture, the quickest way to 

access the cell is by feeding the signals from all four sides of the structure. Hence, the sb 

signals and the supply and demand values are initially fed from all four sides. The time at 

which the signals will reach the basic variable cell depends on the location of the cell in the 

structure. The various cases described in the previous section account for the possible 

locations of the cell in the structure. 

Once the basic variable cell receives both the supply and demand values, the cell has 

to determine the smaller value of the two and store that value as its allocation. If one of the 

supply and demand values is received earlier, the cell has to store that value until it receives 

the other value. Once the allocation is made, the cell has to finally update the supply and 

demand value corresponding to the row and column in which it is located by sending the 

updated values in all four directions. The worst case time taken by this algorithm is n + 

2n t-states when n is an odd number and 
3 

n 2 — 1 when n is an even number. 

This occurs when the basic variable cell is a boundary cell and located midway along any of 

the four boundaries (only possible in Case 4). The worst case time is then the time taken 

for the cell to receive both the supply and demand values and for the updated values to be 

received by the peripheral cells in all four directions. 
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4.7. Second Delta Computation Algorithm 

The algorithms discussed in the previous sections generate the initial basic feasible 

solution for the transportation problem. This solution may or may not be the optimal one. 

To determine whether it is the optimal solution, the optimality test has to be applied. A 

brief description of the optimality test is given below; for details refer to Chapter 3. 

For every basic variable (i, j) found in the transportation table, the following 

equation holds true: 

ui + vi  = cif

where cif is the cost associated with the table entry corresponding to the basic variable (i, 

j), ui is the multiplier associated with row i and v. is the multiplier associated with 

column j. The cost value is already known and the multipliers have to be determined. 

Since there exists 2n - 1 basic variables, 2n - 1 such equations can be obtained (one for 

each basic variable). By assuming u1 = 0, all the other ui's and all the vi's can be 

determined. Once all these multipliers have been determined, for every non-basic variable 

(i,j), the delta values are determined as follows: 

Ali = ui + vi - cif

The maximum of all these delta values is then determined. If this maximum value is 

positive, the optimal solution has not yet been obtained. However, if the maximum value is 

not positive (including zero), the optimal solution has been obtained and the computations 

can be terminated. 

In the event of non-optimality, the basic solution set has to be altered. One of the 

basic variables will become non-basic (a 0 value is assigned to the variable). The value 

previously assigned to this variable has to be assigned to one of the current non-basic 
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variables. Hence, a certain criterion must be adopted to determine which basic variable will 

become non-basic (leaving variable) and which non-basic variable will become basic 

(entering variable). The criterion adopted by the Modified Distribution Method, discussed 

in Chapter 3, is to select the non-basic variable with the largest positive multiplier value as 

the entering variable. The criterion adopted by the same method to select the leaving 

variable will be discussed later in this chapter. 

The second delta computation algorithm determines the delta values for the non-basic 

variables. The largest of these delta values is then determined using the maximum second 

delta determination algorithm and the entering variable is identified using the maximum 

second delta location algorithm as discussed in subsequent sections. 

4.7.1. General Algorithm 

In every basic variable cell, one of the following actions is taken: 

(i) If a cell receives the second-multiplier-determine (smd) signal on a first-

type or second-type row control input, it sends the signal on the corresponding first-

type or second-type row control output and both its first-type and second-type column 

control outputs. The data accompanying the signal on the corresponding row data input 

is sent on the corresponding row data output. It is also subtracted from the cost value 

stored in the cell and the result is sent on both the column data outputs. 

(ii) If a cell receives the smd signal on a column control input, it sends the signal 

on the corresponding column control output and both its row control outputs. The data 

accompanying the smd signal on the corresponding column data input is sent on the 

corresponding column data output. It is also subtracted from the cost value stored in the 

cell and the result is sent on both the row data outputs. 

For every non-basic variable cell, one of the following actions is taken: 
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(i) If a cell receives the smd signal on any one of its first-type or second-type row 

or column control inputs and the do register is reset to 0, the cost value stored in the 

cell is subtracted from the data accompanying the smd signal on the corresponding row 

or column data input and the result is stored in the cell as its x value. The do register 

is then set to 1. If, on the other hand, the register is already set to 1 when the signal is 

received, the data accompanying the smd signal is added to the previous x value and 

the do register is reset to 0. 

(ii) If a cell receives the smd signal on two control inputs (a row and a column), 

the data accompanying the smd signal on the corresponding data inputs are added 

together and the cost value stored in the cell is subtracted from the sum. The result is 

stored as its x value. 

In either of the two situations, the smd signal and the input data accompanying 

the smd signal are sent on the cell's corresponding control and data outputs. 

For a detailed specification of this algorithm, refer to Appendix A. 

4.7.2. Hardware Configuration 

The systolic architecture introduced earlier can be configured for this algorithm as 

shown in Figure 4.9. Both the first- and second-type control and data lines are used by this 

algorithm but none of the diagonal control lines are used. The numerical value for the snd 

signal is given in the Technical Report [32]. 

4.7.3. Algorithm Description 

There exist 2n - 1 cells in the systolic structure identified as the basic variable cells. 

All the other cells in the structure are identified as non-basic cells. A cell is identified as a 

basic variable cell only if its basic register is set to 1. 
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Figure 4.9. Hardware configuration for the second delta computation 

algorithm 
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A basic variable cell receives the smd signal on only one of its control inputs prior to 

only one t-state during the entire execution phase of the algorithm. Let this t-state be k. 

The value of k depends on the location of the basic variable cell in the entire structure. 

Consider an arbitrary basic variable cell (i, j). Let the cell receive prior to k, the smd 
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signal on its first-type column control input. It should be noted that the smd signal will 

always be accompanied by a multiplier value. Since the cell receives the smd signal on a 

column control input, the accompanying data on its first-type column data input is the 

column multiplier, v1. Since the equation ui + = cu has to be satisfied for this cell and 

since vi and cu are already known, u = clj -vi. Thus, the data received on the first-

type column data input is subtracted from the cost value stored in the cell and the result (ui

) is sent on both the row data outputs. Also, the smd signal is sent on both the row control 

outputs to accompany the row multiplier value in either row direction. However, the 

column multiplier is not changed by the basic variable cell and the data received on the first-

type column data input is sent on the first-type column data output along with a smd signal 

on the first-type column control output. A similar explanation can be given when the basic 

variable cell receives the smd signal on the second-type column control input or any of the 

row control inputs. 

A non-basic variable cell however, receives, the smd signal on two of its control 

inputs (a row and a column). It can receive the signal simultaneously or consecutively at 

different times. First, consider the case when the signals arrive at different times. Initially, 

before the cell receives the smd signal on any of its control inputs, its do register is reset 

to 0. When it receives the signal on only one control input, its do register is set to 1. The 

cost value stored in the cell is subtracted from the data accompanying the smd signal on the 

corresponding data input and the result is stored in the cell as its x value. When the cell 

receives the smd signal on the other control input, its do register, which has already been 

set to 1, is reset to 0. The input data accompanying the smd signal is added to the x value 

stored in the cell and the sum is stored in the cell as the new x value. 

If the cell receives the smd signal simultaneously on a row and a column control 
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input, the accompanying input data are added together, the cost value is subtracted from the 

sum, and the result is stored in the cell as its x value. Whenever the cell receives the smd 

signal, the smd signal and its accompanying data input (multiplier) are sent on the 

corresponding control and data outputs. 

Consider an arbitrary non-basic variable cell (i, j) receiving the smd row and 

column signals at different times. Let, at the first instance, the cell receive the smd signals 

on a column control input. Since the multiplier vi accompanies the signal, the result of v./ -

cu is stored in the cell as its x value. During the second instance when the cell receives the 

smd signal on a row control input, the accompanying row multiplier ui is added to the 

previous x value and the result is stored in the cell as its new x value. Thus, ui + (v1 - 

cu) is stored in the cell. 

Next, consider the case where the cell receives the smd signal on its row and column 

control inputs simultaneously. The ui and v./ values are available at the same time on the 

row and column data inputs. These two values are added together and the cost is subtracted 

from the sum. The result is stored in the x value. Thus, the results of ui + v1- cu is 

stored in the cell as its x value. 

Prior to the first t-state (t = 1), the smd signal is fed to the second-type row control 

input of cell (1, 1). A 0 value accompanies this signal on the second-type row data input of 

the same cell. This effectively sets u1 = 0. 

4.7.4. Analysis 

The second delta computation algorithm is quite similar to the delta computation 
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algorithm discussed in Section 4.2. In fact, the process of computing the delta values in the 

non-basic variable cells is the same as that for the delta values for the uncrossed cells in the 

delta computation algorithm. However, the processes of determining the multipliers are 

quite different for the two algorithms. The multiplier determination for the delta 

computation algorithm is a straightforward manipulation of the elements of a matrix. The 

maximum in every row and column is determined as the corresponding multiplier values. 

However, for the second delta computation algorithm, the process of determining the 

multiplier values is a solution of 2n - 1 simultaneous equations with 2n - 1 unknowns. To 

determine the multiplier values, a sequential algorithm will take a worst-case time of 

0(n2). This can be explained as follows: 

Since u1 is initially known to be 0, the sequential algorithm starts by viewing all the 

table entries of row one until a basic variable is discovered. Let the column position of the 

basic variable be j. The multiplier vi can thus be determined as cu -u1. Next, the 

algorithm views all entries in column j until another basic variable is encountered in, for 

instance, row i. For that row i, ui can thus be determined. The above process continues 

until all the multipliers have been determined. Next, the delta value for each non-basic 

variable is computed. 

The sequential algorithm discussed above is a rather primitive one. It can be 

optimized to improve performance in several ways. However, since each entry in the 

transportation table must be processed to either determine the multiplier (basic variable is 

processed) or to compute the delta value (non-basic variable is processed), the worst-case 

time will still be 0(n2). An improvement to this time is required. 

Due to the nature of the problem, the worst-case time of the second delta computation 

algorithm is also 0(n2) for an arbitrary cost matrix. This is because the smd signal has to 
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visit all the 2n - 1 variables prior to determining all the multiplier values and the spacing 

between consecutive basic variable cells along the traversal path of the smd signal may be 

as much as n cells resulting in a worst-case time of 0(n2). However, these results need 

not be discouraging since the cost matrix dealt with in the process of texture distance 

computation is highly regular resulting in an initial basic feasible solution with all the basic 

variable cells concentrated along the north-west to south-east diagonal of the systolic 

structure. The total traversal path of the smd signal to visit all the basic variable cells is 

only 2n - 1, that is also the time taken to travel from cell (1, 1) to cell (n, n). The and 

signal has to travel another (n - 1) cells after visiting cell (n, n) to ensure that the row or 

column multiplier generated by cell (n, n) is available to all the remaining n - 1 cells in 

the corresponding row or column. Thus, the worst-case time taken is 3n - 2 which is 

0(n). 

4.8. Maximum Second Delta Determination Algorithm 

The maximum second delta determination algorithm is similar to the maximum delta 

determination algorithm. The only difference is that the maximum second delta 

determination algorithm determines the maximum of the second delta values instead of the 

maximum of the delta values. The second delta values are found in the non-basic variable 

cells identified by a basic register with a value of 0. The signal that performs the maximum 

second delta determination is the second-find-largest (sf1) instead of find-largest 

(fl) signal. The hardware configuration and the worst-case time for this algorithm are 

exactly the same as that of the maximum delta determination algorithm. For a detailed 

specification of this algorithm, refer to Appendix A. The numerical value designating the 

sfl signal is given in the Technical Report [32]. 
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4.9. Maximum Second Delta Location Algorithm 

The maximum second delta location algorithm is similar to the maximum delta 

location algorithm. The only difference is that the maximum second delta location algorithm 

locates the first occurrence of the maximum of the second delta values instead of the delta 

values. This algorithm searches among the non-basic variable entries (identified by a basic 

register 0) for the first occurrence of the maximum second delta value. The matching entry 

is designated as an entering variable by storing a 2 in the basic register. 

The signals that perform the maximum second delta location are the second-find-

match (sfm) and the second-match-found (smf) signals instead of the find-match 

(fm) and match-found (mf) signals. The hardware configuration, priority rules for 

breaking ties, and worst-case time for this algorithm are exactly the same as that of the 

maximum delta location algorithm. For a detailed specification of this algorithm, refer to 

Appendix A. The numerical values designating the sfm and smf signals are given in [32]. 

4.10. Loop Determination Algorithm 

The second delta computation algorithm determines the delta values required to test 

the optimality condition and to determine the entering variable if the current solution is non-

optimal. If the current solution is non-optimal, the maximum second delta determination 

algorithm obtains the largest of these delta values and the maximum second delta location 

algorithm locates the largest delta value and identifies it as the entering variable. All these 

processes have been discussed in previous sections of this chapter. Once the entering 

variable has been determined, the next step is to determine the leaving variable using the 

Modified Distribution Method discussed in Chapter 3. 
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The loop determination algorithm serves two objectives: 

1. Constructs the loop originating from the entering variable and including other basic 

variables as its corners. As noted in Chapter 3, there can only be one such loop for every 

entering variable. 

2. Identifies those corner basic variables of the loop whose values have to be increased 

when the entering variable enters the basic solution. The other corner basic variables will 

have their values decreased when the entering variable enters the basic solution. 

Thus, there are two types of corner basic variables, positive (whose values are increased) 

and negative (whose values are decreased). The positive and negative variables increase 

and decrease by the same amount. This amount is equal to the value assigned to the 

entering variable. 

The following subsections describe the construction of this loop and the 

determination of the positive and negative variables. 

4.10.1. General Algorithm 

Phase 1 

If the entering variable cell receives the: 

(i) loop-initiate (1i) signal on any of its first- or second-type row or column control 

inputs and its do register contains a 0, its do register is set to 1, and it sends the 

loop-construct (lc) signal in all four directions on the first-type and second-type 

row and column control outputs. 
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(ii) a. lc signal on its first-type column control input, the bottom register is set to 

1 

b. /c signal on its second-type column control input, the top register is set to 1. 

c. k signal on its first-type row control input, the right register is set to 1. 

d. /c signal on its second-type row control input, the left register is set to 1. 

If a basic variable cell receives the: 

(i) a. lc signal on its first-type column control input, the bottom register is set to 

1. 

b. /c signal on its second-type column control input, the top register is set to 1. 

c. k signal on its first-type row control input, the right register is set to 1. 

d. k signal on its second-type row control input, the left register is set to 1. 

(ii) /c signal on any row control input, it sends the signal on both the column control 

outputs and the corresponding row control output. Similarly, if it receives the /c 

signal on any column control input, it sends the /c signal on both the row control 

outputs and the corresponding column control output. 

A basic variable cell is identified as a corner cell of the loop only if one pair of adjacent 

direction registers are set to 1 (left and top, or left and bottom, or right and top, or right and 

bottom). 

Phase 2 

(i) If the entering variable cell receives the sign-assign (sa) signal on any of its 

first- or second-type row or column control inputs, it sends the negative-assign 

(na) signal in the directions of its set direction registers. In other words, if its top and 

right registers are set to 1, it sends the na signal in the top and right directions along 

the first-type column control output and second-type row control output, respectively. 

(ii) If a corner basic variable cell receives the na signal in the direction of one of 

its set direction registers, it sends the positive-assign (pa) signal in the direction of 

the other set direction register. In addition, the do register is set to 2, indicating that it 
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is a negative variable cell. 

(iii) If a corner basic variable cell receives the pa signal in the direction of one of 

its set direction registers, it sends the na signal in the direction of the other set 

direction register. In addition, the do register is set to 1, indicating that it is a positive 

variable cell. If the corner basic variable cell receives the na (or pa) signal along the 

directions of the both its set direction registers, the do register is set to 2 (or 1) and it 

sends a 0 on all four control outputs. 

For a detailed specification of this algorithm refer to Appendix A. 

4.10.2. Hardware Configuration 

The hardware configuration of this algorithm is shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. 

Both the first- and second-type control and data communication lines are utilized by this 

algorithm; however, the diagonal control lines are not utilized. The numerical values 

designating the li, k, sa, na, and pa signals are given in the Technical Report [32]. 

4.10.3. Algorithm Description 

Phase 1 

The entering variable cell must be instructed to start the process of loop construction 

(with the aid of the li signal) since the loop originates from the position of the entering 

variable cell. Since the entering variable cell can be located anywhere in the systolic 

structure and since the instruction to begin the loop construction (li signal) should be 

forwarded to the cell systolically in minimum time without using global data 

communication, the li signal is fed to the systolic structure from all four sides. This 

assures that the entering variable cell receives the li signal in not more than I 2 t-
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states. Once the entering variable cell receives the li signal, it issues the k signal in all 

o 

li 
0 

li 
0 

Fvir   FIFA0 ...-;=4 
44E\ 4.1- \ 4.21- \ li

44t v+tt 41t 
li 0 li 0 li 0 

Figure 4.10. Hardware configuration for the loop determination algorithm 

(phase 1) 

four directions. When a basic variable cell receives the /c signal from any direction, it 

issues the k signal in all directions except the one in which it received the signal. Further, 

when the basic variable cells or the entering variable cell receive the /c signal from any 
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direction, the corresponding direction register is set to 1. Since there is only one unique 

loop which can be formed, the entering variable cell and those basic variable cells that 

eventually become corner basic variable cells will each receive the /c signal from exactly 

two adjacent directions. Therefore, any basic variable cell which has exactly one pair of 

adjacent direction register set to 1, will be identified as a corner basic variable cell. All 

other basic variable cells will be identified as non-corner basic variable cells. 

sa 0 sa 0 sa 0 

  lift  lift 
•-  sa 411— sa 

-I A   1-11All

\41-1--1\41t vitt 
sa 0 sa 0 sa 0 

sa 
0 

sa 
0 

Figure 4.11. Hardware configuration for loop determination algorithm 

(phase 2) 
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The process of loop formation is illustrated in Figure 4.12. This figure shows a 5x5 

A 

00 0 

A a 

0 

4-

0 

Figure 4.12. Loop formation process 

systolic structure with the cell (4, 4) as the entering variable cell. It is shown in the figure 

as a shaded cell. The basic variable cells are those that have circles inside them. The 

entering variable cell issues the /c signal in all four directions. Each basic variable cell 

receiving the /c signal in a particular direction issues the /c signal in the other three 

directions. Besides, the direction register corresponding to the direction in which it receives 

the /c signal, is set to 1. Loop formation is completed when the entering variable cell 
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receives the /c signal and sets the direction registers corresponding to the directions in 

which it received the /c signals. The corner basic variable cells are those in which only one 

pair of adjacent direction registers are set to 1. Thus, cells (2, 1), (2, 5), (4, 5), (3, 4), and 

(3, 1) are identified as corner basic variable cells. It should also be noted that the entering 

variable cell also satisfies this rule of adjacent set direction registers, thus becoming a 

corner cell. 

Phase 2 

The loop is constructed and the corner basic variable cells are identified during phase 

1. The next step is to designate the corner cells as either positive or negative cells. As in 

phase 1, the process of sign-assignment will have to be initiated by sending a specific 

instruction to the entering variable cell. This initiation is done by feeding the sa signal to 

the systolic structure from all four sides. This process ensures that the sa signal reaches 

the entering variable cell in not more than I 2 I t-states. Once the entering variable cell 

receives this signal, it sends the na signal in both directions of the loop. The direction is 

given by its pair of adjacent set direction registers. The na signal is sent because the value 

of the entering variable has to be increased from 0, implying that the values of its immediate 

neighbors on the loop have to be decreased. Thus, the entering variable cell is similar to a 

positive basic variable corner cell and its immediate neighbors on the loop become negative 

corner cells. When a corner cell receives the na or pa signal in the direction of one of its 

set direction registers, it inverts the signal (na to pa or pa to na) and sends the inverted 

signal in the direction of the other set direction register. In addition, it sets the do register 

to state 2 or 1, designating itself as a negative or positive corner cell, respectively. When a 

corner cell receives the na or pa signal in the direction of both its set direction registers, it 

sets the do register appropriately and issues a 0 signal on all four directions, implying that 
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the process of sign-assignment has been completed. Besides, if a corner cell receives the 

na or pa signal after its do register has been set to the appropriate value, it sends a 0 

signal on all four directions. 

0 

0 
Figure 4.13. Sign assignment process 

The process of sign-assignment is illustrated in Figure 4.13. This figure shows the 

same 5x5 structure described for the process of loop formation. The loop constructed in 

Phase 1 is shown in this figure. The corner cells are those that have their direction register 

values shown. The entering variable cell transmits the na signal in the top and right 

directions since the top and right direction registers are set to 1. Cell (3, 4) receives one of 
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these signals and transmits the pa signal in the left direction since its left direction register 

is set to 1. Cell (4, 5) receives the other na signal and transmits the pa signal to the top. 

Cell (3, 1) on receiving the pa signal from (3, 4) transmits the na signal to the left. When 

this na signal arrives at cell (2, 1), the latter is already rated negative by the na signal from 

the bottom and hence it sends zeros in all four directions. Similarly, when cell (2, 5) 

receives the pa signal from the left, it sends zeros in all four directions since it is already 

rated positive. 

4.10.4. Analysis 

The process of constructing the loop using a sequential algorithm is similar to 

travelling through a cyclic graph. Starting from the node representing the entering variable 

cell, four arcs representing four directions are travelled in a specified order (for example, 

north, west, south and east). An arc can either lead to another node representing a basic 

variable cell or it can simply exit the structure. Whenever a node is encountered, three other 

arcs are travelled representing three outgoing directions. The loop is completed when the 

node representing the entering variable is revisited (forming a graph cycle). When an arc 

leads to the outside of the structure, a dead end is encountered. This arc must be back 

tracked to the node from which it emerged to begin traversing in the next direction of the 

specified order. If all of the arcs emerging from a node lead to a dead end, the arc incident 

on that node is back tracked to the preceding node to begin traversing in other directions 

from that node. This process continues until the entering variable node is revisited. This is 

illustrated in Figure 4.14. This traversal graph is for the basic solution example used in 

Figures 4.12. and 4.13. The direction corresponding to each arc is shown beside the arc 

and the number of t-states taken to travel the arc is also shown beside the arc. A dead end 

is shown by a horizontal line at the end of the arc. The worst-case time analysis for this 
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sequential algorithm is as follows: 

Figure 4.14. Loop formation by sequential algorithm 

While travelling the cyclic graph from the entering variable node, every non-basic and 

every basic variable cell could be visited (worst-case) before the entering variable node is 

revisited. Thus, the worst-case time to construct the loop is 0(n2). Using the loop 

determination algorithm, traversal along the different arcs of a node is done in parallel due 

to the parallel nature of the algorithm. However, a loop can be big enough to include all the 

2n- 1 basic variables. Since the maximum separation between consecutive variables along 

the loop is proportional to n, the worst-case time for this entire algorithm is also 0(n2). 
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Hence, there is no improvement in the loop determination algorithm. However, considering 

the regular nature of the cost matrices used in texture classification, there is an improvement 

in time performance of the loop determination algorithm over a sequential algorithm also, 

due to its parallel nature. This is because the loops formed for the basic solutions obtained 

using these cost matrices are rectangular. The maximum length of the rectangle can be n 

and the worst-case time will be 4n, which is 0(n). (For the second phase of this 

algorithm, the worst-case time is only 3n since the rectangular loop is traversed in both the 

clockwise and anti-clockwise direction simultaneously). Using the sequential algorithm for 

these cost matrices results in no improvement because its time performance does not 

depend on the shape of the loop and each cell can be visited in the worst-case. 

It was also observed that due to the regular nature of the cost matrices, the initial basic 

feasible solution was usually the optimal solution obviating the need to enter the iterations 

for optimality. 

4.11. Leaving Variable Determination Algorithm 

The leaving variable determination algorithm consists of two phases. In the first 

phase, the minimum of the x values of the negative corner basic variables is determined 

using an algorithm similar to the maximum delta determination algorithm. The negative 

corner basic variable cells are identified by those cells having a basic register value of 1 

and a do register value of 2. The minimum of the x values in these cells is determined. 

The signal that performs the minimum value determination is the minimum-value-

determine (mvd) signal. The hardware configuration for this algorithm is exactly the 

same as that of the maximum delta determination algorithm. Initially a very large number is 

fed into cell (1, 1). For a detailed specification of this algorithm, refer to Appendix A. The 
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numerical value designating the mvd signal is given in the Technical Report [32]. 

Phase 2 of the algorithm is similar to the maximum delta location algorithm. The only 

difference is that this algorithm locates the first occurrence of the minimum of the x values 

determined during Phase 1. The search is made among the negative basic variable corner 

cells identified by a basic register value of 1 and a do register value of 2. The matching 

entry is identified as a leaving variable by storing a 3 in the basic register. In addition, the 

x values of all the corner cells of the loop (including that of the entering variable cell) are 

updated by the minimum x value of Phase 1. The minimum value is added to the x value 

of the entering variable cell and the x values of the positive basic variable corner cells. It is 

subtracted from the x values of the negative basic variable corner cells. 

The signals that perform Phase 2 of this algorithm are the find-leaving-variable 

(fly) and the leaving-variable-found (lvf) signals instead of the fm and mf signals. 

The hardware configuration, priority rules for breaking ties, and worst-case time for this 

phase of this algorithm are exactly the same as those of the maximum delta location 

algorithm. For a detailed specification of this algorithm, refer to Appendix A. The 

numerical values designating the fly and lvf signals are given in the Technical Report 

[32]. 

4.12. Data Unloading Algorithm 

Once the optimal solution has been determined, the objective function (texture 

distance) must be computed. This distance is given by the sum of the cost-allocation 

products in each basic variable cell of the optimal solution. The data unloading algorithm 

performs this operation. 
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4.12.1. General Algorithm 

In every basic variable cell, one of the following actions is taken: 

(i) If the cell receives \ the unload (ul) signal on its second-type row control input, 

it determines the product of the cost and the x value stored in the cell and adds the 

product to the data accompanying the ul signal on its second-type row data input. The 

sum is stored in the cell as its x value and is also sent on the second-type row data 

output accompanied by the ul signal on its second-type row control output. 

(ii) If the cell receives the ul signal on its second-type column control input, it 

adds the x value stored in the cell to the data accompanying the ul signal on its 

second-type column data input. The sum is stored in the cell as its x value and is also 

sent on the second-type column data output accompanied by the ul signal on its 

second-type column control output. 

In every non-basic variable cell, the following action is taken: 

If the cell receives the ul signal on its second-type row or column control input, 

the data accompanying the ul signal is stored in the cell as its x value. It is also sent 

on the corresponding second-type row or column data output accompanied by the ul 

signal on the corresponding second-type row or column control output. 

For a detailed specification of this algorithm, refer to Appendix A. 

4.12.2. Hardware Configuration 

The hardware configuration for this algorithm is similar to that of the maximum delta 

determination algorithm. Only the second-type control and data lines are used by the 

algorithm. The diagonal control lines are not used by the algorithm. The numerical value 

designating the ul signal is given in the Technical Report [32]. 
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4.12.3. Algorithm Description 

This algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase, the ul signal is fed into the 

boundary cells of column 1. They propagate towards the right. During the nth t-state, the 

sum of the cost-allocation products for row i accumulates in cell (i, n). The next phase of 

the algorithm is now commenced. The ul signal is now fed to the boundary cells of row 1. 

The signals propagate towards the bottom. After n t-states from the commencement of 

phase 2, the texture distance given by the sum of the values in the cells of column n is 

obtained from cell (n, n). 

4.12.4. Analysis 

The worst-case time for this algorithm is 2n t-states which is 0(n). 

4.13. Cell Program 

All the algorithms discussed in the previous sections have to be integrated together 

into a cell program. Thus, all of the control signals discussed previously affect the cell in 

some way. The Turing-Plus program found in the Technical Report [32] forms the 

complete cell program. All the algorithm specifications in Appendix A are integrated to 

form this cell program. The numerical values of all the control signals used are also 

identified in the Technical Report [32]. When the algorithms are integrated together, some 

checking must be done to ensure that the signals used by one algorithm do not interfere 

with the computations performed in the succeeding algorithms, as explained below. 

The purpose of seven registers has already been discussed earlier. When all the 
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algorithms are integrated to form a cell program, some of the signals used by certain 

computational steps can be detrimental to later steps. In order to prevent this problem, the 

stray signals left behind during previous computational steps are made inactive during 

succeeding steps. The oc register is used to denote the completion of certain operations so 

that the stray signals do not affect the succeeding steps. For example, in the maximum delta 

location algorithm, the mf signal proliferates rapidly in the structure and if left astray, 

could cause errors in later steps. Hence, the control signals to activate the computations 

which immediately follows this algorithm are given a higher priority than the mf signal, 

and these higher priority signals reset the oc register. Since the mf signals can affect the 

cell only if the oc register is set, the resetting of the oc register will inactivate the influence 

of the mf signal in later computations. However, it should be noted that the oc register 

has to be set just prior to the search algorithm or the mf signals have no effect at all. 

4.14. Concluding Remarks 

The systolic architecture proposed in this chapter is designed in a manner that permits 

2n different computational channels to exist concurrently. Thus, each channel (row or 

column) processes all its entries during a computational step and hence takes 0(n) time 

for execution. At the end of this step, the results produced by all channels can be merged, if 

required, and this step takes 0(n) time. Therefore, each computational step takes a total of 

0(n) time. With 0(n) iterations, the systolic architecture takes a total of 0(n2) time to 

solve the entire transportation problem. 

As discussed previously, a sequential implementation of the transportation simplex 

algorithm takes 0(n3) time. Each of the three computational steps used to determine the 

initial basic feasible solution - delta value computation, maximum delta determination, and 
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maximum delta location, described in this chapter will be performed in 0(n2) time by a 

sequential algorithm. This is because each entry of the transportation table has to be 

processed individually during each of the computational steps. The only exception is the 

process of basic variable allocation, which can be performed in constant time by the 

sequential algorithm. However, the total time required by all the four steps is 0(n2). With 

2n -1 iterations, the total time taken to find the initial basic feasible solution is 0(n3). 

In addition, each of the computational steps required to find the optimal solution -

second delta computation, maximum second delta determination, maximum second delta 

location, loop formation and sign-assignment, and leaving variable location takes 0(n2) 

time by a sequential algorithm. For a maximum of 2n - 1 iterations, the total time is 

0(n3). Using the regular cost matrices of the texture distance classification and the 

systolic architecture, the time for each of these steps can be reduced to 0(n). The total 

time will now be 0(n2). 

From the above discussion, it is evident that the systolic architecture proposed is 

computationally faster by a factor of n over the conventional sequential system. In 

addition, in the systolic architecture, each data item is used repetitively and hence there are 

fewer delays caused by sending and retrieving data to and from the outside (memory, I/O 

ports, etc.). In a sequential system, only one operation (or a few in a multiprocessor 

system) per memory (I/O) access is possible. Since the systolic architecture permits n 

computational channels to access the I/O independently and since each data element is used 

n times before being sent outside, n2 operations are possible per I/O access. A sequential 

system requires 0(n2) memory or I/O accesses during each of the computational steps. 

With 0(n) iterations, it requires 0(n3) memory or I/O accesses. On the other hand, the 

systolic structure requires only one or two I/O accesses for each step since 0 (n2) 

operations are possible per I/O access. Hence, the total number of I/O accesses is 0(n). 



CHAPTER 5 

FUNCTIONAL DESIGN OF THE SYSTOLIC STRUCTURE 

FOR 

THE TRANSPORTATION SIMPLEX ALGORITHM 

5.1. Introduction 

This chapter proposes a functional design of the processing element (PE) in the 

systolic structure for texture distance computation based on the transportation simplex 

algorithm. The entire structure consists of an n x n array of such elements. Control 

signals and data are fed into the structure from the outside. Specifically, the control signals 

can be fed into the structure by a control unit implemented either in hardware or as a 

microprogram. The design of this control unit is outside the scope of the hardware design 

for the systolic structure, since systolic architectures are usually implemented with the 

assumption that the control signals required are available to them from some outside 

source(s) and the specifics of these sources are not considered [1, 2, 5, 7]. Thus, the 

design of the control unit is not dealt with in this thesis. Data that the structure requires for 

its computation are the cost (distance) matrix and the supply and demand values. The cost 

matrix is permanently stored inside the structure, one element of the matrix in each PE. The 

supply and demand values are stored in the peripheral cells, each of which consists of a 

data register and simple combinational logic which updates the contents of the register in 

response to the cross-and-adjust (ca) and adjust (ad) signals of the basic variable 

allocation algorithm discussed in Chapter 4. Since this operation is trivial in nature, the 

peripheral cell are not really a part of the systolic structure and serve only as memory 

elements for data to be used by the structure. 
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5.2. Processing Element Design 

This section proposes a functional design of a PE in the systolic structure. It identifies 

the individual components or functional blocks in the PE and their interconnections. 

Specific designs of the functional units are described in later subsections. 

A PE consists of the following functional units as shown in Figure 5.1.: 

1. Data Registers 

2. Adder/Subtractor 

3. Comparators 

4. Status Registers 

5. Decoders 

6. Multiplier 

7. Router/Switch 

8. Control Programmable Logic Array (PLA) 

9. Control and Data Input Buffers 

The figure also shows the interconnections between the above units. Data lines are shown 

by thick lines and control signal lines are shown by thin lines. A thin line in the figure 

actually represents a group of control signals and the individual signals in the group are 

identified in the labels next to these thin lines. (The control signals and their purposes are 

explained in Appendices B and C). The following subsections suggest implementations of 

each of these units. 

5.2.1. Data Registers 

There are two data registers in each PE, cost and allocation. The cost data register 
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stores the cost value corresponding to the PE. The cost value is permanently stored in the 

PE. Since the final implementation of the systolic architecture will be of a specific size and 

will be used for either the vector or scalar distance computation, the cost matrix will not 

change. Hence, the register can be implemented as a read-only memory element. The 

allocation data register stores the intermediate results of computations, and if the PE is 

identified as a basic variable cell it will ultimately contain the allocation to that element. This 

register can be implemented as shown in Figure 5.2. This figure shows various data 

elements which can be stored in the register (for the sake of simplicity, only a single bit of 

the register, xi and the data elements are shown in the figure). During a t-state or an 

operational cycle defined by a high level of a clock pulse, a maximum of only one data 

element will be allowed to be stored in the register by enabling the corresponding 

transmission gate and disabling the other gates. The transmission gates are controlled by 

control signals from the control PLA. The transmission gate connected to a single bit of the 

data element is shown as a square box with a number inside it. The number corresponds to 

a specific control signal from the control PLA. All numbered control signals from the 

control PLA are single bit signals. Each bit of the register is implemented as a master-slave 

data flip-flop. The contents of the slave flip-flops correspond to the contents of the register 

during the previous t-state and the data being stored into the master corresponds to the data 

stored in the register during the current t-state. During the next t-state it will be available 

in the slave flip-flops. The data elements that can be stored in the allocation register are 

identified in the cell program listing given and identified in the Technical Report [32] and 

are also listed in Appendix C. The single bit control signals from the control PLA are listed 

and explained in Appendix B. 
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Figure 5.2. Implementation of a single bit of the allocation register 

5.2.2. Adder/Subtractor 

The adder/subtractor has three inputs, A, B and C as shown in Figure 5.3. The sum 

outputs of the adder/subtractor computes the result of A+B-C. If the result of only A+B is 

required, a zero value is fed into C. If only B-C is required, a zero value is fed into A. 

Thus, it can serve as a two-operand adder and subtractor. The input data which can be fed 

into each of the inputs A, B and C, are also shown in Figure 5.3. and identified in 

Appendices B and D. During a t-state, a maximum of only one data element will be 

allowed into each input by enabling the corresponding transmission gates and disabling the 

other gates connecting the other data elements to this input. The transmission gates are 

controlled by control signals from the control PLA. The implementation of the actual logic 
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inside the adder/subtractor is fairly standard and is hence not dealt with in this chapter. 
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5.2.3. Comparators 

rdil 

allocation 

rdi2 

There are two comparators in each PE, A and B. Each comparator compares the data 

on two inputs (I and II) and provides three decision outputs: I > II, I = II, I < II. The two 

comparators are shown in Figures 5.4. and 5.5. These figures also show the data elements 

which can be compared by each comparator, as identified in Appendices B and D. During a 
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t-state, each comparator input will have access to a maximum of only one data element 

through transmission gates controlled by signals from the control PLA. 
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5.2.4. Status Registers 

There are eight status registers in each PE: bottom-register (br), right-register 

(rr), top-register (tr), and left-register (1r) each consisting of a single bit, the data-

obtained register (do) consisting of two bits, the basic-register (b) consisting of two 

bits, the crossed-register (cr) consisting of a single bit, and the operation-

completed-register (oc) consisting of a single bit. 

The purpose of the first seven registers has already been discussed in Chapter 4. In 

that chapter, each algorithm had been dealt with individually as a separate computational 

step. However, when all the algorithms are integrated to form a cell program, some of the 

signals used by certain computational steps can be detrimental to later steps. In order to 

prevent this problem, the stray signals left behind during previous computational steps are 

made inactive during succeeding steps. The oc register is used to denote the completion of 

certain computational steps so that the stray signals left behind in those steps do not affect 

the succeeding steps. For example, in the maximum delta location algorithm, the match-

found (mf) signal proliferates rapidly in the structure and if left astray, could cause errors 

in later steps. Hence, the control signals required by the computational step (basic variable 

allocation algorithm) which immediately follows the maximum delta location algorithm are 

given a higher priority than the mf signal, and these higher priority signals reset the oc 

register. The mf signals can affect a cell only if the oc register is set, and hence the 

resetting of the oc register will render the cell harmless to the mf signal in future 

computational steps. However, it should be noted that the oc register has to be set just 

prior to the maximum delta location algorithm or the mf signals have no effect at all (for 

details, refer to the Technical Report [32] which provides a listing of the cell program). 
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There are only two, two-bit status registers - do and b. The two-bits of each register 

are fed into a simple decoder to generate the individual status signals identified by the 

contents of these registers. The states to which each of the status registers in the PE are set, 

are controlled by signals from the control PLA as shown in Figure 5.6. The outputs of 

these status registers (status signals) are also fed into the control PLA. Each bit of a status 

register is implemented as a master-slave data flip-flop. During the high level of a clock 

pulse corresponding to time t, data can be fed into the master latch. This, however, will 

not affect the state of the slave latch corresponding to time t - 1 which decides the state of 

the entire PE. During the succeeding low level of the clock pulse, the data from the master 

is fed into the slave latch and affects the operation of the cell during the next t-state. The 

states to which each of the status registers can be set to are identified in Appendices B and 

D. The control signal affecting the states of these registers and the status signals generated 

by them are given in Appendix B. 

5.2.5. Decoders 

The control signals entering the PE from the four sides and the diagonal control 

signals have to be decoded and the decoded signals are fed to the control PLA affecting the 

operations of the other functional units in the PE. Each row or column control input can 

accept as many as twenty one control signals which can effect the operation of the PE (refer 

to [32]). Thus, a control input on any of the four sides consists of five bits. There are four 

diagonal control signals [32] and hence each diagonal control input has two bits. For the 

same reasons, each column or row control output has five bits and each diagonal control 

output has two bits. Thus, each column or row control input decoder is a 5 x 21 decoder 

and each diagonal control input decoder is a 2 x 4 decoder. The actual implementation 

logic of a decoder is very trivial and hence is not dealt with in this chapter. 
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5.2.6. Multiplier 

Once the optimal solution is determined, the product of the cost and allocation values 

in each PE corresponding to a basic variable has to be determined. The sum of all such 

products in the structure provides the total texture distance. Hence, a multiplier is required 

to compute this product for each PE. Though the logical circuit of a multiplier is fairly 

complicated, library files of most gate-array and custom VLSI layout tools contain 

multiplier layouts. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a functional design showing 

the interconnections between functional components that are either trivial or are readily 

available. Hence, the logical circuit of the multiplier is not dealt with in this chapter. 

5.2.7. Router/Data Switch 

The router/data switch consists of a router and six data switches: four switches for the 

control-data output pairs of the two rows and two columns, and two switches for the 

control outputs of the two diagonals. The router serves as an interconnection network 

between the control-data inputs and outputs of the PE as shown in Figure 5.7. The routing 

is performed with the help of transmission gates enabled by control signals from the control 

PLA. 

There exists an input switch for each column and row control data output pair and 

each diagonal control output. The data switches serve to feed the outputs of the 

adder/subtractor, the data registers, and some constants into the column and row data 

outputs, and some constants into the column and row control outputs and diagonal control 

outputs. The implementation of each data switch is shown in Figures 5.8., which also 

shows the inputs which can be switched into these outputs. 
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The implementation of the router/data switch is based on the routing and data output 

requirements identified in Appendices B and D. The control signals from the control PLA 

activating the various routes and data switching are listed in Appendix B. 
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5.2.8. Control PLA 

The control PLA is the 'brain' of the PE. It determines the operation of each 

functional unit in the PE. It has as inputs the decoder output signals, the status signals of 

the status registers and the decision outputs of the comparators. It issues control signals as 

outputs to the various functional units described in the previous subsections. Essentially, 

the control PLA is a combinational logical element implemented as a nor-nor PLA. The 

Boolean conjunctions describing the implementation of the AND block of the control PLA 

are listed in Appendix B. The conjunctions are the state identifier signals which identify the 

operational state of the entire PE. They are fed into the OR block which generates the 

individual control signals affecting the operation of each functional unit. The philosophy 

behind this design is that a functional unit may perform a certain operation during more 

than one PE state. Thus, the control signals to each functional unit is a disjunction of one or 

more state identifier signal(s). The disjunctions of the state identifier signals to generate the 

control signals to the individual functional units are listed in Appendix C. 

5.2.9. Control and Data Input Buffers 

To enforce the concept of systolic propagation, each control and data input of the PE 

has to be fed into a buffer which is implemented with master-slave data flip-flops. Thus, 

the input arriving during a t-state is fed into the latch and is used by the PE during the next 

t-state resulting in the concept of current and previous t-states. This is accomplished by 

loading the data input into the master latch during the high level of a clock pulse and 

feeding into the slave latch during the low level of the same clock pulse. Thus, the data 

entering the latch during a particular t-state does not effect the cell operation during that t-

state and is only made available to the cell during the next t-state. 
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5.3. Conclusions 

A functional design of the processing element of the systolic structure for texture 

distance computation is proposed in this chapter. Using any conventional gate-array or 

custom VLSI layout tool, the functional design can easily be mapped into a gate-level or 

transistor-level VLSI layout, respectively. Since the design is at a functional level, it opens 

doors for optimizations and ingenuity from the VLSI engineer. The entire systolic structure 

is constructed from an array of such PEs. This is accomplished by duplicating the PE along 

both dimensions and interconnecting the duplications. The peripheral cells are trivial in 

nature and are placed adjacent to the boundary cells on all four sides. Control signals are 

fed to the structure from the outside as described earlier. 



CHAPTER 6 

SYSTOLIC STRUCTURES FOR TEXTURE 

REPRESENTATION 

6.1. Introduction 

A method for texture representation has already been discussed in Chapter 3. A 

texture image is represented as a two-dimensional matrix of pixel intensity values or grey 

levels. Typical ranges of these grey levels are 0 to 63 or 0 to 255, with 0 representing black 

and increasing values representing increasing brightness. The grey levels are the scalar 

properties of the image. A frequency histogram of the grey levels thus represents the 

texture in terms of scalar properties. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, the directionality 

of the texture pattern (vector properties) is essential to be represented as well. The Sobel 

operator is a matrix operator, which when applied to the two-dimensional matrix of grey 

levels, yields the vector properties. For every pixel in the image, the Sobel operator yields 

its x and y vector components. These components are mapped into a two-dimensional 

space representing a set of discrete events, to obtain the corresponding event. A frequency 

histogram of the events of all the pixels in the image represents the texture pattern in terms 

of vector properties. 

In this chapter, a systolic structure that produces the vector components for the pixels 

in the image and which also yields the frequency histogram of the events representing the 

pixels, is described. The part of the systolic structure that yields the frequency histograms 

of the events can be modified to yield a histogram of the grey levels representing the texture 

pattern in terms of scalar properties in a straightforward manner. 
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6.2. Systolic computation of the Sobel operator 

The Sobel operator as defined by Duda and Hart [28] consists of an x-axis and y-

axis operators as shown below. 

h1 h2 h3 
x . h4 h5 h6

h
7 

h
8 

h
9 

k1 k
2 

k
3 

k4 k5 
k
6 

k
7 

k
8 

k9

These operators are used to obtain the x-axis and y-axis components of the vector 

representing the pixel, respectively. Consider a 3 x 3 image subregion with (x, y) as the 

center pixel as shown in Figure 6.1. 

x- 1,y+1 x,y+l x+ 1,y+ 1 

x - l,y x,y x+ 1,y 

x- l,y- 1 x,y- 1 x+ l,y- 1 

Figure 6.1. Image subregion with (x, y) at center 

Let the intensity matrix for this subregion be: 

[
i1 i

2 
i
3 

i
4 

i
5 

i
6 

i
7 

i8 i
9 

with i1, representing the intensity of (x - 1, y + 1), i5 representing that of (x, y) and so 

on. The x-axis and y-axis vector components are given by: 

G x (i, j) = h i i i + h2 i2 + h 3 i3 + h 4 i4 + h 5i5 + h 6 i6 + h 7 i7 + 

h8i8 h9i9 = hP iP 
p=1 
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G Y (i j) = k1i1 + k 212 + k 3 i3 + k414 + k5i5 + k6i6 + k7i7 + 

9 

kgig + k9/9 = k p ip
p=1 

The vector (G x, G y) is represented as shown in Figure 6.2 using a two-dimensional 

Cartesian coordination system. 

-X 

Figure 6.2. Vector components 

X 

In this case, the x and y vector components are given by: 

Gx (i, = (i3 + 2i6 + i9) - + 2i4 + i7) 

Gy J . ) = (i1 + 2i2 i3) + 2i8 + i9) 

Though the Sobel operator shown here is a 3 x 3 matrix operator, it is possible to have 

operators of higher orders ( 5 x 5, 7 x 7 , etc.). However, it should be noted that the size 

of the Sobel operator matrix is always an odd number to facilitate positioning of the center 

of the matrix on an image pixel. The choice of higher orders is dependent on the degree of 

precision required, but a 3 x 3 operator is sufficient for most purposes [28]. The most 

commonly used 3 x 3 Sobel operator is given by [28]: 
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The systolic array for applying the Sobel operator to a two-dimensional matrix of grey 

levels is shown in Figure 6.3. It is a one-dimensional array organized as a column with one 

processing element (PE) for each row of the image matrix to be processed. Assume that the 

image intensities are fed into the array one column at a time. Each cell in the array 

communicates with its neighbors on the top and bottom (except the ones at the extreme top 

and bottom), since the Sobel operator computation for every pixel requires the grey levels 

of pixels in the rows above and below the row in which it belongs to. The operation in each 

cell in the array is described by the cell program given below. The structure of the PE is 

shown in Figure 6.4. 
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Figure 6.3. The systolic array for vector components computation 
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if ci (t - 1) = 0 then 

t_out (t) 

x (t) 

cxl (t) 

cx2 (t) 

gx (t) 

cyl (t) 

cy2 (t) 

gy (t) 

co (t) 

:= l_in -1) 

:= l_in (t - 1) 

:= h3t_in (t - 1) + h6x (t - 

:= h2t_in (t - 1) + hx (t - 

:= hit _in (t- 1) + (t - 

:= kit in (t - 1) + k6x (t - 

:= k2tin (t- 1) + k5x (t - 

:= (t- 1) + kjex (t - 

:= ci (t - 1) 

1) + h9b _in (t - 1) 

1) + hgb _in (t - 1) + cxl (t - 1) 

1) + h7b _in (t - 1) + cx2 (t - 1) 

1) + 1c9b _in (t - 1) 

1) + kgb _in (t - 1) + cyl (t - 1) 

1) + (t -1) + cy2 (t - 1) 

The PE consists of three data inputs - left (l_in), top (t_in), and bottom (b_in), and 

four data outputs - top (t_out), bottom (b _out) and gx and gy. Input buffers are used to 

store the data received on the data inputs during the previous t - state t -1 so that they can 

be used during the current state t. Thus, the variables l_in (t - 1), t_in (t - 1), and b_in 

(t - 1) in the cell program actually refer to the present contents of the data buffers of the 

corresponding data inputs. x, cxl, cx2, cyl, and cy2 are data registers. As in the 

systolic architecture for texture distance computation (refer Chapter 5), the data buffers and 

data registers are implemented using Master-slave data flip-flops. WA is a multiplier/adder 

circuit that multiplies each of its input data by a different constant and adds the resulting 

product as shown in Figure 6.5. The constants are the Sobel operator matrix elements. The 

systolic architecture proposed here provides the flexibility of being programmed to use a 

different Sobel operator (of the same order) for each input image. This is done by storing 

the required Sobel matrix elements in each of the M/As in data registers. Thus, M/A1, 

M/A2 and M/A3 will contain the right, middle, and left column elements of the x-axis 

operator, respectively, and M/A4, WAS and M/A6 will contain the right, middle, and left 
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columns of the y-axis operator, respectively. A separate loading phase is required to load 

the matrix elements in the M/As. The loading is done using the top or bottom data lines, 

and under the influence of non-zero control signals on ci. It has a worst-case time of n + 

2m2 where m is the order of the Sobel matrix operator. The control signals on ci can 

have values between 1 and 2m2 and for each of the these values, the corresponding x-axis 

or y-axis Sobel matrix entry is stored in the corresponding M/A. If the flexibility of 

programming the systolic structure is not required, the control signal lines can be eliminated 

and further, if the magnitudes of the constants are small, the multiplication can be 

implemented as repeated additions. The gx and gy outputs contain the x-axis and y-axis 

vector components of the Sobel operator computation. 

Consider any one cell of the systolic array (row y for instance). During any clock 

cycle t - 1, let the pixel intensity entering this cell be that of pixel (x, y). The pixel 

intensities entering the cells above and below this cell are those of pixels (x, y + 1) and 

(x, y + 1), respectively. Since the intensity of the pixel (x, y) is needed for 

computations in row y - 1 and y + 1, this intensity is sent up and down to the top and 

bottom PE during the next clock cycle t. Further, during clock cycle t - 1, the PE in row 

y receives the intensity values of pixels (x + 1, y + 1) and (x + 1, y - 1) from the top 

and bottom PEs, respectively. 

The operation performed by the cell during clock cycle t is summarized as follows. 

The intensity of pixel (x, y) received during t - 1 is stored in register x. The previous 

content of x is the intensity of (x + 1, y). Since during t, the intensities of (x + 1, y), 

(x + 1, y + 1), and (x + 1, y - 1) are available, the column three Sobel operator 

computations (h3i3 + h6i6 + h9i9) and (k3i3 + k6i6 + k9i9) of (x + 1, y) can be 

performed and the results of these computations stored in cxl and cyl, respectively. The 
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previous contents of cxl and cyl are the column three computations of (x + 2, y). 

The available intensities can also be used to perform the column two computations of 

(x + 2, y) and these results are added to the previous contents of cx 1 and cy 1 , 

respectively and stored in cx2 and cy2. Finally, the available intensities can also be used 

in column one computations (x + 3, y) and these results are added to the previous 

contents of cx2 and cy2 to give the vector components for (x + 3, y). Thus, it can be 

seen that the vector components for (x + 3, y) can be obtained once (x, y) enters the PE 

since this is required for its Sobel operator computation. The above process suggests that 

the overall time to compute the Sobel operators of the entire image matrix of size n is n + 

3. Hence, the worst-case time of this computation is 0(n). The above technique can be 

extended to a Sobel operator of any size. For a 5 x 5 Sobel operator, the cell structure and 

the cell program are given in Appendix D. 

6.3. Systolic discretization of vector components and histogram 

determination 

The method of mapping the vector components obtained by applying the Sobel 

operator to a texture image representation is described in Chapter 3. The x and y vector 

components are used to obtain the polar components of the vector as given by the 

equations: 

G = VG2 (i, j)+ Gy2 (i , j ) 

. tan-ir Gx(1 , j ) 
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where G and 0 represent the magnitude and angle components, respectively. The polar 

components are used to map the vector into a two-dimensional space of discrete events. 

This two-dimensional space is shown in Figure 6.6. First, the angle is used to determine 

the octant onto which the vector maps, and then the magnitude is used to determine the 

concentric ring onto which the vector maps (for details, refer to Chapter 3) [3]. 

The use of this discretization scheme requires square, square root, arc tangent and 

division computations. To simplify the systolic implementation, a modified discretized 

scheme is proposed in this thesis. This scheme is shown in Figure 6.7. The x and y 

vector components are directly mapped onto this cartesian coordinate space instead of 

obtaining the polar components and mapping the polar components onto a polar coordinate 
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space. The mapping process is straightforward. The x and y components are first 

examined to determine the quadrant the coordinates representing them would map onto. 

The absolute values of the x and y components are compared with each other to determine 

which of the two is greater. This effectively determines the octant in which the coordinate 

representing the components would lie. Finally, the x or the y components magnitude is 

used to determine the discrete event representing the vector. This process is implemented as 

shown in Figure 6.8. The zone determination functional block in the figure determines the 

concentric square ring onto which the vector maps. For instance, if Gx < 5, the x - zone 

is 0 and if 5 <= Gx < 10, the x - zone is 1, etc. (each concentric ring represents a 

magnitude bandwidth of 5 units). Similarly, the Gy value is used to determine the y -

zone. If both the x - zone and y - zone are zero (not shown in figure), the discrete event is 

0. Otherwise, the discrete event is determined as shown in the figure using the x - and y -

zones. of - o8 are transmission gates controlled by the octant 1 - octant 8 signals obtained 

as shown in the upper part of the figure. 

To determine the histogram of discrete events, there is a series of counters 

corresponding to every row of the image matrix. There are forty-two counters in this series 

(refer to Chapter 3), with each counter representing one of the discrete events. A counter's 

value is incremented if the discrete event representing the vector matches its representation. 

To enforce systolic propagation of data, the discrete event representing the vector is 

matched with each of these counters, one after the other, until a match is determined. After 

the entire image is processed the counter values in each column (representing a single 

event) are summed to yield the final histogram. This process is illustrated in Figure 6.9. 
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6.4. Analysis and conclusions 
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The systolic structure for texture representation performs its computation in 0(n) 

time. The data from each row of the image matrix is fed into the corresponding row of the 

entire structure and after a certain delay, a counter is updated for every pixel. The time 

delay between the input of a pixel grey level into the structure and a corresponding counter 

being updated, is a constant and is not proportional to the size of the image matrix n. Since 

each row of the image is processed concurrently, the total time taken for processing the 

entire image is n + c (where c is the constant dependent on the order of the Sobel 

operator and the number of discrete events) which is 0(n). 
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A practical problem associated with a systolic structure of this type is the fact that the 

entire image is fed into the structure one column at a time. This implies that there is a PE for 

every row of the image. This requires a very large number of PEs to be implemented, 

thereby causing pin-out problems even using VLSI technology. As specified in Chapter 5, 

most systolic structures do not address the I/O (with the outside world) problem accurately. 

To suggest a practical approach towards implementing the systolic structure for texture 

representation, it is recommended that the image matrix be partitioned into small sub-

matrices and the sub-matrices be processed one at a time, thereby requiring fewer PEs. 

Each sub-matrix should overlap its adjacent neighboring submatrices by the corresponding 

row or column. This, of course, increases the overall computation time, but is more 

practical. 

Further, the systolic architecture proposed in this thesis allows the utilization of a 

Sobel matrix of any type (but of the same order), without modifying the architecture. In 

addition, the concept can be easily extended to higher order Sobel matrices as shown in 

Appendix D. Thus, this architecture is modular and expandable to be applicable for a 

problem of any size. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Systolic structures for texture representation and classification have been proposed in 

this thesis. A systolic structure is a one-, two-, or multi-dimensional array of regularly 

connected PEs, each of which communicates with only its nearest neighbors. All PEs in 

this structure function concurrently and data fed into this structure from the outside ripple 

through the structure in a rhythmic fashion, undergoing processing in one or more of the 

PEs in the structure before exiting (a process termed as systolic propagation). Such a 

structure permits computations at higher speed since it provides a parallel processing 

environment. Further, when data is systolically propagated through the structure in a 

rhythmic fashion, a pipelined processing environment is also created allowing data to be 

repeatedly used and thereby avoiding the necessity to fetch the data from memory every 

time it is required. The use of systolic structures for the hardware implementation of a large 

number of image processing and other algorithms results in great savings in computation 

time. 

Texture, an important feature of images, can be represented using frequency 

histograms of scalar and vector properties. A representation scheme proposed by Raafat [31 

is implemented using a systolic structure in this thesis. Once texture patterns are 

represented in terms of scalar and vector properties, the computation of the texture distance 

between such representations provides a meaningful metric for the similarity (or 

dissimilarity) between the patterns and aids the classification of texture patterns. The scalar 

and vector texture distances can each be determined from the scalar and vector frequency 

histograms, respectively of the texture patterns using the transportation simplex algorithm. 

A systolic structure for texture distance computation is thus essentially a systolic structure 
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for the transportation simplex algorithm. 

The systolic structure for texture distance computation proposed in this thesis is a 

two-dimensional array of PEs surrounded by peripheral cells that store the supply and 

demand values required by the transportation simplex algorithm. The size of the array is n, 

which is equal to the number of sources (destinations) of the transportation problem and in 

the context of texture distance computation, equals the number of discrete scalar or vector 

events. Modifications of the sequential computation steps of the simplex algorithm are also 

proposed in this thesis to permit systolic implementation. The systolic structure performs 

the computations required for texture distance determination in 0(n2) time as compared to 

0(n3) time by the sequential simplex algorithm. Further savings in computation time are 

also obtained due to the repeated processing of a data item obtained from the outside by one 

or more PEs in the structure rather than having to obtain it from the outside every time it is 

required. 

The systolic structure for texture representation is also introduced in this thesis. The 

vector events discretization scheme originally proposed by Raafat [3] is modified in this 

thesis to facilitate systolic implementation. This systolic structure performs the 

computations required to obtain the frequency histograms in 0(n) time as compared to 

0(n2) time required by a non-systolic implementation. 

Functional level hardware designs for each of the systolic structures are also 

proposed in this thesis. The functional designs can be easily converted into actual 

Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) using a gate-array or custom VLSI layout 

tool. Such a functional design entertains modifications resulting in optimizations as desired 

by the hardware engineer. 
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This thesis addresses only the problems of texture representation and classification. It 

is desirable to investigate the possibility of systolic implementations for segmenting images 

into distinct texture regions. The image segmentation scheme proposed by Raafat [3] can be 

considered for systolic implementation. 

The systolic structure for texture distance computation proposed in this thesis is 

essentially one for the transportation problem since the mathematical models for the two 

problems are identical. In addition to the simplex algorithm for the transportation problem, 

network algorithms also exist for the same problem. Such algorithms could be considered 

for systolic implementations or for implementation as neural networks. In fact, a neural 

network already exists for a similar problem, the assignment problem [31]. Such 

implementations could be more efficient than the one suggested in this thesis. 
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APPENDIX A 

SYSTOLIC ALGORITHMS 

FOR 

TEXTURE DISTANCE COMPUTATION 

This appendix gives detailed specifications of all the systolic algorithms for texture 

distance computation described in Chapter 4. Since texture distance computation can be 

performed using the transportation simplex algorithm, each algorithm specified in this 

appendix corresponds to the systolic solution for each computational step of the 

transportation simplex algorithm. All the variables used in the algorithm specifications are 

subscripted using either t or t - 1. t refers to the current or final t-state during which all 

actions are being performed. t - 1 refers to the previous or initial t-state. The t - 1 

subscript on a variable refers to its previous contents. The t subscript refers to its new 

contents. The variables used in the specifications are abbreviations to the following: 

ccil: bottom control buffer 

cci2: top control buffer 

rcil : right control buffer 

rca: left control buffer 

ccol: top control output 

cco2: bottom control output 

rcol: left control output 

rco2: right control output 

cdil: bottom data buffer 

cdi2: top data buffer 
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rdil: right data buffer 

rd12: left data buffer 

cdol: top data output 

cdo2: bottom data output 

rdol: left data output 

rdo2: right data output 

dsil: north-east diagonal control buffer 

dsi2: south-west diagonal control buffer 

dsol: south-west diagonal control output 

dso2: north-east diagonal control output 

crossed: crossed register value 

do: data-obtained register value 

cost: cost register value 

basic: basic register value 

x: allocation register value 

bottom: bottom register value 

right: right register value 

top: top register value 

left: left register value 

a:=left(t - 1)=1 and top(t - 1)=1 

b:=left(t - 1)=1 and bottom(t - 1)=1 

c:=right(t - 1)=1 and top(t - 1)=1 

d:=right(t - 1)=1 and bottom(t - 1)=1 

f:=((a # 1) and (b 1) and (c 1) and d) or ((a 1) and (b 1) and c and (d 

# 1)) or ((a 1) and b and (c 1) and (d # 1)) or (a and (b 1) and (c 1) 

and (d 1)) 
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The control signal abbreviations denote the following: 

md: multiplier-determine 

fm: find-multiplier 

mf: multiplier-found 

fl: find-largest 

sb: seek-basic 

ca: cross-and-adjust 

ad: adjust 

smd: second-multiplier-determine 

sfl: second-find-largest 

fsm: find-second-multiplier 

smf: second-multiplier-found 

li: loop-initiate 

k: loop-construct 

sa: sign-assignment 

pa: positive-assign 

no: negative-assign 

fly: fmd-leaving-variable 

lvf: leaving-yafiable-found 

ul: unload 

x: don't care 
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Algorithm 1 - Delta Computation 

The following is done by each cell in the systolic array: 

/* if the cell is uncrossed */ 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

case [csi 1 (t - 1), rsil(t 
/* no operation 
(0, 0, 0, 0): 

I* md signal on 
(md, 0, 0, 0): 

(0, md, 0, 0): 

I* md signal on 
(md, md, 0, 0): 

I* md signal on 
(0, 0, md, 0): 

(0, 0, 0, md): 

- 1), csi2(t - 1), rsi2(t - 1)1 of 

cdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

only one first-type row or column control input */ 
1* outputs the maximum of the cost and input data */ 
cdol(t) := max(cost, cdil(t - 1)) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) :=tnax(cost, rdil(t - 1)) 

both first-type row and column control inputs / 
cdol(t) := max(cast, cdil(t - 1)) 
rdol(t) := max(cost, rdil(t - 1)) 

only one second-type row or column control input */ 
if do(t - 1) = 0 then 

/* cost is subtracted from first multiplier */ 
x(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - cost 
do(t): = 1 

else 
/* second multiplier is added to difference */ 
x(t) := x(t - 1) + cdi2(t - 1) 
do(t):= 0 

end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
if do(t - 1) = 0 then 

x(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - cost 
do(t):= 1 

else 
x(t) := x(t - 1) + rdi2(t - 1) 
do(t):= 0 

end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

1* md signal on both second-type row and column control inputs */ 
(0, 0, md, md): /* two multipliers are added and cost is subtracted from sum */ 

x(t) := cdi2(t - 1) + rdi2(t - 1) - cost 
cdol(t):= cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t -1) 

end case 
else 

cdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

end if 
cco -1(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
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rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 

Algorithm 2 - Maximum Delta Determination 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

case [csi2(t - 1), rsi2(t - 1)] of 
/* no operation *1 
(0, 0): cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 

fl signal on only one second-type row or column control input *1 
(0, fl): cso2(t) := rsi2(t -1) 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

cdo2(t) := max(rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := max(rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

else 
cdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 

end if 
(ft, 0): cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := cci -2(t - 1) 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

cdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

else 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 

end if 
/*fl signal on both second-type row and column control inputs *1 
(fl, cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

cdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

else 
cdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1) 

end if 
end case 
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Algorithm 3 - Maximum Delta Location 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

case [csil(t - 1), rsil(t - 1), dsil(t - 1), dsi2(t - 1)] of 
/* no operation */ 
(0, 0, 0, 0): csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
dsol(t) := dsil(t - 1) 
dso2(t)  dsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t -1) 

fm signal on only first-type row and/or column control inputs */ 
(fm, 0, 0, 0), 
(fm, fm, 0, 0): /* if there is a match, sends the mf signal on both first-type row and 

column control outputs and fast-type diagonal control output; the 
basic register is set*/ 
if cdil(t - 1) = x(t - 1) and 
crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

csol(t) := mf 
rsol(t) := mf 
dsol(t) := mf 
basic(t) := 1 

else 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
dsol(t) := dsil(t - 1) 

end if 
dso2(t) := dsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 

(0, fm, 0, 0): if rdil(t - 1) = x(t - 1) and 
crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

csol(t) := mf 
rsol(t) := mf 
dsol(t) := mf 
basic(t) := 1 

else 
csol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
dsol(t)  dsil(t- 1) 

end if 
dso2(t) := dsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := rdil(t -1) 
rdol(t):= rdil(t - 1) 

I* mf signal on at least one first-type or diagonal control input */ 
(mf, *mf, x, x), 
(mf, mf, x, x): I* the mf signal is sent on both first-type row and column'control 

outputs and both diagonal control outputs; the basic register is reset 
for an uncrossed cell */ 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
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(#mf, mf, x, x): 

(#mf, #mf, mf, 0), 
(*mf, #mf, 0, mi), 
(*mf, *mf, mf, mf): 

dsol(t) := mf 
dso2(t) := mf 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

basic(t) := 0 
end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
csol(t):= rsil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
dsol(t) := mf 
dso2(t) := mf 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

basic(t) := 0 
end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
rdol(t):= rdil(t - 1) 

csol(t) := mf 
rsol(t) := mf 
dsol(t) := dsil(t - 1) 
dso2(t) := dsi2(t - 1) 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

basic(t) := 0 
end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

Algorithm 4 - Basic Variable Allocation 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

/* if the cell is uncrossed and is a basic variable cell */ 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 and basic(t - 1) = 1 then 

case [csi2(t - 1), rsi2(t - 1), csil(t - 1), rsil(t - 1)] of 
/* no operation */ 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0): csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t):= rdil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t -1) 

I* sb signal on all row and column control inputs */ 
(sb, sb, sb, sb): x(t) := min(cdil(t - 1), rdil(t - 1)) 
/* case 1 */ /* the supply and demand values are compared and the appropriate 

row or column is crossed out */ 
if cdil(t - 1) rdil(t - 1) then 

csol(t) := ca 
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cso2(t) := ca 
rsol(t) := ad 
rso2(t):= ad 

else 
csol(t) := ad 
cso2(t) := ad 
rsol(t) := ca 
rso2(t) := ca 

end if 
I* the supply and demand values are adjusted */ 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

rdil(t -1)) 
cdo2(t) := cdil(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

rdil(t -1)) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

rdil(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := rdil(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

rdil(t -1)) 
crossed(t) := 1 

1* sb signal on only one row-column control input pair *1 
(sb, sb, *sb, *sb): case [do(t -1)] of 
1* case 2a *1 /* receiving supply and demand values for the first time *1 

(0): x(t) := min(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1)) 
if cdi2(t - 1) rdi2(t - 1) then 

do(t) := 1 
cso2(t) := ca 
rso2(t) := ad 

else 
do(t) := 2 
cso2(t) := ad 
rso2(t) := ca 

end if 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - min(cdi2(t - 1), 

rdi2(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - min(cdi2(t - 1), 

rdi2(t - 1)) 
1* receiving data values for the second time *1 
(1): cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 

rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := ca 
rso2(t) := ad 
crossed(t) := 1 

(2): cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := ad 
rso2(t) := ca 
crossed(t):= 1 

(*sb, *sb, sb, sb): 
I* case 2d *1 

end case 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsol(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
case [do(t 1)] of 

(0): x(t) := min(cdil(t - 1), rdil(t - 1)) 
if cdil(t - 1) 5 rdil(t - 1) then 

do(t) := 1 
csol(t) := ca 
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rsol(t) := ad 
else 

do(t) := 2 
csol(t) := ad 
rsol(t) := ca 

end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

rdil(t - 1)) 
rdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

rdil(t - 1)) 
(1): cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 

rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
csol(t) := ca 
rsol(t) := ad 
crossed(t) := 1 

(2): cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) -x(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
csol(t) := ad 
rsol(t) := ca 
crossed(t) := 1 

(sb, *sb, *sb, sb): 
I* case 2b 

(*sb, sb, sb, *sb): 

end case 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
case [do(t 1)] of 

(0): x(t) := min(cdi2(t - 1), rdil(t - 1)) 
if cdi2(t - 1) 5. rdil(t - 1) then 

do(t) := 1 
cso2(t) := ca 
rsol(t) := ad 

else 
do(t) := 2 
cso2(t) := ad 
rsol(t) := ca 

end if 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - min(cdi2(t - 1), 

rdil(t - 1)) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) - min(cdi2(t - 1), 

rdil(t - 1)) 
(1): cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 

rdol(t) := rdil(t -1) - x(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := ca 
rsol(t) := ad 
crossed(t) := 1 

(2): cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := ad 
rsol(t) := ca 
crossed(t):= 1 

end case 
csol(t) := csol(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
case [do(t -1)] of 
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/* case 2c */ (0): x(t) := min(cdil(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1)) 
if cdil(t - 1) S rdi2(t - 1) then 

do(t) := 1 
csol(t) := ca 
rso2(t) := ad 

else 
do(t) := 2 
csol(t) := ad 
rso2(t) := ca 

end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

rdi2(t -1)) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

rdi2(t - 1)) 
(1): cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 

rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
csol(t) := ca 
rso2(t) := ad 
crossed(t) := 1 

(2): cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
csol(t) := ad 
rso2(t) := ca 
crossed(t) := 1 

end case 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

I* sb signal on only one control input */ 
(sb, *sb, *sb, *sb): case [do(t - 1)] of 
/* case 3a */ /* demand received */ 

(0): x(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 3 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) rdil(t - 1) 

/* supply is also received; a comparison is made and the 
appropriate row or column is crossed out */ 
(3): x(t) := min(cdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

if cdi2(t - 1) 5 x(t - 1) then 
do(t) := 1 
cso2(t) := ca 
rso2(t) := ad 
rsol(t) := ad 

else 
do(t) := 2 
cso2(t) := ad 
rso2(t) := ca 
rsol(t) := ca 

end if 
/* the supply and demand values are adjusted */ 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - min(cdi2(t - 1), 

x(t - 1)) 
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rdo2(t) := x(t - 1) - min(cdi2(t - 1), 
x(t - 1)) 

rdol(t) := x(t - 1) - min(cdi2(t - 1), 
x(t - 1)) 

/* data values received for the second time */ 
(1): cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 

cso2(t) := ca 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
crossed(t):= 1 

(2): cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := ad 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdol(t -1) 
crossed(t):= 1 

(*sb, *sb, sb, *sb): 
I* case 3b */ 

end case 
csol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
case [do(t - 1)] of 

(0): x(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 3 
csol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

(3): x(t) := min(cdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
if cdil(t - 1) x(t - 1) then 

do(t) := 1 
csol(t) := ca 
rso2(t) := ad 
rsol(t):= ad 

else 
do(t) := 2 
csol(t) := ad 
rso2(t) := ca 
rsol(t) := ca 

end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := x(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

x(t - 1)) 
rdol(t) := x(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), 

x(t - 1)) 
(1): cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 

csol(t) := ca 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t -1) 
crossed(t) := 1 

(2): cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
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csol(t) := ad 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
crossed(t) := 1 

(*sb, sb, *sb, *sb): 
/* case 3c */ 

(*sb, *sb, *sb, sb): 
I* case 3d */ 

end case 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
case [do(1 - 1)] of 

(0): x(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 3 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

(3): x(t) := min(rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
if rdi2(t - 1) 5_ x(t - 1) then 

do(t) := 1 
rso2(t) := ca 
cso2(t) := ad 
csol(t) := ad 

else 
do(t) := 2 
rso2(t) := ad 
cso2(t) := ca 
csol(t) := ca 

end if 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - min(rdi2(t - 1), 

x(t - 1)) 
cdo2(t) := x(t - 1) -
min(rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
cdol(t) := x(t - 1) -
min(rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

(1): rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := ca 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
crossed(t) := 1 

(2): rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := ad 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
crossed(t) := 1 

end case 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
case [do(t 1)] of 

(0): x(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 3 
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rsol(t) := rsol(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

(3): x(t) := min(rdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
if rdil(t - 1) x(t - 1) then 

do(t):= 1 
rsol(t) := ca 
cso2(t) := ad 
csol(t) := ad 

else 
do(t) := 2 
rsol(t) := ad 
cso2(t) := ca 
csol(t) := ca 

end if 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) - min(rdi 1 (t - 1), 

x(t - 1)) 
cdo2(t) := x(t - 1) - min(rdil(t - 1), 

x(t - 1)) 
cdol(t) := x(t - 1) - min(rdil(t - 1), 

x(t - 1)) 
(1): rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) - x(t - 1) 

rsol(t) := ca 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
crossed(t) := 1 

(2): rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) x(t - 1) 
rsol(t):= ad 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
crossed(t) := 1 

end case 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t)  rdi2(t - 1) 

I* sb signal on both column control inputs */ 
(sb, t-sb, sb, t-sb): I* supply already received; receiving demand value */ 
/* case 4a *1 /* the supply and demand values are compared and the appropriate 

row or column is crossed out */ 
x(t) := min(cdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
if cdil(t - 1) 5 x(t - 1) then 

cco -2(t) := ca 
cco -1(t) := ca 
rco -2(t):= ad 
rco -1(t) := ad 

else 
cco -2(t) := ad 
cco -1(t) := ad 
rco -2(t) := ca 
rco -1(t) := ca 

end if 
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/* the supply and demand values are adjusted */ 
cdo2(t) := cdil(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := x(t - 1) - min(cdi 1 (t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdol(t) := x(t - 1) - min(cdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
crossed(t):= 1 

I* sb signal on both row control inputs */ 
(*sb, sb, *sb, sb): x(t) := min(rdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
/* case 4b */ if rdil(t - 1) 5. x(t - 1) then 

rco -2(t) := ca 
rco -1(t):= ca 
cco -2(t) := ad 
cco -1(t):= ad 

else 
rco -2(t) := ad 
rco -1(t) := ad 
cco -2(t) := ca 
cco -1(t) := ca 

end if 
rdo2(t) := rdil(t - 1) - min(rdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) - min(rdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
cdo2(t) := x(t - 1) - min(rdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
cdol(t):= x(t - 1) - min(rdil(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
crossed(t) := 1 

end case 
end if 
/* if the cell is uncrossed and is not a basic variable cell */ 
if crossed(t -1) = 0 and basic(t - 1) = 0 then 

case [csi2(t - 1), rsi2(t - 1), csil(t - 1), rsil(t - 1)] of 
/* none of the control inputs have the ca signal */ 
(t-ca, *ca, t-ca, *ca): csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t -1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 

I* at least one of the row or column control inputs contains the ca signal */ 
(ca, x, x, x), 
(x, ca, x, x), 
(x, x, ca, x), 
(x, x, x, ca): csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 

end case 
end if 
/* if the cell is crossed */ 
if crossed(t - 1) = 1 then 

csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
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cso2(t):= csi2(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t):= rdil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 

end if 

Algorithm 5 - Second Delta Computation 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

/* if the cell is a basic variable cell */ 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 then 

case [csil(t - 1), rsil(t - 1), csi2(t - 1), rsi2(t - 1)] of 
/* no operation */ 
(0, 0, 0, 0, 0): cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 

cdo2(t) := cdo2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

I* smd signal on a row or column control input; the input data is subtracted from the cost to 
obtain the second multiplier */ 
(*smd, *smd, *smd, smd): cdol(t) := cost - rdi2(t - 1) 

cdo2(t) := cost - rdi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rd12(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

(*smd, *smd, smd, *smd): rdol(t) := cost - cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := cost - cdi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

(*smd, smd, *DM, *smd): cdol(t) := cost - rdil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cost - rdil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

(smd, *smd, *smd, *smd): rdol(t) := cost - cdil(t - 1) 
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rdo2(t) := cost - cdil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := csil(t - 1) 

end case 
else 
/* if the cell is not a basic variable cell */ 

case [csil(t - 1), rsol(t - 1), csi2(t - 1), 
I* smd signal on a row or col 
(*smd, *smd, *smd, smd): 

(*smd, *smd, smd, *smd): 

(*smd, smd, *smd, *smd): 

(smd, *smd, *smd, *smd): 

I* smd signal on a row-column 
(smd, smd, smd, smd): 
(smd, *smd, *smd, smd): 
(*smd, smd, smd, *smd): 
(smd, smd, *smd, *smd): 

end case 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
cdi2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t- 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsol(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 

rsi2(t - 1)] of 
umn control input; multipliers arrive in succession */ 

case [do(t-1)] of 
(0): x(t) := rdi2(t - 1) - cost 

do(t) := 1 
(1): x(t) := x(t - 1) + rdi2(t - 1) 

do(t) := 0 
end case 
case [do(t - 1)] of 

(0): x(t) := cdi2(t - 1) - cost 
do(t) := 1 

(1): x(t) := x(t - 1) + cdi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end case 
case [do(t -1)] of 

(0): x(t) := rdil(t - 1) - cost 
do(t) := 1 

(1): x(t) := x(t - 1) + rdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end case 
case [do(t -1)] of 

(0): x(t) := cdil(t - 1) - cost 
do(t) := 1 

(1): x(t) := x(t - 1) + cdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end case 
control input pair, multipliers arrive simultaneously */ 

x(t) := cdi2(t - 1) + rdi2(t - 1) - cost 
x(t) := cdil(t - 1) + rdi2(t - 1) - cost 
x(t) := cdi2(t - 1) + rdil(t - 1) - cost 
x(t) := cdil(t - 1) + rdil(t - 1) - cost 
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Algorithm 6 - Maximum Second Delta Determination 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

case [csi2(t - 1), rsi2(t - 1)] of 
/* no operation *1 
(0, 0): cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 

I* sfl signal on second-type row or column control input *1 
(0, sfl): cso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
if basic(t - 1) = 0 then 

cdo2(t) := max(rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := max(rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

else 
cdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rd12(t - 1) 

end if 
(47, 0): cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := cci -2(t - 1) 
if basic(t - 1) = 0 then 

cdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

else 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 

end if 
I* sf1 signal on both second-type row and column control inputs *1 
(sf1, sf1): cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
if basic(t - 1) = 0 then 

cdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

else 
cdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := max(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1) 

end if 
end case 

Algorithm 7 - Maximum Second Delta Location 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

case [csil(t - 1), rsil(t - 1), dsil(t - 1), dsi2(t - 1)] of 
/* no operation *1 
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(0, 0, 0, 0): csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
dsol(t):= dsil(t - 1) 
dso2(t) := dsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

I* sfm signal on only first-type row and/or column control inputs */ 
(sfm, 0, 0, 0), 
(sfm, sfm, 0, 0): if cdil(t - 1) = x(t - 1) and 

crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 
csol(t) := smf 
rsol(t) := smf 
dsol(t):= smf 
basic(t) := 1 

else 

(0, sfm, 0, 0): 

csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rsol(t):= csil(t - 1) 
dsol(t) := dsil(t - 1) 

end if 
dso2(t) := dsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
if rdil(t - 1) = x(t - 1) and 
crossed(t- 1) = 0 then 

csol(t) := smf 
rsol(t) := smf 
dsol(t) := smf 
basic(t) := 1 

else 
csol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
dsol(t) := dsil(t - 1) 

end if 
dso2(t) := dsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

1* smf signal on at least one first-type or diagonal control input */ 
(smf, osmf, x, x), 
(smf, smf, x, x): csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

rsol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
dsol(t):= smf 
dso2(t) := smf 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

basic(t) := 0 
end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

(*smf, smf, x, x): csol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
dsol(t) := smf 
dso2(t) := smf 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

basic(t) := 0 
end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

(smf, osmf, smf, 0), 
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(*smf, *smf, 0, smf), 
(*smf, *smf, smf, smf): csol(t) := smf 

rsol(t) := smf 
dsol(t):= dsil(t - 1) 
dso2(t):= dsi2(t - 1) 
if crossed(t - 1) = 0 then 

basic(t) := 0 
end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

end case 

Algorithm 8 - Loop Determination 

Phase 1 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

case [basic(t -1)] of 
/* if the cell is not a basic variable cell */ 
(0): csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rso2(t):= rsi2(t - 1) 

/* if the cell is a basic variable cell */ 
(1): /* sends out the k signal in three directions other than the one in which it received the 

signal */ 
if csi2(t - 1) = /c or rsil(t - 1) = lc or rsi2(t - 1) = k then 

cso2(t) := lc 
else 

cso2(t)  csi2(t - 1) 
and if 
if csi l(t - 1) = k or csi2(t - 1) = lc or rsi2(t - 1) = lc then 

rso2(t) := 
else 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
end if 
if csil(t - 1) = /c or rsil(t - 1) = lc or rsi2(t - 1) = /c then 

csol(t) := 
else 

csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
end if 
if csil(t - 1) =1c or csi2(t- 1) = lc or rsil(t - 1) =1c then 

rsol(t):= 
else 

rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
end if 
/* sets the direction register corresponding to the direction in which it received the k 
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signal 
if csil(t - 1) = k then 

bottom(t) := 1 
end if 
if rsil(t - 1) = lc then 

right(t) := 1 
end if 
if csi2(t - 1) = k then 

left(t):= 1 
end if 
if rsi2(t - 1) = k then 

left(t) := 1 
end if 

/* if the cell is the entering variable cell */ 
(2): /* if the cell receives the /i signal from any direction, it sends the k signal in all four 

directions */ 
if (csil(t - 1) = /i or rsil(t - 1) = li or csi2(t - 1) = /i or rsi2(t - 1) = /i) 
and do(t - 1) = 0 then 

csol(t) := lc 
cso2(t) := lc 
rsol(t):= 
rso2(t) := k 
do(t) := 1 

else 
csol(t) := 0 
cso2(t) := 0 
rsol(t) := 0 
rso2(t) := 0 

end if 
/* sets the direction register corresponding to the direction in which it receives the /c 
signal */ 
if csil(t - 1) = k then 

bottom(t) := 1 
end if 
if rsil(t - 1) = k then 

right(t) := 1 
end if 
if csi2(t - 1) = k then 

left(t):= 1 
end if 
if rsi2(t -1) = lc then 

left(t) := 1 
end if 

end case 
cdol(t):= cdil(t -1) 
cdo2(t) := cd12(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
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Phase 2 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

case [basic(t - 1)] of 

/* if the cell is not a basic variable cell */ 
(0): csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

/* if the cell is a basic variable cell */ 
(1): /* if the cell is a loop corner cell, sets the do register to indicate whether it is a positive 

or negative corner cell; also inverts the pa or na signal received and sends it in the 
direction of the loop*/ 
if f and do(t - 1) = 0 then 

if a and rsi2(t - 1) = pa and csi2(t - 1) * pa then 
csol(t) := na 
do(t):= 1 
rsol(t) := 0 
cso2(t) := 0 
rso2(t) := 0 

end if 
if a and rsi2(t - 1) = na and csi2(t - 1)* na then 

csol(t) := pa 
do(t):= 2 
rsol(t) := 0 
cso2(t) := 0 
rso2(t) := 0 

end if 
if a and csi2(t - 1) =pa and rsi2(t - 1) *pa then 

rsol(t) := na 
do(t):= 1 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if c and csi2(t - 1) = pa and rsil(t - 1) = pa then 

csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
do(t):= 1 

end if 
if c and csi2(t 1) = na and rsil(t - 1) = na then 

csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
do(t):= 2 

end if 
if d and rsol(t - 1) = pa and csil(t - 1)* pa then 
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cso2(t) := na 
rso2(t):= rsi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 1 

end if 
if d and rsil(t - 1) = na and csil(t - 1) * na then 

cso2(t) := pa 
dolt) := 2 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t):= - 1) 

end if 
if d and rsil(t - 1) = pa and csil(t - 1) * pa then 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 1 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := na 

end if 
if d and rsil(t - 1) = na and csil(t - 1)* na then 

cso2(t) := pa 
do(t):= 2 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if d and csil(t - 1) = pa and rsil(t - 1) *pa then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 1 
rsol(t):= rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := na 

end if 
if d and csil(t - 1) = na and rsil(t- 1)* na then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 2 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := pa 

end if 
if a and csi2(t - 1) = na and rsil(t - 1)* na then 

cso2(t):= csi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 2 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := pa 

end if 
if a and rsi2(t - 1) = pa and csi2(t - 1) = pa then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
do(t):= 1 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if a and rsi2(t - 1) = na and csi2(t - 1) = na then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
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do(t):= 2 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if b and rsi2(t - 1) = pa and csil(t - 1) *pa then 

cso2(t) := na 
do(t) := 1 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if b and rsil(t - 1) = na and csil(t - 1) na then 

cso2(t) := pa 
dolt) := 2 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t):= csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if b and csil (t - 1) = pa and rsi2(t - 1) *pa then 

rsol(t) := na 
do(t):= 1 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if b and csil(t - 1) = na and rsi2(t - 1) * na then 

rsol(t) := pa 
do(t):= 2 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t):= csi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if b and rsi2(t - 1) = pa and csil(t - 1) = pa then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
do(t):= 1 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if b and rsi2(t - 1) = na and csil(t - 1) = na then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
do(t):= 2 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if c and rsil(t - 1) = pa and csi2(t - 1)* pa then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
do(t):= 1 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := na 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if c and rsil(t - 1) = na and csi2(t - 1)* na then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
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do(t) := 2 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := pa 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if c and csi2(t - 1) = pa and rsil(t - 1)* pa then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 1 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := na 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 

end if 
if c and csi2(t - 1) = na and rsil(t - 1)* na then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 2 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := pa 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

end if 
if d and csil(t - 1) = pa and rsil(t - 1) = pa then 

cso2(t):= csi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 1 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 

end if 
if c and rsil(t - 1) = na and csi2(t - 1) na than 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
dolt) := 2 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
csol(t) := pa 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if d and csil(t - 1) = na and rsil(t - 1) = na then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
do(t) := 2 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 

end if 
if csil(t - 1) *pa and csil(t - 1) * no and csi2(t - 1) * pa and 
csi2(t- 1)* pa and csil(t - 1) * na and rsil(t - 1)* pa and 
rsil(t - 1)* na and rsi2(t - 1)* pa and rsi2(t - 1)* na then 

csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
end if 
iff and do(t - 1)* 0 then 

csol(t) := 0 
cso2(t) := 0 
rsol(t) := 0 
rso2(t) := 0 

end if 
if not f then 

cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
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rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

end if 
/* if the cell is the entering variable cell */ 
(2): /* on receiving the sa signal, it sends the na signal in the direction of the loop */ 

if csi 1 (t - 1) = sa or csi2(t - 1) = sa or rsil(t - 1) = sa or 
rsi2(t - 1) = sa and do(t - 1) = 1 then 

if bottom(t - 1) = 1 then 
cso2(t) := na 

else 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

end if 
if right(t - 1) = 1 then 

rso2(t) := na 
else 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
end if 
if top(t - 1) = 1 then 

csol(t) := na 
else 

csol(t) := csol(t - 1) 
end if 
if left(t - 1) = 1 then 

rsol(t) := na 
else 

rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
end if 
do(t) := 0 

else 
csol(t) := csol(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

end if 
end case 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t):= rdil(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

Algorithm 9 - Leaving Variable Determination 

Phase 1 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

case [csi2(t - 1), rsi2(t - 1)] of 
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/* no operation */ 
(0, 0): cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 

fl signal on second-type row or column control input */ 
(0, cso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 and dolt - 1) = 2 then 

cdo2(t) := min(rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := min(rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

else 
cdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) 

end if 
(fl, 0): cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := cci -2(t - 1) 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 2 then 

cdo2(t) := min(cdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := min(cdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

else 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) 

end if 
/* fl signal on both second-type row and column control inputs */ 
(fl, fl): cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 2 then 

cdo2(t) := min(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := min(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1), x(t - 1)) 

else 
cdo2(t) := min(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1)) 
rdo2(t) := min(cdi2(t - 1), rdi2(t - 1) 

end if 
end case 

Phase 2 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

case [csil(t - 1), rsil(t - 1), dsil(t - 1), dsi2(t - 1)] of 
/* no operation */ 
(0, 0, 0, 0): csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 

rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
dsol(t) := dsil(t - 1) 
dso2(t) := dsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

I* fly signal on only first-type row and/or column control inputs */ 
(fly, 0, 0, 0), 
(flv, fly, 0, 0): /* if a match for the leaving variable is found */ 
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if cdil(t - 1) = x(t - 1) and basic(t - 1) = 1 and 
do(t - 1) = 2 then 

csol(t) := lvf 
rsol(t) := lvf 
dsol(t) := lvf 
basic(t):= 3 
x(t) := x(t - 1) - cdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

else 
/* adjust the values of the corner cells */ 
csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
dsol(t):= dsil(t - 1) 
if basic(t - 1) = 2 then 

x(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
end if 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 1 then 

x(t) := x(t - 1) + cdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end if 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 2 then 

x(t) := x(t - 1) - cdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

(0, flv, , 0, 0): 

end if 
end if 
dso2(t) := dsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
if rdil(t - 1) = x(t - 1) and basic(t - 1) = 1 and 
dolt- 1) = 2 then 

csol(t) := lvf 
rsol(t) := lvf 
dsol(t) := lvf 
basic(t) := 3 
x(t) := x(t - 1) - rdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

else 
csol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsil(t - 1) 
dsol(t) := dril(t - 1) 
if basic(t - 1) = 2 then 

x(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
end if 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 1 then 

x(t) := x(t - 1) + rdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end if 
if basic(t 1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 2 then 

x(t) := x(t - 1) - rdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end if 
end if 
dso2(t) := dsi2(t - 1) 
cdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

1* lvf signal on at least one first-type or diagonal control input */ 
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(lvf, *lvf, x, x), 
(lvf, lvf, x, x): 

(olvf, lvf, x, x): 

(0, 0, lvf, 0), 
(0, 0, 0, lvf), 
(0, 0, lvf, lvf): 

1* fly signal on a 
(fly, 0, lvf, 0), 
(fly, 0, 0, lvf), 
(fly, 0, lvf, lvf): 

csol(t) := csil(t - 1) 
rsol(t):= csil(t - 1) 
dsol(t) := lvf 
dso2(t) := lvf 
if basic(t - 1) = 3 then 

basic(t) := 1 
end if 

if basic(t - 1) = 2 then 
x(t) := cdil(t - 1) 

end if 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 1 then 

x(t) := x(t - 1) + cdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end if 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 2 then 

x(t) := x(t - 1) - cdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t -1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t -1) 
csol(t) := rsol(t - 1) 
rsol(t) := rsol(t - 1) 
dsol(t) := lvf 
dso2(t) := lvf 
if basic(t - 1) = 3 then 

basic(t) := 1 
end if 

if basic(t - 1) = 2 then 
x(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

end if 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 1 then 

x(t) := x(t - 1) + rdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end if 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 2 then 

x(t) := x(t - 1) - rdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end if 
cdol(t):= cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

csol(t) := lvf 
rsol(t) := lvf 
dsol(t) := dsil(t - 1) 
dso2(t) := dsi2(t - 1) 
if basic(t - 1) = 3 then 

basic(t) := 1 
end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t):= rdil(t - 1) 

frst-type column control input with lvf signal on a diagonal control input *1 

csol(t) := lvf 
rsol(t):= lvf 
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(0, flv, lvf, 0), 
(0, fly, 0, lvf), 
(0, fly, lvf, lvf), 
(flv, flv, lvf, 0), 
(fly, flv, 0, lvf), 
(flv, flv, lvf, lvf): 

dsol(t) := dsil(t - 
dso2(t):= dsi2(t -
if basic(t - 1) = 3 

basic(t) := 
end if 

if basic(t - 

end if 
if basic(t - 

end if 
if basic(t - 

1) 
1) 
then 
1 

1) = 2 then 
x(t) := cdil(t - 1) 

1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 1 then 
x(t) := x(t - 1) + cdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 2 then 
x(t) := x(t - 1) - cdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end if 
cdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 
rdol(t) := cdil(t - 1) 

csol(t) := lvf 
rsol(t) := lvf 
dsol(t):= dsil(t - 
dso2(t):= dsi2(t -
if basic(t - 1) = 3 

basic(t) := 
end if 

if basic(t - 

end if 
if basic(t - 

end if 
if basic(t - 

1) 
1) 
then 
1 

1) = 2 then 
x(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

1) = 1 and do(t - 1) = 1 then 
x(t) := x(t - 1) + rdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

1)= landdo(t-1)=2then 
x(t) := x(t - 1) - rdil(t - 1) 
do(t) := 0 

end if 
cdol(t):= redil(t -1) 
rdol(t) := rdil(t - 1) 

end case 

Algorithm 10 - Data Unloading 

The following is done in each cell of the systolic array: 

case [csi2(t -1), rsi2(t - 1)] of 
1* u/ signal on the second-type row control input *1 
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(0, u/): /* if the cell is a basic variable cell, the cost and the allocation are multiplied and the 
product is added to the input data; the sum is output and also stored in the cell as the 
allocation *1 
if basic(t - 1) = 1 then 

rdo2(t) := rdi2(t - 1) + cost * x(t - 1) 
x(t) := rdi2(t - 1) + cost * x(t - 1) 

else 
rdo2(t) := rdi2(t -1) 
x(t):= rdi2(t - 1) 

end if 
cdo2(t) := cdi2(t -1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t -1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 

I* ul signal on the second-type column control input *1 
(ul, 0): 1* the allocation is added to the input data and the sum is output *1 

cdo2(t) := cdi2(t - 1) + x(t - 1) 
rso2(t) := rsi2(t - 1) 
cso2(t) := csi2(t - 1) 
rdo2(t):= rdi2(t -1) 

end case 



APPENDIX B 

CONTROL PLA 

LOGIC EQUATIONS 

The Boolean expressions specified in this Appendix form the specifications for the 

design of the AND block of the control PLA of the Processing Element (PE) of the systolic 

architecture for texture distance computation. The numbers shown on the left hand side of 

each Boolean expression corresponds to a unique PE state of operation and is the same as 

the number shown besides each cell state in the cell program listing of the Turing Plus 

simulator program for the systolic architecture for texture distance computation [32]. Sub-

states, if any, of each PE state of operation are designated by alphabetic designators in the 

cell program and the Boolean expressions for these sub-states are designated by the same 

alphabets in this Appendix. For example, cell state '9' has nine sub-states, 'a to i'. AT any 

given time instant, a PE can exist in only one of the states sub-states, if it has any. The 

literals in the Boolean expressions represent the following. The sources of these literals and 

their connections to the control PLA are described in detail in Chapter 5. 

BCO - BC20: control signals 0 to 20 on the first-type column control input 

TCO - TC20: control signals 0 to 20 on the second-type column control input 

LCO - LC20: control signals 0 to 20 on the second-type row control input 

RCO - RC20: control signals 0 to 20 on the first-type row control input 

DSO - DS3: control signals 0 to 3 on first-type diagonal control input 

DNO - DN3: control signals 0 to 3 on second-type diagonal control input 

BO - B3: values of 0 to 3 in the basic register 

CR: a set (value of 1) crossed register 

DOO - D03: values of 0 to 3 in the data-obtained register 

194 
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A: set left and top direction registers 

B: set left and bottom direction registers 

C: set right and top direction registers 

D: set right and bottom direction registers 

F: + c.i5)+ + ( A. B. C.

OC: set operation-completed register 

Thus, the Boolean expression for state '8' (BCO.RCO.TC2.LCO.DSO.DNO) 

should be interpreted as the cell state resulting from a 0 on the first-type column 

control input, a 0 on the first-type row control input, a 2 on the second-type column 

control input, a 0 on the second-type row control input, and Os on the first- and 

second-type diagonal control inputs. Sub-state '8a' is the ultimate state resulting from 

satisfying the conditions for state '8' in addition to having a reset crossed register. 

Thus, the Boolean expression for sub-state '8a' is (BCO.RCO.TC2.LCO.DSO.DNO. 

CR ) • 

The control PLA in the PE will have as inputs all the literals mentioned 

above. The AND block of the control PLA implements the Boolean expression given 

in this Appendix and produces outputs, which for the sake of clarity are labelled 

using the numbers and alphabetic designators of the Boolean expressions. Thus 

output '1' is high when the conditions for state '1' are satisfied. The outputs of the 

AND block are fed into the OR block whose design is specified in Appendix C. 
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1. BC1.RCO.TC 0.LCO.DSO.DNO 
a. CR. A03 
b. CR.A03 
c. CR 
d. CR 

2. BCO.RC1.TC 0.LCO.DSO.DNO 
a. CR.B03 
b. CR.B03 
c. CR 
d. CR 

3. BC1.RC1.TC 0.LCO.DSO.DNO 
a. CR. A03 
b. CR.A03 
c. CR.B03 
d. CR.B03 
e. CR 
f. CR 

4. BCO.RCO.TC1.LCO.DSO.DNO 
a. DOO . CR 
b. D01. CR 

5. BCO.RCO.TC 0.LC1. DSO.DNO 
a. DOO . CR 
b. D01. CR 

6. BCO.RCO.TC1.LC1.DSO.DNO 
a. CR 

7. BCO.RCO.TCO.LC 2 .DSO.DNO 
a. CR 
b. CR.B03 
c. CR.B03 
d. CR 

8. B CO.RC O. TC 2.LCO.DSO.DNO 
a. CR 
b. CR. AO 3 
c. CR.A0 3 
d. CR 
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9. BCO.RCO.TC 2.LC 2.DSO.DNO 

a. CR 
b. CR.B03 
c. CR.B0 3 
d. CR.  A03
e. CR .B03. A03 
f. CR.B03. A03 
g. CR 

h. CR. A03 
i. CR.A0 3 

10. BC3.RCO.TC 0.LCO.DSO.DNO + BC3. RC3.TC 0.LC 0.DSO.DNO 

a. CR.A0 2 
b. CR + AO 2 

11. BCO.RC 3.TC 0.LCO.DSO.DNO 
a. CR.B0 2 
b. CR + BO 2 

12. ( (BC 4 .RC4) + (BC4.RC 4)). RC 5. RC& RC7. TC 5. TC 6. TC 7.LC 5. LC 6.LC 7 

a. OC 
h OC. CR 
c. OC 

13. (RC 4.BC4).BC5.BC6. BC7. TC 5. TC6. TC 7. LC 5.LC 6. LC7 

a. OC 
b. OC. CR 
c. OC 

14. BC 4. RC4. (DS1+ DN1).BC5. BC6.BC7. RC 5. RC 6. RC7. TC 5. TC 6. TC 7. LC 5.LC 6. LC7 

a. OC 
b. OC. CR 
c. OC 

15. BC 5.TC 5.RC 5.LC 5.B1. CR 
a. A01 
b. A01 

16. TC 5.LC 5.BC5. RC 5.81. CR 
a. DO 0 
b. DO O. A01 
c. DO 0.A01 
d. DO 1 
e. DO 2 
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17. BC5.RC 5 . TC 5.LC 5. Bl. CR 
a. DO 0 
h DO O. A01 
c. DO 0.A01 
d. DO1 
e. DO 2 

18. TC 5.RC 5 . BC 5.LC 5. Bl.CR 
a. DO 0 
h DO O. A01 
c. CO 0.A01 
d. DO1 
e. DO 2 

19. BC5.LC 5.TC 5. RC 5. Bl. CR 
a. DO 0 
b. DO O. A01 
c. DO 0.A01 
d. DO1 
e. D02 

20. TC 5.BC5. LC 5. RCS. Bl. CR 
a. DO 0 
h DO 3 
c. DO 3. A01 
d. DO 3.A01 
e. DO1 
f. DO 2 

21. BC 5 . TC 5. LC 5. RC 5.81. CR 
a. DOO 
b. D03 
c. DO 3 . A01 
d. D03.AO1 
e. DO1 
f. DO 2 

22. TC 5.BC5 . LC 5. RC 5. Bl. CR 
a. A01 
b. A01 
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23. LC 5.RC5. TC 5.BC5.B1. CR 
a. DOO 
b. DO3 
c. DO 3.B01 
d. DO 3.B01 
e. DO 2 
f. DO1 

24. RC 5.LC 5. TC 5.BC5.B1. CR 
a. DOO 
b. DO3 
c. DO 3.B01 
d. DO 3.B01 
e. D02 
f. DO1 

25. LC 5.RC5. TC 5.BC5.B1. CR 
a. BO1 
b. BO1 

26. (BC6 + RC6 + TC6 + LC 6).B0 
a. CR 

27. (BC5 + BC7 + RC5 + RC7 + TC 5 + TC 7 + LC 5 + LC7).BC6. TC 6. LC6. RC6.B0 

28. (BC5 + BC6 + BC7 + RC5 + RC6 + RC7 + TC5 + TC6 + TC7 + LC5 + 
LC6 + LC7).CR.B1 

29. LC 8 .TC 8. RC 8.BC8 
a. B1 + B2 
b. IT. B2 
c. TI .B2.D00 
d. TI . B2.DO 1 

30. LC 8.TC 8 . RC 8.BC8 
a. B1 + B2 
b. B1.B2 

c. B1.B2. DOO 
d. B1.B2. DO1 

31. LC 8. TC 8. RC8.BC8 
a. B1 + B2 
h B1. B2 
c. B1.B2.DO0 
d. TI . B2.D0 1 
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32. LC 8. TC 8. RC8.BC8 
a. B1 + B2 
h B1. B2 
c. 

d. 131 B2.DO 1 
33. LC 8.TC 8 . RC8.BC8 
34. LC 8 . TC 8. RC8.BC8 
35. LC 8.TC8.RC8.BC8 
36. LC 8. TC 8. RC8.BC8 
37. BCO.RCO.TCO.LC 9.DSO.DNO 

a. BO 
b. BO.B03 
c. BO.B03 
d. BO 

38. BCO.RCO.TC9.LC 0.DSO.DNO 
a. BO 
b. BO.A03 
c. BO.A03 
d. BO 

39. BCO.RCO.TC9.LC 9.DSO.DNO 
a. BO 
h BO.B03 
c. BO.B03 
d. BO. AO 3 
e. BO.A0 3. B03 
f. BO.AO 3. B03 
g. BO 

h. BO. AO 3 
i. BO.A0 3 

40. BC10.RCO.TCO.LCO.DSO.DNO + BC10.RC10.TCO.LCO.DSO.DNO 
a. BO.A0 2 
h BO + A02 

41 BC10.RC10.TC 0.LCO.DSO.DNO 
a. BO.BO 2 

b. BO + BO 2 
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42. ((BC11.RC11) + (BC11.RC11)).RC12. RC13. TC 12. TC 13. LC12. LC13 

a. OC 
b. OC.B2 
c. OC 

43. RC11.BC11.BC12.BC13. TC12. TC13. LC12. LC13 
a. OC 
b. OC.B2 

c. OC 
44. BC11. RC11. (DS 2 + DN2).BC12. BC13. RC12. RC13. TC12. TC13. 

LC12. LC13 
a. OC 
b. OC.B2 

C. OC 

45. BC13 + RC13 + TC13 + LC13 
a. BO 
b. B1 
c. B1.BC13 
d. B1.RC13 
e. Bl.TC 13 
f. BLLC 13 
g. Bl. (TC13 + RC13 + LC13) 

h. Bl. TC13. RC13. LC13 
i. B1.(BC13 + TC13 + LC13) 

J. B1.BC13. TC13.LC 13 

k. BL(BC13 + LC13 + RC13) 
1. B1.BC13. LC 13. RC13 
m. B1.(BC13 + TC13 + RC13) 

n. B1.BC13. TC13. RC13 
o. B2 
p. B2.DC13 
q. B2.RC13 

r. B2.TC13 
s. B2.LC13 

46. BC13. RC13. TC13. LC13.(BC12 + RC12 + TC12 + LC12) 

a. BO 
b. B1 
c. B2.D00 
d. B2.D0 0 
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47. BC15 + BC16 + RC15 + RC16 + TC15 + TC16 + LC15 + LC16 

48. (BC15 + BC16+ RC15+ RC16+ TC15 + TC16+ LC15 + LC16).B0 

49. (BC15 + BC16 + RC15 + RC16 + TC15 + TC 16 + LC15 + LC16). 
Bl. F.D0 0 

a. A. LC15.TC15 
b. A. LC16.TC16 
c. A. TC15.LC15 
d. A. TC16.LC16 
e. A. LC15.TC15 
f. A. LC16.TC16 
g. B.LC15.BC15 

h. B.LC16.BC16 
i. B.BC15.LC15 
j. B.BC16.LC16 

k. B.LC15.BC15 
1. B.LC16.BC16 
m. C.RC15.TC 15 
n. C.RC16.TC16 
o. C.TC15.RC15 
p. C.TC16.RC16 
q. C.TC15.RC15 

r. C.TC16.RC16 
s. D.RC15.BC15 
t. D.RC16.BC16 
u. D.BC15.RC15 
v. D.BC16.RC16 
w. D.BC15.RC15 
x. D.BC16.RC16 

50. (BC15 + BC16+ RC15+ RC16+ TC15 + TC16+ LC15 + LC 16)B1.F. DO 0 

51 (BC15 + BC16+ RC15 + RC16+ TC15 + TC16+ LC15 + LC16)B1.F 

52. (BC15 + BC16+ RC15+ RC16+ TC15 + TC 16 + LC15 + LC 16)B2 

53. BC15.BC16. RC15. RC16. TC 15. TC16. LC 15.LC16.(BC14 + 
RC14 + TC 14 + LC14) 

a. BO 
b. B1 
c. B2.DO1 
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d. B2.D01. BB 

e. B 2.D01. BB 
f. B2.D01. RB 
g. B2.D01. RB 
h. B 2.D01. TB 
i. B 2.D01. TB 
j. B2.D01. LB 

k. B2.D01. LB 
1. B 2.D0 1 

54. BCO.RCO.TC 0.LC17.DSO.DNO 
a. BLDO 2 
b. BLDO 2 . B03 
c. BLDO 2.B03 
d. ifti + DO2 

55. BCO.RCO.TC17.LCO.DSO.DNO 
a. BLDO 2 
b. BLDO 2. A03 
c. B1.D0 2.A03 
d. 131 + D02 

56. BCO.RCO.TC17.LC17.DSO.DNO 
a. B1.DO 2 
b. BLDO 2.B03 
c. BLDO 2.B03 
d. BLDO 2.A0 3 
e. B1.D0 2.A0 3.B03 
f. B1.D0 2.A0 3.B03 
g. B1+ D02 

h. (rtl + DO 2). AO 3 

i. (1T1 + DO 2).A0 3 

57. BC18.RCO.TCO.LCO.DSO.DNO + BC18.RC18.TC 0.LC 0.DSO.DNO 
a. B1.D0 2 . AO 2 
b. 11+ D02+ A02 
c. + D02 + AO 2).B2 

d. (B1+ D02 + AO 2).BLDO 1 

e. (B1+ D02 + AO 2 ) .BLDO 2 
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58. BCO.RC 18. TCO.LC 0.DSO.DNO 
a. B1.D0 2.B0 2 
b. 131 + DO 2 + BO 2 
c. (131 + DO 2 + B02).B2 

d. (B1+ DO 2 + B02).B1.D0 1 

e. (i31+ DO 2+ B02).B1.D0 2 

59. (BC19.RC19 + RC19.BC19).BC8. TC 8.LC 8 
a. OC 
b. OC.B3 
c. OC.B2 
d. OC .B1. DO1 
e. OC.B1. DO 2 

f. OC 

60. RC19.BC19.BC8. TC 8. LC 8 
a. OC 
b. OC .B 3 
c. OC.B2 
d. OC Bl.D0 1 
e. OC.B1.D0 2 
f. OC 

61. BCO.RCO. (DS 3 + DN3).TC 8. LC8 
a. OC 
b. OC.B3 
c. OC 

62. BC18.RCO. (DS 3 + DN3).TC 8. LC8 
a. B3 
h B2 
c. B1.DO1 
d. Bl.D0 2 

63. (BC18.RC18 + BCO.RC18).(DS3 + DN3).TC 8.LC 8 
a. B3 
h B2 
c. B1.DO1 
d. Bl.D0 2 

64. BCO.RCO.TCO.LC 20.DSO.DNO 
a. B1 
b. TI 1 

65. BCO.RC 0.TC 20.LC 0.DSO.DNO 



APPENDIX C 
CELL PROGRAM OPERATIONS 

This Appendix gives the specifications for the design of the OR block of the control 

PLA of the Processing Element of the systolic structure for texture distance computation. 

The inputs for the OR block are derived as described in Appendix B. The final outputs of 

the PLA are derived from logical disjunctions of the OR block inputs as shown in this 

Appendix. The outputs are numbered as shown below (not necessarily in numerical order) 

and each output controls a unique operation in the PE. The operation controlled by each 

output is shown besides the numerical designator of the output. The operations controlled 

by the Control PLA outputs are identified in the cell program listing [32]. The abbreviations 

used in this Appendix represent the following: 

csil l: initial contents of bottom control buffer 

cdil 1: initial contents of bottom data buffer 

rsill: initial contents of right control buffer 

rdill: initial contents of right data buffer 

csi21: initial contents of top control buffer 

cdi21: initial contents of top data buffer 

rsi21: initial contents of left control buffer 

rdi21: initial contents of left data buffer 

cso12: final control sent on top control output 

cdo12: final data sent on top data output 

rso12: final control sent on left control output 

rdo12: final data sent on left data output 

cso22: final control sent on bottom control output 

cdo22: final data sent on bottom data output 

rso22: final control sent on right control output 

rdo22: final data sent on right data output 

dsill: initial contents of north-east diagonal control buffer 

dsi21: initial contents of south-west diagonal control buffer 

dso12: final control sent on south-west diagonal control output 

dso22: final control sent on north-east diagonal control output 

xl: initial contents of allocation register 

cl: initial contents of cost register 

205 
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left2, right2, top2, bottom2: final contents of left, right, top and bottom direction registers 

do2: final contents of data-obtained register 

oc2: final contents of operation-completed register 

b2: final contents of basic register 

cr2: final contents of crossed register 

The control PLA outputs are grouped according to the functional blocks they control. 

Their control on the functional blocks of the PE are described in Chapter 5. 

Adder/Subtractor 

1. I := 0 

4a + 5a + 15a + 15b + 16b + 16c + 16d + 16e + 17b + 17c + 17d + 17e + 18b + 18c 

+ 18d+ 18e+ 19b+ 19c+ 19d+ 19e + 20c + 20d + 20f + 21c + 21d + 21f + 22a + 22b + 

23c + 23d + 23f + 24c + 24d + 24f + 25a + 25b + 29a + 29c + 30a + 30c + 31a + 31c + 

32a + 32c + 57a + 57e + 58a + 58e + 59e + 60e + 62d + 63d 

2. I := xl 

4b+5b+ 29d+30d+ 31d+32d+57d+58d+59d+ 60d+ 62c+ 63c+ 65 

3. I := cdi21 

6a + 33 + 35 

4. I := cdil 1 

34 + 36 

5. I := M 

64a 

6. II := xl 

20c + 21c + 22a + 23c + 24c + 25a + 57a + 57e + 58a + 58e + 59e + 60e + 62d + 

63d 

7. II:=c1 

29a + 30a + 31a + 32a 
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8. II := rdi21 

5a + 5b + 6a + 16b + 16d + 19b + 19d + 23d + 23f + 25b + 29c + 29d + 33 + 34 + 

64a 

9. rdil 1 

15a+ 17b+ 17d+ 18b+ 18d + 24d + 24f + 31c + 31d + 35 + 36 + 58d + 60d + 63c 

10. II := cdi21 

4a+4b+16c+16e+ 18c+18e+20d+20f+22b+30c+30d+ 65 

11.11:=cdill 

15b+ 17c+ 17e+ 19c+ 19e + 21d + 21f + 32c + 32d + 57d + 59d + 62c 

12. HI := 0 

4b+5b+ 29d+30d+31d+32d+57d+58d+59d+ 60d+ 62c -F 63c 

13. III := xl 

20d + 20f + 21d + 21f + 22b + 23d + 23f + 24d + 24f + 25b 

14. III := cl 

4a+5a+6a+29c+ 30c+31c+32c+33 +34+35 +36 

15. III := cdi21 

16b+ 16d+ 18b+ 18d + 20c + 22a + 30a 

16. III := cdil 1 

15a+ 18b+ 17d+ 19b+ 19d + 21c + 32a + 57a + 57e + 59e + 62d 

17. III := rdi21 

16c+ 16e+ 19c+ 19e + 23c + 25a + 29a 

18. III := rdil 1 

15b + 17c + 17e+ 18c+ 18e + 24c + 31a + 58a + 58e + 60e + 63d 
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COMPARATOR A 

19. AI := cdi21 

8a+9a+9g+ 16a+ 18a+20b+22 +38a+39a+39g+55a+56a+56g 

20. AI := cdil 1 

ld+3f+ 10+ 15+ 17a+ 19a+21b+40 +57 

21. All := xl 

8a+9c+ 10+20b+21b+22+38a+39c+40+55a+56c+57 

22. AII := cl 

ld+ 3f 

23. AII := rdi21 

9b + 9g + 16a+ 19a + 39b + 39g + 56b + 56g 

24. AII := rdil 1 

15 + 17a + 18a 

COMPARATOR B 

25. BI := rdi21 

7a + 9a + 23b + 25 + 37a + 39a + 54a + 56a 

26. BI := rdil 1 

2d+ 3f+11+ 24b+41 +58 

27. BII := xl 

7a+9a+11+23b+24b+25+37a+39a+41+54a+56a+58 

28. BII := cl 

2d + 3f 
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X2 

29. x2 := S 

4a+ 4b+ 5a+ 5b+ 6a+ 29c+ 29d+ 30c+ 30d+ 31c+ 31d+ 32c+ 32d+33 +34 

+35 + 36 + 57a+57d+ 57e+ 58a+ 58d+ 58e+59d+ 59e+ 60d+ 60e+ 62c+ 62d+ 

63c + 63d + 64a 

30. x2 := cdi21 

16b + 18b + 20a + 20c + 22a 

31. x2 := cdil 1 

15a+ 17b+ 19b + 21a + 21c + 57c + 59c + 62b 

32. x2 := rdi21 

16c + 19c + 23a + 23c + 25a + 64b 

33. x2 := rdil 1 

15b+ 17c+ 18c + 24a + 24c + 58c + 60c + 63b 

34. x2 := 0 

26 + 27 

LB, RB, TB, BB 

35. left2 := 0 

49 + 51 +53c 

36. left2 := 1 

45f + 45s 

37. right2 := 0 

49 + 51 +53c 

38. right2 := 1 

45d + 45g 
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39. top2 := 0 

49 + 51 +53c 

40. top2 := 1 

45e + 45r 

41. bottom2 := 0 

49 + 51 +53c 

42. bottom2 := 1 

45c + 45p 

OC 

43. oc2 := 0 

15+16+17 +18+19+20+21+22+23+24+25 +26+27 +28+29+30+ 

31 +32 +33+34+35 +36+45+46 

44. oc2 := 1 

4 +5+6+37+38+39 +54+55 +56 

CR 

45. cr2 := 0 

64 + 65 

46. cr2 := 1 

15 + 16d + 16e + 17d + 17e + 18d + 18e + 19d + 19e + 20e + 20f + 21e + 21f + 22a 

+ 22b + 23e + 23f + 24e + 24f + 25a + 25b + 26a 

DO 

47. do2 := 0 

4b + 5b + 16d+ 16e+ 17d+ 17e+ 18d+ 18e+ 19d+ 19e + 20e + 20f + 21e + 21f 

+ 22a + 22b + 23e + 23f + 24e + 24f + 25a + 25b + 29a + 29d + 30a + 30d + 31a + 31d + 
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32a+ 32d+53c+57a+57d+57e+58a+58d+58e+ 59d+59e+ 60d+60e+62c+ 

62d + 63c + 63d 

48. do2 := 1 

4a + 5a + 16b + 17b + 18b + 19b + 20c + 21c + 23d + 24d + 29c + 30c + 31c + 32c 

+ 46c + 49a + 49c + 49e + 49g + 49i + 49k + 49m + 490 + 49q + 49s + 49u + 49w 

49. do2 := 2 

16c + 17c + 18c + 19c + 20d + 21d + 23c + 24b + 49b + 49d + 49f + 49h + 49j + 

491+ 49n + 49p + 49r + 49t + 49v + 49x 

50. do2 := 3 

20a + 21a + 23a + 24a 

B 

51. b2 := 0 

12b+ 13b+ 14b+29b+30b+31b+32b+33 +34 +35 +36+42b+43b+44b 

52. b2 := 1 

10a+ 11a+29a+30a+31a+32a+59b+60b+61b+62a+ 63a 

53. b2 := 2 

40a + 41a 

54. b2 := 3 

57a + 58a 

CS01 

58. csol2 := rsi21 

29a 

59. csol2 := rsill 

11b+ 13a+31a+41b+43a+58b+ 60a 
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77. csol2 := csil l 

0 +1 +2 +3 +4+5 +6+7 +8+9 +10b+12a+16+18 +20+21a+23a+23e 

+ 23f+24a+24e+24f+26 +27 + 28+29b+30+31b+32 +33+34 +35 +36+37 

+38 +39 +40b+ 42a+45a+451+46a+46b+48 +51 +52 +53a+53b+53i+531+ 

54 + 55 + 56 + 57b + 59a + 64 + 65 

81. csol2 := 0 

12c + 13c + 14c + 43c + 42c + 44c + 45o + 46d + 49c + 49d + 49e + 49f + 49g + 

49h + 49i + 49j + 49k + 491 + 490 + 49p + 49q + 49r + 49s + 49t + 49u + 49v + 49w + 

49x + 50 + 59f + 60f + 61c 

82. csol2 := 4 

10a + lla + 14a 

83. csol2 := 6 

15a+ 17b+ 17d+ 19b+ 19d + 21c + 21e + 22a + 23d + 24d + 25b 

84. csol2 := 7 

15b + 17c + 17e + 19c + 19e + 21d + 21f + 22b + 23c + 24c + 25a 

85. csol2 := 11 

40a + 41a + 44a 

86. csol2 := 13 

45k + 46c 

87. csol2 := 15 

49b + 49n 

88. csol2 := 16 

49a + 49m + 53h 

89. csol2 := 19 

57a+58a+61a+62+63 
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CDO1 

90. cdo12 := cost 

lb+ 3b 

60. cdol2 := rdil 1 

11 + 13a+ 41+ 43a+58+ 60a+ 63 

78. cdol2 := cdill 

0 +1a+lc+ 2 +3a+3e+4 +5 +6 +7 +8+9 + 10 + 12 + 13c+14 +16+18 + 

20 + 21a+ 23a+23e+23f+ 24a+24e+ 24f+26 +27 +28+ 29b+ 30 +31b+32 +33 

+34+35 +36+37 +38 +39+40 +42 +43c+44 +45 +46 +47 +53+54 +55 +56 

+57 +59+60f+ 61+62+64+65 

91. cdol2 := 0 

15a+ 17b+ 17d+ 19b+ 19d + 21c + 21e + 22a + 23d + 24d + 25b 

92. cdol2 := S 

15b+ 17c+ 17e+ 19c+ 19e + 21d + 21f + 22b + 23c + 24c + 25a + 29a + 31a 

RSO1 

55. rsol2 := csi21 

30a 

63. rsol2 := csill 

10b+ 12a + 32a + 40b + 42a + 57b + 59a 

73. rsol2 := rsill 

0 +1 +2 + 3 +4 +5 + 6 +7 +8 +9 +11b+ 13a+ 16 +19 + 20a+ 20e+ 20f+ 

21a+ 21e+ 21f+23 +24a+26 + 27 +28 +29 +30b+31 +32b+33 +34 +35 +36+ 

37 + 38 +39 + 41b+ 43a+ 45a+ 45n+ 46a+ 46b+ 48 +51 +52 + 53a+ 53b+53k+ 

531+54 + 55 +56 + 58b+ 60a + 64 + 65 
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102. rso12 := 0 

12c + 13c + 14c + 43c + 42c + 44c + 45o + 46d + 49a + 49b + 49e + 49f + 49g + 

49h + 49k + 491 + 49m + 49n + 490 + 49p + 49q + 49r + 49s + 49t + 49u + 49v + 49w + 

49x + 50 + 59f + 60f + 61c 

103. rsol2 := 4 

10a + 1 la + 14a 

104. rsol2 := 6 

15b+ 17c+ 17e+ 18c+ 18e + 20d + 21d + 22b + 24c + 24e + 25a 

105. rsol2 := 7 

15a+ 17b+ 17d+ 18b+ 18d + 20c + 21c + 22a + 24d + 24f + 25b 

106. rsol2 := 11 

40a + 41a + 44a 

107. rsol2 := 13 

45m + 46c 

108. rsol2 := 15 

49d + 49j 

109. rsol2 := 16 

49c + 49i + 53j 

110. rsol2 := 19 

57a+58a+61a+ 62 + 63 

RDO1 

111. rdol2 := cost 

2b + 3d 
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64. rdol2 := cdil 1 

10+ 12a+40 + 42a+57 +59a+62 

74. rdol2 := rdill 

0 +1 +2a+ 2c+ 3c+ 3e+4 +5 +6 +7 +8 +9 +11 + 12c+ 13 +14 +16 +19 + 

20a+ 20e+20f+ 21a+21e+ 21f+23 + 24a+26 + 27 +28+29 +30b+31+32b+33 

+34 +35 +36+37 +38 +39 +41 + 42c+ 43 +44 + 45 +46 +47 +53 +54 +55 +56 

+58 +59f+ 60+ 61+63 +64+65 

113. rdol2 := S 

15a+ 17b+ 17d+ 18b + 18d + 20c + 21c + 22a + 24d + 24f + 25b + 30a + 32a 

112. rdol2 := 0 

15b + 17c + 17e + 18c + 18e + 20d + 21d + 22b + 24c + 24e + 25a 

CSO2 

66. cso22 := rsi21 

7 + 29a+ 37 +54 

67. cso22 := rsil 1 

31a 

75. cso22 := csi21 

0 +1 +2 + 3 + 4 +5 + 6 +8+9 +10 +11 + 12 +13 +14 +17 +19 + 20a+ 21 + 

23a+ 23e+ 23f+ 24a+ 24e+ 24f+26 + 27 + 28 + 29b+30 +31b+32 +33 +34+35 

+36+38+39+40+41 + 42 +43 +44 + 45a+ 45h+ 46a+ 46b+ 48 + 51 +52 +53a 

+53b+53e+531+55 +56+57 +58+59 +60+61+62 +63 +64 +65 

114. cso22 := 0 

45o + 46d + 49a + 49b + 49c + 49d + 49e + 49f + 49i + 49j + 49k + 491 + 49m + 

49n+49o+ 49p+ 49q+ 49r+49u+ 49v+ 49w+49x+ 50 

115. cso22 := 6 

15a+ 16b+ 16d+ 18b+ 18d + 20c + 20e + 22a + 23d + 24d + 25b 
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116. cso22 := 7 

15b + 16c + 16e + 18c + 18e + 20d + 20f + 22b + 23c + 24c + 25a 

117. cso22 := 13 

45g + 46c 

118. cso22 := 15 

49h + 49t 

119. cso22 := 16 

49g + 49s + 53d 

CDO2 

65. cdo22 := rdi21 

7b+7d+9e+9i+37b+37d+39e+391+54b+54d+56e+56i 

76. cdo22 := cdi21 

0+1+2+3+4+5+6+8b+8d+9d+9h+10+11 +12+13+14+17 +19 + 

20a+21 +23a+23e+23f+24a+24e+24f+26 +27 +28+29b+30 +31b+32 +33 

+ 34 +35 +36 +38b+38d+39d+39h+40 + 41 +42+43+44+45+46+47 +55b 

+55d+56d+56h+57 +58 +59 +60 +61+62+63 +64 

122. cdo22 := xl 

7c + 8c + 9f + 37c + 38c + 39f + 54c + 55c + 56f 

121. cdo22 := 0 

15a+ 16b+ 16d+ 18b+ 18d + 20c + 20e + 22a + 23d + 24d + 25b 

120. cdo22 := S 

15b+ 16c+ 16e+ 18c+ 18e + 20d + 20f + 22b + 23c + 24c + 25a + 29a + 31a + 65 
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RSO2 

62. rso22 := csi21 

8 +30a+38 +55 

70. rso22 := csill 

32a 

71. rso22 := rsi21 

0+1+2 +3+4+5+6+7+9 +10+11 +12+13 +14+17 +18+20a+20e+ 

20f+21a+21e+21f+23a+24 +26+27+28 +29 +30b+31+32b+33+34 +35 + 

36+37+39 +40 +41 + 42+43 +44 +45a+45j+46a+46b+48 + 51 +52+53a+ 

53b+53g+531+54 +56 +57 +58+59 +60+61+ 62+63+64+65 

93. rso22 := 0 

45o + 46d + 49a + 49b 49c + 49d + 49e + 49f + 49g + 49h + 49i + 49j + 49k + 

491+ 49m + 49n + 49q + 49r + 49s + 49t + 49w + 49x + 50 

94. rso22 := 6 

15b+ 16c+ 16e+ 19c+ 19e + 20d + 21d + 22b + 23c + 23e + 25a 

95. rso22 := 7 

15a+ 16b+ 16d+ 19b+ 19d + 20c + 21c + 22a + 23d + 23f + 25b 

96. rso22 := 13 

45i + 46c 

97. rso22 := 15 

49p + 49v 

98. rso22 := 16 

490 + 49u + 53f 
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RDO2 

101. rdo22 := xl 

7c+ 8c+9f+37c+38c+39f+54c+55c+56f 

61. rdo22 := cdi21 

8b+8d+9d+9h+38b+38d+39d+39h+55b+55d+56d+56h 

72. rdo22 := rdi21 

0 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5 +6 +7b+7d+9e+9i+10 +11 +12 +13 +14 +17 +18 + 

20a+20e+20f+ 21a+ 21e+21f+23a+24 +26 +27 +28+29 +30b+31+32b+33 

+34+35 +36 + 37b+ 37d+ 39e+ 39i+ 40 +41 +42 +43+44+45 +46 +47 +53 + 

54b+54d+ 56e+56i+ 57 +58+59 +60+61+ 62+63 +64b+ 65 

99. rdo22 := S 

15a + 16b + 16d + 19b + 19d + 20c + 21c + 22a + 23d + 23f + 25b + 30a + 32a + 

64a 

100. rdo22 := 0 

15b+ 16c+ 16e + 19c + 19e + 20d + 21d + 22b + 23c + 23e + 25a 

DSO1 

127. dsol2 := 0 

12c+ 13c+14c+15 +16+17 +18+19 +20+21+22 +23+24 +25+26 +27 

+28 +29 +30 + 31 +32 + 33 +34 + 35 +36 + 42c+43c+44c+45 + 46 +59f+ 60f+ 

61c 

128. dsol2 := 1 

10a+ lla + 12a+ 13a 

129. dsol2 := 2 

40a + 41a + 42a + 43a 
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130. dsol2 := 3 

57a + 58a + 59a + 60a 

80. dsol2 := dsill 

0+1+2+3 +4+5 + 6+7 + 8 + 9 + 10b+ 11b+ 14a+37 +38+39 + 40b+ 

41b+44a+47 +53+54 +55 +56+57b+58b+61a+62 +63 +64+65 

DSO2 

79. dso22 := dsi121 

0+1+2+3+4+5 +6+7 +8+9+10+11 +14a+ 37 +38 +39 +40 +41 + 

44a+47 +53+54 +55 +56+57 +58+61a+62 +63+64+65 

123. dso22 := 0 

12c+13c+14c+15 +16+17+18+19+20+21+22+23+24+25+26+27 

+28+29+30+31 +32 +33 +34+35 +36+42c+43c+44c+45 +46 +59f+60f+ 

61c 

124. dso22 := 1 

12a + 13a 

125. dso22 := 2 

42a + 43a 

126. dso22 := 3 

59a + 60a 



APPENDIX D 

SYSTOLIC IMPLEMENTATION OF 

THE 

5 X 5 SOBEL OPERATOR COMPUTATION 

The 5 x 5 Sobel, operator for obtaining the x and y vector components are 

respectively: 
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The cell program for a PE of a systolic architecture for computing the 5 x 5 Sobel 

operator is given below and the structure of a PE is shown in the Figure D.1. The operation 

of the PE is similar to that of a PE used for a 3 x 3 Sobel operator as described in Chapter 

6. This is also evident from the cell program given below which is merely an extension of 

that used for the 3 x 3 Sobel operator. It should be noted here that a PE requires data from 

two rows above and below it. 

xi (t) := l_in (t - 1) 

x2 (t) := x1 (t - 1) 

x3 (t) := x2 (t - 1) 

tl out (t) := 1 in (t - 1) 

t2_out (t) := b _in (t - 1) 
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bl _out (t) := 1 _in (t - 1) 

b2 out (t) := t_in (t - 1) 

gx (t) := cx4 (t - 1) + (t - 1) + h6t1 _in (t - 1) + 

(t - 1) + (t - 1) + h21b2_in (t - 1) 

cx4 (t) := cx3 (t - 1) + h2t2in (t - 1) + - 1) + 

h12x2_in (t - 1) + h17b1 _in (t - 1) + h22b2 _in (t - 1) 

cx3 (t) := cx2 (t - 1) + h3t2 _in (t - 1) + Nil (t - 1) + 

(t - 1) + higbl_in (t - 1) + h23b2_in (t - 1) 

cx2 (t) := cxi (t - 1) + h4t2_in (t - 1) + h9tl_in (t - 1) + 

h14x2_in (t - 1) + (t - 1) + h24b2_in (t - 1) 

cx1 (t) := h5t2_in (t - 1) + hiotl_in (t - 1) +h15x2_in (t - 1)+ 

h20b1 _in (t - 1) + h25b2_in (t - 1) 

gy := cy4 - 1) + kit2_in (t - 1) + k6tl_in (t - 1) + 

k11x2_in (t - 1) + (t - 1) + k21b2_in (t - 1) 

CY4 cy3 - 1) + k2t2_in (t - 1) + (t - 1) + 

k12y2_in (t - 1) + krbl _in (t - 1) + k22b2_in (t - 1) 

cy3 (t) := cy2 (t - 1) + k3t2_in (t - 1) + kg' _in (t - 1) + 

k13y2_in (t - 1) + (t - 1) + k23b2_in (t - 1) 

cy2 := cyi (t - 1) + k4t2_in (t - 1) + /col _in (t - 1) + 

k14y2_in (t - 1) + k19b1 _in (t - 1) + k24b2_in (t - 1) 

cy1 := k5t2_in (t - 1) + kiotl _in (t - 1) +k15y2_in (t - 1) + 

k20b1_in - 1) + k25b2_in (t - 1) 
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